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Chapter 1
The Park

S

ometime during the night a thick fog crept inland from
the sea and covered Golden Gate Park.
As the sun rose the fog rolled down the flanks of the park’s
tallest hill and gathered at its bottom. There, the fog spread
out its long wispy fingers and gently touched the surface of
a pond.
On its shore, a boy named Watson Henri was running as
fast as he could. He raced down a winding dirt path, past tall
redwoods, clumps of white lilies, and a man-made waterfall
that looked uncharacteristically realistic in the early morning
mist.
But Watson didn’t notice. It was all the sixth-grader could
do to keep ahead of the three older high school boys who were
chasing him.
As he ran, he looked frantically in all directions for
somebody, anybody, who might be able to help him. But on
such a cold and foggy morning, no one, not even a dog walker,
was to be seen. The three high school boys were quickly
gaining on him.
The largest and meanest of the three older boys was
Darwin and he had a bone to pick with Watson. Watson had
posted a lie on the Internet. The lie had caused Darwin’s
girlfriend to throw her strawberry sundae in Darwin’s face.

Watson kept running. He could hear the boys’ feet
pounding on the path behind him. One boy stumbled and
called out, but to Watson’s dismay the other two didn’t break
stride. He felt a heavy hand tug on his backpack.
To escape the other boy’s grasp Watson tossed off his
backpack and dove under a nearby thicket. He felt something
cold and metal as he desperately clawed the ground to pull
himself away. Without thinking, he stuffed whatever it was
into his pocket.
Watson wriggled farther into the thicket, but his effort
was futile. One of the boys firmly grabbed Watson’s ankles
and dragged him back onto the path. Watson squirmed and
rolled onto his back so he could see his assailants.
“What should we do with him?” asked the boy who was
down on his knee holding Watson’s ankles.
“Wait for Darwin. I’m sure he’ll know what to do with this
liar,” replied the other boy. His chubby hands pressed hard
on Watson’s chest, pinning him to the ground.
Being called a liar was not new to Watson. He loved to
tell stories. Not just any stories. His stories were tall tales,
outlandish and untrue. He told them often and to just about
anybody who would listen: his teachers, his friends, the
mailman, the fireman, the cashier at the grocery store, the
homeless guy on the bench and even his mother.
Watson’s love to embellish, spin, exaggerate, enhance,
stretch, fabricate, embroider, misrepresent, hyperbolize,
color, and even outright lie, seemed never ending. His
storytelling, though often irritating, never hurt anybody,
and most often were met with rolling eyes or a disapproving
shake of the head. But that was before Watson started to
publish his lies online.
Watson had a blog that nobody ever read except for
Watson – until yesterday.
That’s when Darwin’s girlfriend Rosa stumbled across it.
For fun, she had googled her best friend’s name, Jane Badall.
When Rosa clicked on the link with Jane’s name, it took

her to a story on Watson’s blog. It was a typical Watson tall
tale, a silly story about aliens and flying saucers hovering
over Golden Gate Park.
She found the story rather amusing when it described her
boyfriend, Darwin, being abducted by these aliens. She even
chuckled out loud when she read that an alien spy, who looked
and sounded just like Darwin, had replaced her boyfriend.
And Rosa kept laughing when she read that Darwin, who
was actually now an alien, was having an affair with her best
friend Jane. This made sense because Jane’s dad worked as a
scientist for the government, and aliens, after all, are always
very concerned about other worlds’ governments.
“Really,” thought Rosa, “space aliens abducting poor
Darwin, how absurd!”
Then she saw the picture posted along side the story.
The picture made Rosa very upset.
It was a photograph of Darwin kissing her best friend
Jane on the shore of a pond in Golden Gate Park!
“You photoshopped Jane and me kissing in the park!”
accused Darwin.
“You kissed Jane?” one of his friends asked. “I thought
you were going out with Rosa.”
“Shut up! I’m not talking to you,” Darwin snapped. He
leaned towards Watson, his eyes wild with anger.
Watson trembled.
“Pick him up,” Darwin demanded.
The two boys aligned themselves on either side of Watson
and roughly hoisted him up.
“Admit it!” Darwin yelled at Watson. “Admit that you
photoshopped that picture!”
Watson looked up. His heart beat hard, filling his head
with a thump, thump, thump that muffled the roar from the
waterfall.
“What picture are you talking about?” asked Watson as he
tugged, trying to pull his arms free.

The two boys held fast.
“You know damn well what photograph I’m talking about,”
Darwin barked. “You posted it on your blog.”

Chapter 2
Plato

“I did not! And even if I did, what’s it to you?” asked
Watson.
“Why you little liar!” Darwin replied. “And I’ll tell you
what it is to me. Rosa dumped me because of that picture
and now it’s time for payback.”
Darwin clenched his fist and took a step closer to Watson.
Watson tried to take a step back, but the two boys on
either side of him wouldn’t let him budge.
“That’s right, hold him tight,” snarled Darwin. “I’m going
to teach this little liar to think twice next time he tries to
post stories about me or anybody else on that stupid website
of his.”
Darwin pulled his fist back, ready to strike.
Watson squirmed and, fearing the worst, closed his eyes.
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arwin never threw his punch. Instead, a loud, deepthroated growl came from somewhere in the bushes. Watson
with his eyes still shut could feel the boys tighten their grip
in fear.
“D-d-did you hear th-th-that?” asked one of the boys who
was holding Watson.
But, before anyone could answer the unseen beast growled
again. The boys who were holding Watson let go in fear.
Watson could hear the wild snarling coming in from behind
and instinctively ducked as a large white shape leapt over his
head towards Darwin.
“Yikes!” howled Darwin.

Watson looked up and saw Darwin and his friends run
away down the path. A large white dog chased after them.
Watson marveled at his good luck as he watched the boys
and the dog disappear into the distance. He picked himself
off the ground, and noticed the fog had begun to lift. The first
rays from the sun danced lightly upon the nearby waterfall.
Watson started to brush the dirt from his pants and felt the
small metal objects that he had found earlier on the ground.
He reached into his pocket and pulled out a plain, round dog
tag and an ornate golden key. Both were attached to a small

metal ring. Watson glanced at the dog tag.
“Perhaps the dog tag is from the white dog that just saved
me from being beaten up,” thought Watson, and he grinned.
Engraved on the dog tag was the name Plato.
Watson did not think much of the tag or the name. He was
much more interested in the golden key. It was handsome and
well polished. Its yellow-gold metal reflected the sunlight,
illuminating the wonder on his face.
He turned the key over. It seemed heavy for its size and
curiously warm, as if it were generating its own energy. On
the top of the key was an engraved head of an eagle. Below
it was a series of symbols that looked like letters from an
unknown alphabet.
A cold chill climbed up Watson’s spine as he examined the
letters. He was overcome by an uneasy feeling that someone
or something was watching him.
Watson looked slowly to his right and then slowly to his
left, but saw nothing unusual..
He shrugged his shoulders and then turned his attention
back to the mysterious letters on the key. Suddenly,
something rustled in the bushes to his left. Watson gripped
the key tightly and felt foolish for dawdling. Surely Darwin
and his friends had eluded the dog and come back to finish
their job.
Fearing the worst, Watson turned and started running
away from the pond. He ran past a large Douglas fir and onto
a rocky crag. At the top of the crag, he stopped briefly to catch
his breath. Watson panted heavily, but what really scared
him was that he wasn’t the only one panting!
Watson held his breath and listened. But the mysterious
panting had stopped. All he could hear was the wind in
the trees and the distant city traffic. Watson shrugged his
shoulders and then he heard it again. This time the panting
was much louder. Darwin and the boys must be right behind
him! Watson quickly turned around and screamed in fright.
But it wasn’t Darwin and his friends. It was the white dog.

The dog stood just a few feet away, his tail curled upright,
making a big, white fluffy ‘C’. His narrow brown eyes intently
watched Watson.
At first glance, the dog seemed somewhat wild, like it
might be part wolf. “Whatever type of breed he is,” thought
Watson, “he sure is beautiful and majestic. A dog fit for a
king.” He cautiously leaned towards the dog.
“You really scared me.” Watson said to the dog. “I thought
those boys who were going to… well… you know.” Watson
had to arrange his thoughts first, before he could properly
express his feelings towards the dog. “You saved my life back
there. Thank you.”
If the dog understood, he didn’t show it. He licked his lips
and sat down, always keeping his eyes focused on Watson.
Watson remembered the dog tag and smiled. “You must be
Plato,” he said, and then pulled out the tag from his pocket. It
was still attached to the ring and the mysterious key.
“Plato, that’s your name, isn’t it boy?” asked Watson as
he held the dog tag and key out so the dog could see them.
“These must be yours.”
Watson reached down to re-attach the dog tag, when to his
surprise he saw another key hanging from the dog’s collar. It
looked identical to the one he held in his hand.
“Well that proves it,” he said. “Now I know that you’re
Plato. But, why two keys?”
The dog answered by quickly lunging towards Watson’s
backpack and grabbing it with his teeth.
“Hey!” Watson yelled, “Let go. That’s my backpack.”
The dog didn’t listen. Instead, he took off running with
Watson’s pack.

This is not to say, however, that Crick wasn’t also a nerd.

Chapter 3

…

Crick

Crick dreamed of being a star basketball player. To his
delight, during sophomore year he went from being the
shortest boy in class to the tallest kid in school.
You’d think that being the tallest kid would make him a
shoe-in for the varsity basketball team, but his quick growth
spurt made it difficult for him to adjust to his ever changing
body. Unfortunately for Crick, he became a klutz. Basketball,
as it turned out, was out of the question.
“Wait until next year,” the coach said while shaking his
head. The coach couldn’t hide his disappointment that such
a tall boy couldn’t dribble the ball without sending it into the
bleachers, or worse, tripping over it and landing on his face.
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So instead of basketball, Crick spent most of his free time
behind a computer.

Oblivious to the honking horns and waving fists, Watson
followed the dog around the corner of one street onto another
that was filled with shops and restaurants.

It was because of Crick’s mischievousness that he owed
Watson a favor.

atson chased after the dog as it bounded out of the
park onto a busy street. They ran out in the middle of traffic,
ignoring the cars that came frighteningly close to hitting
them.

The dog bolted ahead, but not before Watson saw a golden
opportunity to catch him. His next-door neighbor, Crick, a
boy who was the same age as Darwin, was sitting and sipping
a soft drink while reading a book at an outdoor café. The dog
was running straight towards him.
Crick looked up, pushed a large clump of tangled reddishblonde hair out of his eyes, and peered past his freckled nose
at the commotion heading his way.
“Crick,” yelled Watson. “Stop him!”
Crick’s first reaction was to ignore Watson. After all,
Crick was in high school and Watson… well, Watson was
only twelve, a known liar and sort of a nerd.

By his junior year, everyone knew Crick as a very tall,
extremely nerdy computer geek who had a propensity for
mischief.

Just a few weeks before, Crick had snuck into the vice
principal’s office and hacked into the school cafeteria’s
database. Crick was able to change the menu so the school
would only serve pizza and ice cream for lunch.
The new lunch menu was quite popular with most kids,
but it was not at all popular with the school’s cafeteria staff,
which had prided themselves on serving nutritious, wellbalanced meals, no matter how awful they tasted.
The school security, on the request of the cafeteria staff,
did a quick investigation and discovered Crick’s hat on the
floor behind the vice principal’s computer.
Later that day, the vice principal while hysterically
waving Crick’s hat above his head, stormed into Crick’s

math class. Before the math teacher or Crick could protest
the vice principal grabbed Crick by his ear and led him to the
principal’s office.
“We’ll see what the principal has to say about trespassers
and tricksters,” the vice principal said as he pulled Crick
roughly through the principal’s door. They interrupted the
principal who was in a ‘special meeting’ with Watson.
Watson had been brought over from the middle school
because of another one of his stories. This lie involved the
high school principal’s son passing out the answers to the
chemistry midterm.
The principal sat back in his chair, his annoyed expression
shifted from Watson to the vice principal and Crick. The vice
principal, while still holding Crick’s ear firmly in one hand,
slammed the hat on the principal’s desk and explained its
significance to Crick’s crime. Crick gulped, he knew there was
no way out but to plead for the principal’s mercy. However,
right before he was about to confess that, yes, that was his
hat, and yes, he did sneak in, and yes, with little effort he had
broken into the school cafeteria’s database, Watson spoke up
and lied, “My hat! That’s my hat.”
Watson, who never cared much about basketball–or
school for that matter–was suspended for a week for lying
about the principal’s son and another week for breaking into
the vice principal’s office.
…

So while watching Watson run towards him from across
the street, Crick decided that, as long as it wasn’t too much
of a bother, he would help his neighbor out.
“What do you mean?” Crick shouted back. “Stop who?”
“The dog!” screeched Watson. “The dog!”
Crick quickly realized Watson’s predicament and took
action. As the dog approached, he leapt from his seat,
knocking over his chair and table, which in turn sent his

drink and book high into the air. The drink, the book, and
Crick all landed in quick succession.
Plop. “Hey!” Splat. “Eek!” Thud. “Yelp!” And smack.
“Ouch!”
Plop. The book did a half-flip and squashed an old lady’s
teacake. “Hey!” she yelled.
Splat. The drink landed on the waitress’s head, soaking
her topknot. “Eek!” she screeched.
Thud. And smack. Crick tumbled backwards, landing on
the dog and banging his elbow. The dog let out a startled,
“Yelp!” and Crick shouted, “Ouch!”
Watson ran up and grabbed the collar of the disoriented
dog. Everything had spilled out of his backpack. Notebooks,
pens, a knife, colored pencils, and a digital camera littered
the ground.
The camera, which he had borrowed from his science
teacher, Ms. Anne Lucille, had broken. Pieces of it were
scattered about the sidewalk. But before he could get upset
over the mess, he noticed some very strange letters stitched
on the dog’s collar.
The letters sent a familiar shiver up Watson’s spine, for
they were the same type of letters that were engraved on the
golden key. He pondered the characters for a moment, but
his thoughts were interrupted when he noticed that the old
lady and the waitress were both glaring at Crick, the dog,
and him.
“Hey, Watson, I didn’t know you had a dog,” said Crick, as
he got up rubbing his sore elbow.
“No time to explain. Let’s get out of here,” replied Watson.

Chapter 4
Rosa

we find his owner? I’m not sure if my mother will let me.
Maybe you…”
Crick spoke up before Watson could continue. “I can’t
have the dog, no way! My mom is scared of dogs. She’ll walk
across the street if she sees one coming her way.”
“Well, I don’t know what to do,” said Watson. “I want to
keep him. Maybe my mom will let me keep him once she sees
how cool he is…”
But Crick was no longer paying attention. Watson followed
the direction of Crick’s eyes, and saw that he was looking at a
girl who was walking towards them.
“Hey, isn’t that Rosa?” asked Watson.
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ragging the dog by his collar, the boys made a quick
exit around the corner of the café. Crick was nice enough to
have grabbed Watson’s backpack, shoving as many of the
spilled objects as he could back inside.

Once they were safely away from the café, Crick handed
Watson his backpack and asked, “So, when did you get a dog,
and what’s his name?”
“I’m pretty sure his name is Plato, but he’s not my dog. I
don’t know who he belongs to,” Watson replied. “Thanks for
helping me catch him. He’d stolen my backpack.”
“You may have gotten your pack back, but your camera is
history,” said Crick.

“Yeah, that’s Rosa,” Crick sighed.
Rosalind, who preferred to be called Rosa, was the most
popular 15-year-old girl in school. She was smart, pretty, and
exotic because she just moved to San Francisco from a coastal
town in Costa Rica.
She was also shy, and very uncomfortable with her new
popular status. She tended to avoid large groups and kept
mostly to herself. However, when she met Darwin, she was
smitten and soon they started dating. Their relationship, as
Watson now knew, ended quickly when she discovered the
picture on Watson’s blog.
“Why don’t you ask her out?” asked Watson. “It’s obvious
that you have a crush on her.”

“That’s not my camera,” Watson said, and sighed. “Ms.
Lucille is going to kill me. I promised I’d have it back to her
by tomorrow.”

“She would never go out with me!” Crick replied, turning
his attention back towards Watson. “I’m nobody, and she’s
amazing! Besides, she’s going out with Darwin. It seems all
the pretty girls naturally select Darwin.”

“Well, I suggest ’fessing up to Ms. Lucille and returning
her dog,” Crick said.

“Well, I happen to know that she recently dumped
Darwin.”

“It’s not her dog. I told you I don’t know who the dog
belongs to. His tag just says ‘Plato’, nothing else.”

“No way!” Crick exclaimed, and then looked crossly at
Watson. “You’re telling me one of your lies, aren’t you?”

“So what are you going to do? Post ‘FOUND DOG’ signs?”

“No, scout’s honor,” replied Watson.

“That’s a good idea, but how am I going to keep him until

“Do you swear on your mother’s grave?”

“I’d swear on my mother’s grave, but she isn’t dead yet.”
“You know what I mean,” said Crick. “Well, if you’re telling
me the truth… and I want to believe you.” Crick paused and
smiled a mischievous smile. “Give me the dog. I have a plan.”
“What…” said Watson. But before he could finish his
question, Crick had grabbed Plato’s collar and yanked him
away from Watson.
The dog winced from the sudden jerk and then sat
obediently next to Crick.
Rosa smiled when she saw the two boys and the dog.
“H-h-h-hi, R-R-Rosa,” stuttered Crick.
Watson looked with surprise at Crick, he had never seen
him so nervous. He was so embarrassed for his neighbor that
he looked away. He found himself fumbling the key in his
pocket, wondering about the strange letters that were both
on the dog’s collar and the key.
“Hi, um…” Rosa thought for a moment, “Crick, right?
Nice dog. What is his name?”
“The dog’s name…” Crick paused and looked at Watson.
Watson silently mouthed, “Plato, you idiot.”
“… Plato, yes, the dog’s name is Plato.” Crick was feeling
his confidence ebb and flow, his knees were shaking and his
palms felt sweaty as he lied, “He’s part Saint Bernard, you
know, a rescue dog.”
“Oh really, a rescue dog. Well, did you know that your
‘rescue dog’, is trying to ‘rescue’ a hotdog from that woman
over there?” Rosa pointed past Crick’s shoulder.
Crick was so nervous that he had loosened his grip on the
dog’s collar and the dog had slipped away.
Watson, who was preoccupied with his newly found key,
also hadn’t noticed. He shouted, “Oh Crick, you are an idiot!”
and ran after Plato.
Plato, seeing Watson, pulled the hotdog out of its bun,
and sucked it down whole. He then bolted past Watson’s
outstretched hands and through Crick’s shaking legs. Crick

grabbed at the dog, but he avoided Crick and jumped up and
snatched Rosa’s handbag. The dog, carrying the handbag in
its teeth, took off down the street back towards the park.
The woman who lost the hotdog looked up and yelled,
“Hey, your dog stole my hotdog!” but Watson, Rosa, and Crick
were already gone.
“Here we go again,” thought Watson, as the dog veered off
the street into Golden Gate Park.

Chapter 5
The Pond

some way. He did not know what it was, but it was more than
that the dog had saved him from being beaten up. Watson
figured that if he caught him, everything would make sense.
Soon they all disappeared deep into the park.
Rosa and Crick shared a sideways glance as they ran to
catch up to Watson who was now yelling at them to hurry up.
“You guys come quick! I think the dog is in trouble!” yelled
Watson, who was standing on top of a hill. When Rosa and
Crick got to the top, they could see why Watson was so upset.
On the other side of the hill was a short cliff with a circular
pond at its base. Halfway down the cliff, a large tree had
fallen and was jutting out over the water.

T

Plato was balancing precariously on the end of the fallen
tree just a few feet above the surface of the pond. He was
intently looking down at the water, and the hair on his back
stood on end. Next to him, dangling from one of the tree’s
dead branches, hung Rosa’s mother’s bag.

he dog dodged in and out of the woods, always staying
well out of the reach of his three pursuers.

“Mama’s bag!” cried Rosa. “What are we going to do?”

“Get your dog!” cried Rosa. “That’s my mama’s bag! She
will kill me if anything happens to it.”

“He got himself out there. He can get himself back,” said
Crick.

“Plato! Here Plato,” called Crick.
“Plato!” mocked Rosa. “Try ‘stupid’! Why did I ever stop
to talk you in the first place? That dog of yours is a disaster.”
“He’s not my dog,” said Crick.
“Well, whose dog is it?” asked Rosa, slowing down,
confused.
“We don’t know,” shouted Watson over his shoulder. “It
doesn’t matter. Run faster, we have to get that dog!”
“I’d say,” huffed Rosa. “After all, it has my mama’s bag.”
Watson was so preoccupied with catching the dog that he
didn’t notice passing both Rosa and Crick. Both of them were
normally much faster runners than Watson, but he was on a
mission and his adrenaline was pumping hard.
As he ran, Watson felt that the stray dog was special in

“I don’t know,” replied Watson. “I think the dog is stuck.”

“Don’t be so cruel,” Rosa scolded Crick. “The dog needs
our help. He’s obviously stuck, and we need to get him and
my mama’s bag off that tree.”
Rosa started taking off her shoes. But, before she got her
second shoe off, she felt a cold wind blow across her face.
The chilly wind came so abruptly it stopped the three kids
in their tracks. For a long moment no one spoke. Watson felt
the weight of the key in his pocket.
An unseen disturbance in the air caused a ripple to form
near the opposite shore of the pond. The ripple moved across
the water, took an abrupt turn and sped unnaturally fast
towards the dog. The dog tensed as the ripple approached,
but as soon as it was below him, it dissipated.
What followed was a silence that stretched beyond the
park, suffocating the city. Even the kids’ breathing seemed

muffled by an unseen force. Plato broke the silence with a
deep-throated growl.

“I don’t see the dog, but I think I can reach Rosa’s bag. I
just need to get out a little further….”

Watson gripped the key in his pocket. He felt an instinctual
need to protect it, but from what?

All of a sudden, the earth shook! It jerked violently up
and down as well as side-to-side. The water bubbled and
seethed, and the treetops swayed back and forth. It was like
being in a boat at rough sea, and even though none of them
had ever experienced anything like this before, they knew
exactly what it was.

The water below started to bubble and Plato started to
howl.
“I’m scared,” said Rosa.
“This is messed up,” croaked Crick.
The bubbling suddenly stopped. And then on this very
odd day, the dog jumped into the water. But he didn’t dog
paddle as most dogs do, instead he ducked under the water
and disappeared!
The kids stared at the water in disbelief and waited for the
dog to resurface. Rosa, for the first time, felt more concern for
the dog’s well-being than the fate of her mother’s bag.
The pond remained silent. There was no sign of Plato.
Watson was the first to speak. “We’ve got to try to save
the dog.”
“Why save that bag-stealing, flea-bitten mutt? He’s been
nothing but trouble! I’m going home,” Crick said.
“Because it’s the right thing to do,” answered Watson. He
was surprised how mature he sounded. This was something
his father might have said.
“That’s right,” said Rosa, supporting the cause.
Knowing that Watson and Rosa were right, Crick changed
his attitude, and because he was the oldest, took the lead and
started calling out directions on how to save Plato.
“Rosa, grab my hand,” he instructed. “And Watson, you’re
the lightest, grab Rosa’s hand and we’ll hold you as you walk
out on that fallen tree and see if you can see anything.”
So the three children held each other’s hands while
Watson slowly and cautiously walked out onto the fallen tree
where the dog once stood.
“Do you see anything?” shouted Crick.

“Earthquake!” Watson, Crick, and Rosa screamed in
unison.
But it was too late. Watson lost his footing and fell off the
tree, pulling Rosa and Crick into the pond with him.

Chapter 6
Underwater

Part II
Gaia

W

atson’s first surprise was how dark it was under the
water. It was like a large door had shut behind him, blocking
out the sun.
He opened his eyes as wide as he could and waved one
hand in front of his face, but he couldn’t see it. All he could
sense was the water’s movement. The water was cold.
He was still holding Rosa’s hand. He squeezed it and felt
the hard metal of the key between their palms. She squeezed
back.
His second surprise was how deep the pond was.
He kept feeling for the bottom with his toes, but there was
nothing. As he sank deeper into the seemingly bottomless
pond, Watson thought it odd that he wasn’t frightened or
gasping for air.
Instead, he was feeling very content and sleepy, like when
he was little, and his mother had just tucked him in bed.
His head began to droop and his limbs relaxed and drifted
in the water. The water was no longer cold, but had become
comfortably warm.
Just before he dozed off, he reached over and carefully
slid the key free, shoving it deep into his pocket.

Chapter 7
The Beach
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atson awoke to the sound of waves, not the lapping
waves of a pond, but the crashing waves of an ocean. He
blinked in the bright sun, turned his head, and realized that
he was lying on a seemingly endless tropical sandy beach.
Strangely, he felt too relaxed to get up.

He turned his head and looked the other way. Next to him,
Rosa and Crick were lying on the sand, sound asleep. Watson
reached over to wake them, but stopped short. He felt a sharp
poke in his shoulder and turned to find that he was lying on
a tiny book that was partially buried in the sand.
The book was only slightly bigger than a matchbox.
Watson had to squint to read it. The Zoological Handbook of
the Creatures of Gaia, was embossed in tiny golden letters on
a thin, plain wooden cover. It was a curious book.
“What is Gaia?” thought Watson, opening the cover. To
his surprise, the tiny book grew to over four times its original
size.
Watson was so startled that he almost dropped it. Wideeyed, he discovered it had another peculiar property. The
book had only one page. And on that page was one sentence.
The one sentence on the one page read:
Just point and read.
Watson pondered this for a moment, and then stood up. He

held the book with one hand and pointed his finger towards a
crab on the beach with his other. Suddenly, the letters on the
page started to twist, turn, and realign themselves. A picture
of the crab started to form.
“Wow!” Watson exclaimed so loudly that Crick stirred,
making a sharp, snorting noise. Rosa yawned. Quickly,
Watson closed the book, and it immediately shrunk to its
matchbook size. He tucked it into his jacket pocket.
Rosa finished her yawn and slowly got up on her feet.
Her eyes were wide as she looked around. “Watson, where
are we? The last thing I remember, there was an earthquake
and we were falling into the pond. What happened? We must
have been swept out to sea.”
“I don’t know where we are or how we got here, but I don’t
think we were swept out to sea,” answered Watson.
Crick opened his eyes and started to echo Rosa, but as he
stood up, his sleepy drawl turned into an astonished shout,
“What the…! Is everybody okay?”

“Well, if you don’t have a better idea, I’m sticking with my
tsunami theory,” retorted Rosa.
“Hey, look,” said Watson. He was pointing toward the
sand not too far from Rosa’s feet. “Isn’t that your mother’s
bag?”
Rosa turned to look. “It is! All right, you found it!”
She picked up the bag and began to inspect its contents.
“Everything seems to be okay… Oh no!” She interrupted
herself. “Mama’s iPhone! It’s soaked!”
“Let me look at it,” said Crick, holding out his hand. Rosa
hesitated, then handed the iPhone to Crick.
Watson looked at Rosa. “If anyone can fix an iPhone, it’s
Crick. He is an electronics whiz.”
Crick ignored Watson’s compliment as he tapped the
touchscreen. “This is really strange,” he said. “I can get a
signal, but I can’t get the phone or the email to work.”
“What about getting on the web?” asked Watson.

“Yeah, I guess, if you want to call this okay,” replied
Watson.

“Why? So you can work on your website?” Crick asked
facetiously as he continued to fiddle with the iPhone.

“Wow! If I wasn’t seeing this with my own eyes, I’d swear
we were in one of your stories,” said Crick as he briefly made
eye contact with Watson.

“I think we have more important things to worry about
than my website,” Watson answered, ignoring the sarcasm
in Crick’s voice.

“Well, maybe next time you’ll believe me,” Watson said
with some indignation.

“Well, you’ll be happy to hear I can access the web,” Crick
replied and then scratched his head. “But it doesn’t make
sense. If I can access the Internet, I should be able to get and
send emails, but I can’t.”

“My guess is that the earthquake caused a tsunami,” said
Rosa. “Soon after we fell into the pond, the tsunami came and
swept us out to sea, eventually dumping us here.”
“I think that a wave big enough to have done that would
have certainly separated us,” said Watson. “Besides, look
around. This is a tropical beach and there isn’t a sign of
anything else being washed up at all.”
This was true. The sand was extremely white and pristine.
The beach was dotted with tropical palm and coconut trees,
but nothing else. No discarded cans, no plastic, no footprints
or any other signs of people as far as the eye could see.

“Perhaps the phone and email part of the iPhone got
damaged from the water, and the rest of it is okay,” Rosa
suggested.
“That doesn’t make sense either. If the water damaged
the iPhone, none of it would work, not just some of it,” Crick
replied and looked up from the device. Something caught his
eye.
“Whoa,” said Crick.
“Whoa what?” Watson asked, wondering if Crick had

found a way to fix the iPhone.

Chapter 8

“D-di-id you see th-that?” stammered Crick, pointing
inland, “i-in the jungle!”

The Griffin

“No, what?” asked Watson, alarmed by Crick’s stammer.
“Did you see someone?”
“It looked like…” Crick started to reply.
“Yoo-hoo! Whoever you are, we’re over here!” shouted
Rosa.
“Shut up,” hissed Crick. “Whoever or whatever I saw, I
don’t think you want to meet it.”
“What do you mean, it? Why wouldn’t I want to meet it?”
Rosa asked, and then added, “If you think you saw someone
in the jungle, I am most certain, friend or foe, that they can
see us standing out here in the open on this sunlit beach! So
if you don’t mind, I’m going to meet whoever or WHATEVER
you saw.”
“Yoo-hoo,” Rosa called out again. “Whoever you are, we’re
lost and...”
“It’s Plato!” interrupted Watson, pointing towards the
jungle. “Look!”
The low foliage on the edge of the jungle rustled briefly
and then, sure enough, Plato came out of the jungle and onto
the beach.

T

he sight of the dog lifted their spirits.

“Wow! He’s still alive!” Crick shouted.

“I can’t believe how happy I am to see that no-good-fornothing dog!” exclaimed Rosa.
“Me too,” added Watson.
And with that said, they all began to run towards the dog.
However, they were only able to take a couple of strides
before something extremely strange stepped out jungle and
stood next to Plato. The kids, with eyes wide and slacken
jaws, all stopped at once.
Standing next to Plato was a large, wild looking animal
that had the body of a lion and the head of a bird–an eagle, by
the look of its large curved beak. Folded on its back were two
grand golden wings. It was the most bizarre creature they
had ever seen.
With one mighty leap, the animal picked up Plato and
jumped from the jungle’s edge and gracefully landed in front
of the three astonished children. It stood tall on all four of
its powerful legs. Plato sat on its back between the beast’s
glorious wings.
Crick stepped protectively in front of Rosa, and Watson
instinctively gripped the key in his pocket. There was a brief
moment of silence while the creature and the three kids
studied each other. Crick, hoping the creature understood
English, spoke up first.

“Wha-a-at are y-you?”
“I think you mean to ask, who are you? I believe that is
the polite way to greet a stranger on your world,” the creature
responded. Its deep, baritone voice had a calming effect on
Crick and Rosa, but Watson couldn’t help but wonder what
the creature meant when it said, your world.
“However,” the creature continued thoughtfully, “I guess
your question makes sense if you have never seen a being
like me before, so I will tell you what I am.”
His face puffed at the sides of its beak, which is as close as
he could get to a smile. “I am a griffin. My name is Greyson.”
“Oh my, it can talk!” exclaimed Crick, without thinking.
In a sudden move that surprised even herself, Rosa
pushed Crick aside, walked up the griffin, and stood firm,
looking up into its round, red eyes.
“Look, Mr. Griffin, I mean Greyson, we are lost thanks to
your dog. That IS your dog, isn’t it?” she asked, pointing at
Plato.
But before Greyson could answer, Rosa continued with
increased agitation.
“Well, you might thank us! Because we tried to save your
dog, which wasn’t easy because we had to chase him all over
the city and into the park because he had stolen my mother’s
bag,” she said, heatedly. “We almost caught him and none of
this would have happened, but he jumped into the pond.”
“That’s when we tried to save YOUR dog. But then there
was an earthquake and we all fell into the pond and now
we’re here and I don’t know where here is, and...”
Rosa stopped. Her eyes began to well with tears of anger
and fear. She looked down.
“Where are we?” she asked more quietly. “Can you help
us get home?”
“Look at me, girl,” replied the griffin.
The griffin’s voice seemed wise and kind and Rosa obeyed
without thinking. She looked back up into the eyes of the

griffin. She felt ashamed of her outburst and started to blush
under his gaze.
“Let me first explain about Plato and then I will tell you
where you are and whether or not I can help you get home.”
Greyson paused to gently caress the dog with one of his wings.
“Plato is a friend. We do not have pets here, and I believe that
is how you describe your relationship with dogs.”
Greyson puffed his cheeks and looked into the eyes of the
children. “Both he and I are happy that you were concerned
for his well-being.”
“No way!” Watson spoke up. “The dog told you? Plato can
talk?”
“No, he can’t talk like you and me, but he has other ways
to communicate,” Greyson said and then looked at Plato.
Plato acknowledged Greyson by barking and wagging his
tail.
“I don’t get it. If Plato isn’t your pet, who does he belong
to?” Rosa asked.
“Nobody,” Greyson explained. “He is no more a pet of
mine than Crick is a pet of yours. But that’s not important.”
He looked at Watson. “What is important, is that Plato was
sent to fetch Watson, and bring him here.”
“Me?” asked Watson. “Why me?”
“Yeah, why Watson?” chimed Rosa and Crick in unison.
“Because a great crime has been committed in Gaia, and
only Watson can help us,” said Greyson.
“What crime? Gaia? What is Gaia? And why, why… me?”
Watson stammered.
“I’ll tell you everything, but not now,” replied Greyson.
“First we must leave this place, it is not to be trusted. The
trees have ears in this part of Gaia. Please, you must all
follow me.”
The griffin, with Plato still on his back, turned and headed
into the jungle. The three kids looked at each other, then
followed.
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Chapter 9

The Outlook Post

T

he jungle was green, dark and refreshingly cooler than
the beach. Random rays of sunlight broke through the
canopy, creating small spotlights that illuminated patches of
the jungle floor.
These sunlit patches were like tiny stages where insects
danced, plants swayed, flowers curtsied, and mushrooms
bowed. On one of these stages, a strange character appeared,
cued by the rustling of leaves and the exit of a beetle. Its odd
appearance hushed the audience.
To Watson, it looked like a lizard, but its eyes were
detached from its face. Instead, the creature’s eyes were
attached to slender stalks that jutted from the top of its head
like antennae. After it spied the boy, it buried itself under
some fallen leaves. It remained hidden for a moment before
its eyes popped out from under the jungle debris like twin
periscopes.
Watson reached into his pocket, pulled out the tiny book
he found at the beach, opened it, and pointed at the lizard.
The book grew, and on the single page, the letters spun and
twirled until they read:

Garple Lizard - Periscopylus opticus
The garple lizard is an insectivorous reptile that
grows to be about two feet long, although garple
lizards in the south have been seen as long as six
feet. It has short legs and moves rather slowly
and is a poor tree climber at best.
Habitat adaptations:
The garple’s eyes extend high above its head by
its two optical stalks. The stalks are flexible and
when fully extended can reach almost a quarter
the animal’s length. The garple uses the optical
stalks to see when hiding under jungle debris, soft
soil, or even to see around an object like the base
of a tree. When hunting, it will dig a small hole
and wait and watch with its eyes extended above
its hiding spot. When the garple sees something
good to eat (it prefers scable beetles), it will jump
out of its hole and grab it with its long tongue.
The prey cannot escape from the garple’s sticky
tongue and is usually devoured by the hungry
reptile in one bite.
Watson turned away from the lizard, put away the book,
and ran to catch up with the group who were standing at the
base of a gigantic tree.
The tree was extremely tall and very wide. Its exposed
roots were massive, and many of them wove in and out of the
ground, some wildly vaulting into the air. One exceptionally
large root arched over a very curious and ornately carved
door. The door led right into the tree.
Greyson opened the door. It creaked and moved slowly
on its hinges as if it had not been opened for many years. A
cool breeze gently ruffled the griffin’s feathers. It carried a
pleasant smell that reminded Watson of decaying leaves and
clay.

The children followed the griffin through the door into the
massive tree. Once inside, they found the tree surprisingly
spacious and airy. There was no ceiling, the tall curved walls
of the tree’s interior extended dizzyingly upward into the sky.

“This actually is no one’s home, but an old lookout post.
It was used to look over the sea for people who once traveled
between our two worlds.”

A winding stairway hugged the perimeter of the inside
of the tree. To Watson it looked like the stairway climbed up
forever. He couldn’t make out where it stopped and the sky
began.

“I mean this world, Gaia, where you are now, and your
world, which you call Earth,” replied Greyson.

Greyson bent down to the three children. “We will climb
the stairway,” he said. “Once we get to the top of the tree, it
will be safe for us to talk.”
It was a difficult climb. Some of the steps were short and
small while others were so large that the kids would have to
use their hands and arms to pull themselves up to the next
step.
After climbing for some time, Watson noticed that the
stairway had begun to creak and sway. Exhausted and afraid
to look down, he kept climbing, pressing tightly against the
inside of the tree as he went up and up. His legs ached and
his heart pounded. He was about to sit down and rest when
Greyson finally stopped.
Watson was so busy feeling sorry for himself that he
didn’t notice that they had reached the top of the stairway
and were facing another door. When the griffin opened it,
sunlight poured in, revealing an amazing tree house. Rosa
gasped as the griffin led them through the door onto its front
deck. They were standing in the jungle’s canopy high above
the clouds.
The tree house had multiple levels that jutted out in
different directions from the center of the tree. The decks,
walls, and roofs of each level were all made from the living
branches of the tree itself.

“What do you mean, our two worlds?” asked Crick.

“I knew we were no longer on Earth!” Watson exclaimed.
His eyes were wide with wonder as he looked around.
“I don’t believe you,” Crick said. He then asked dubiously,
“If people once traveled between Earth and Gaia, how come
we’ve never heard of it?”
“Because, until today, no one has traveled between our
two worlds for thousands of years,” answered Greyson.
“Did griffins ever visit Earth?” Rosa asked.
“They did indeed,” Greyson responded. “Haven’t you
wondered why so many stories were written about us on
Earth?”
“I thought they were just stories,” Rosa replied.
“Some of them were,” said the griffin, “but the truth is
the longest story of them all and I will explain more in good
time.”
“Now, it is late, the sun is setting and soon it will be dark.
Plato will show you to your beds. We’ll talk in the morning.”
Plato led them to the highest level of the lookout post,
where the branches bent and formed a group of semicircles.
In each of these semicircles were small cots made of living
tree boughs. Next to the cots was a table laden with fresh
fruit.
The kids, who had no idea just how hungry they were, ran
up to food, and without asking, starting eating.

They were so high up that the children could see over and
far beyond the jungle to the snow-tipped mountains in the
west and the vast expanse of the sea towards the east.

“I, slurp, don’t know if I am more, chew, tired, slurp, or
hungry?” Rosa asked herself with a mouth full of fruit, some
of it dripping down her chin.

“This is the most beautiful home I’ve ever seen,” Rosa
said in awe.

“This is the best fruit I have EVER tasted!” Crick
exclaimed, and he spit a seed high into the air over the edge

of the outpost in the tree.

Chapter 10

Watson just burped and shoveled in more food.

The Master Key

After they’d emptied the tables, they tried the cots.
Crick and Rosa found the living beds very comfortable and
immediately fell asleep.
Watson, however, tossed and turned. He found himself
sitting up and looking out across the treetops towards the
sea. To his amazement, not one, but two moons rose in the
east. The sight took his breath away.
But, even under the beautiful Gaian night sky, Watson’s
mind kept wandering to the key. Slowly he pulled it out of
his pocket.
The key glimmered brightly by the light of the two moons.
Watson turned it over in his hand as he studied its mysterious
engravings.
Suddenly, he was aware that someone was watching him.
Quickly, he stuffed the key in his trouser pocket and turned
to see Greyson standing in the shadow of the archway, his
eyes glowing red in the moonlight.

“I

know all about the key,” said the griffin as he stepped
out of the shadow into the moonlight. “You see, you were
supposed to find it. Plato was sent to give it to you.”
“What?” reeled Watson, still clutching the key in his
pocket. “That’s ridiculous, I found the key in the dirt, under
a bush.”
“You were meant to find it. If Plato had given it to you
outright you might have misunderstood and hung the
key back around his neck. It was important that you had
possession of the key when you entered the porthole.”
Watson wondered why this creature from another world
would want him to have the key. “What did he mean when
he said that he sent Plato to get him?” Nervously, he began
to fondle the key in his pocket. “Surely,” thought Watson,
“Greyson did not want the key back!”
“You see,” continued the griffin, “the key opens a portal,
which allows you to travel from your world to our world.”

“Wait a minute,” interrupted Watson, “if the key allowed
me to travel from my world to your world, how did everyone
else get here? Wouldn’t everyone need a key?”
“Plato had his own key,” replied the griffin. “As for your
friends, I assume that the three of you were touching each
other when you entered the pond?”
Watson thought back to the recent events that now
seemed like the distant past: his home, Golden Gate Park,
running away from Darwin, finding the key, chasing Plato,
the earthquake, and falling into the pond.

mother’s bag and wiped the blood from his nose and face.
“What have you done to Watson?” yelled Crick.
“I did nothing to Watson. Watson, however, did a lot to
Watson,” replied the griffin.
Watson, who only suffered a bloody nose, pulled himself
up and defended the griffin. “Greyson didn’t do anything,
Crick. I tripped over a key.”
Greyson raised an eyebrow at Watson’s lie. “What key?”
asked Rosa.

“Yes,” Watson finally replied, “there was an earthquake
and the three of us grabbed on to each other so we wouldn’t
fall, but we all fell in... and now we’re here. So this is all your
doing… why do you want us here?”

“The key Greyson has in his hand. That is the key that
will get us home. We must get it back from him!”

“Not all of you, just you, Watson,” said the griffin with a
very serious look. “Please sit down. What I am about to tell
you is very important.”

Crick and Rosa froze. Watson shuffled his feet and looked
down at the floor. Greyson continued, “Let’s get to the truth
before you three jump to any more false conclusions. It is true
that the key I’m holding brought you all here, but it is only a
copy and all copies only work once. This key has done its job
by bringing you here. It is losing its powers.”

The lookout post creaked as the griffin started pacing
back and forth. Watson sat down in a nearby chair.
“We need you because you are a direct descendant of the
creator of the master key.”
Watson pulled the key from his pocket and studied it. “I
doubt that. Besides, how would you know that I’m related to
the guy who made this key?”
The griffin quickly grabbed the key from Watson’s hand.
Watson did not expect this and gave out a loud howl.
He jumped towards Greyson, and grabbed at the key. The
griffin stepped aside, and Watson, with his arms flailing in
mid air, missed the key and lost his balance. He stumbled
as he tried to right himself, but he failed and fell flat on his
face. The outlook post shook. A small trickle of blood ran from
Watson’s nose.
Watson’s fall awoke both Crick and Rosa, who came
running onto the deck where they found him sprawled out on
the floor. Greyson took a step back and stood in the shadows.
Rosa ran over to Watson, pulled a piece of tissue from her

“Hold on!” roared Greyson. His voice shook the lookout
post and silenced the night. “Enough is enough!”

“What do you mean? The key is not losing its power,”
Watson objected. “I can still feel it. You must be mistaken.”
“The master key’s power is strong and you, Watson, being
a descendant of its maker can feel its power even through one
of its copies.”
Greyson held the key aloft, out of the reach of Watson. It
shimmered in the light of Gaia’s two moons.
Watson, seeing the key, was once again drawn to it. He
wanted to hold it and protect it, but from what? Greyson?
Watson reached out to the key, but this time its power did
not seem as strong and he was able hold back his urge to grab
it back from Greyson.
“You see,” continued Greyson, “the powers of the master
key are conveyed through this copy. I can see in your eyes
your desire to protect the key, but this is only a copy, and its
power is only temporary. It no longer can be used to open the

gateway between our two worlds.”
Greyson lowered the key and handed it to Watson. “This
key has now lost all of its powers. It can’t even unlock a door,
for no lock has been made to fit its design.”
Watson held the key. The strange engraved letters glowed
briefly before extinguishing and disappearing altogether. The
key felt light in his hand, and he knew Greyson had spoken
the truth.
“Wait a second!” Rosa piped in. “It seems that some things
are becoming apparently clear, while others need a bit of
explaining.” She glanced at Watson and continued, “Forgive
me, but I just want to make sure I understand. Let’s see,
Watson has the key that got us here, but that key no longer
works and now only the master key can get us home.”
Rosa paused briefly weighing the importance of what
she just said and then added, “And you sent Plato to fetch
Watson because he is a direct decedent of the master key’s
maker. Am I right?”
“You’ve got it right so far, but you don’t have all the
information.” Greyson took a deep breath and briefly took
turns making eye contact with Crick, Rosa and Watson. Thin
clouds covered the two moons of Gaia and the night darkened.
“Last night, while the land of Gaia rested in peace, the
master key was stolen,” said Greyson in a hushed voice. There
was a grave and serious concern in his eyes. “And during the
despicable act, the key was damaged. We need you to find the
key, and once it is found only Watson can repair it.”
Watson started to speak, but Greyson held his paw up to
silence him before walking over to a bookshelf near the back
of the room.
The two moons of Gaia crept out from behind the clouds.
Their pale blue light danced on the treetops, which swayed
slightly from a warm breeze. In the distance an owl hooted.
Greyson removed a small wooden box from the bookshelf
and opened the lid. A bright reddish light leapt from the box.
It momentarily blinded the children before it dimmed to a

pale radiance that emanated like a glowing ember. Greyson
held the wooden box so the three children could witness its
contents.
Inside the box, nestled in red velvet, was a small metal
shard.
“This is the tip of the key,” Greyson explained. “When the
key was stolen its tip fell off. Only a direct descendant of the
key’s maker can replace the tip and repair the key.”
“Sure. I’ll use a little super glue and fix it good as new!”
Watson said jokingly, which was met with a stern glare from
Greyson. Watson swallowed hard and then said, “No, really,
I don’t know how to fix your key. You’ve got to be kidding.”
“Quiet!” retorted Greyson. “I don’t expect you to know
how to repair a common house key, however, you will know
how to make the MASTER KEY whole again when it is the
correct time to do so.”
Watson looked incredulously at the griffin, but wisely
kept his mouth shut.
“You see, Watson, if someone with evil intent steals the
key, then the key will split apart leaving a small almost
undetectable piece of its tip behind. The thief thinks he or she
has the whole key, but without this tip,” Greyson prodded the
tiny piece of metal with his finger, “the rest of the key loses
its power and becomes useless. This is to prevent anyone
with malicious purpose from using the key to pass between
the two worlds, or worse yet, to make copies of the key so that
whole armies could pass between our worlds. Your ancestors
made a key that is meant only for peaceful passage between
our two worlds.”
Watson looked at Greyson and the box. All was quiet.
Even the crickets and frogs in the forest stopped their nightly
chorus. The two moons rose higher in the sky.
“The problem, Watson,” Greyson solemnly added, “is that
we believe the person who stole the key didn’t plan to use
it, but to destroy it beyond repair. We found this note at the
scene of the crime.”

The griffin took a piece of paper from a small pouch
hanging around his waist. The paper was crumpled and
worn. He unfolded it and read it out loud.
P3
I have your precious key
Its end you will see
A horrible plight
That happens at night
When two moons, one
The key’s power… undone
After he finished reading, he passed the paper to Watson,
who noticed that it was ripped just under the last line. “It
looks as if some of the riddle is missing.”
“Yes, you have a keen eye, Watson, and you’ll need it,”
replied Greyson as he reached down and unclasped the
pouch that was hanging around his waist. He then placed
the note and the master key’s tip in the pouch and handed it
to Watson.

Rosa jumped in with an anxious quiver in her voice. “You
mean if we don’t get the key in seven nights we’ll never be
able to get home?”
Greyson looked at her with sad eyes and then turned to
Watson. “That is why you must leave now to find the key and
repair it.”
Rosa looked at everybody in the group. “But we don’t even
know where to start! We are lost, and it looks like we will be
lost here forever!”
Watson, feeling an added sense of responsibility, spoke
up, “I know where to start. We need to start where every good
detective starts when solving a difficult crime.” He turned
towards Greyson, “Please take us to the scene of the crime.”
“Yes,” confirmed Crick, “every crime novel I’ve ever read
begins at the crime scene.”
“Then what are we waiting for? The sun is rising and we
only have seven nights left,” added Rosa.
Rosa was right. The two moons had set and the pale light
of early dawn was streaming in the window.

“You will need the tip to repair the key, and you may need
the note as well to help you find its other half.”

“It seems my instincts are correct and you three are
perfect for this job,” smiled Greyson. “Follow me.”

Watson took the pouch as Greyson continued, “It’s a
lousy poem, but the meaning of the first part is obvious and
frightening.”

He grabbed a small pack and led them down the lookout
post in the tree to the jungle floor below. The early morning
sun had just broken the horizon when the griffin took them
to a path that led towards the scene of the crime.

The griffin turned and looked up at the two moons that
were starting to set in the night sky. “You see, every 444
years, the two moons of Gaia align perfectly at midnight.
Legend has it that when the two moons align, the sky becomes
slightly darker and the corona of the moon behind the first
moon creates a rim of brilliant blue. It is when the corona
shines the brightest that the key is vulnerable and can be
easily destroyed.”
Watson looked up at Greyson and met his eyes. “You said
every 444 years. When is the next time the two moons will
align?”
“They will align in seven nights.”

Chapter 11
Snodlops

a snodlop is to start with the first snodlops. The first snodlops
were cute furry creatures that walked on their hind legs.
They were short, even shorter than Watson.”
Watson let out a disapproving, “Hey!” and Rosa, only a
little taller than Watson, giggled.
“One odd behavior of the earlier snodlops,” continued
Greyson, “is that they always lied.”
“Sounds like Watson might be a snodlop,” chuckled Crick.
Greyson stopped and gave Crick a sharp glance. His red
eyes glowed. “Now, Crick, don’t judge Watson, after all, didn’t
he lie to save you from being suspended from school?”
Crick and Watson shared an uncomfortable glance. They
both wondered how Greyson could have possibly known about
that day in the principal’s office. Crick started to speak, but
Greyson cut him off.

O

n the way to the scene of the crime, Watson asked
Greyson about the symbol P3 written on the top of the torn
note.
“It is the signature of The Puzzling Pranksters of Pawd, a
small group of snodlops who say they are the great descendants
of Pawd,” replied Greyson. “Pawd was a misled mischievous
snodlop that lived many generations ago. He believed that
snodlops are the rightful caretakers of the master key, not
griffins. I should warn you, Watson, that P-cubed snodlops
are not to be trusted. They don’t take life seriously and tend
to play games, creating puzzles and riddles that can be very
tiresome.”

“It is important that we know about what goes on in your
world, but at this time it is not important for you to know
how and why,” said the griffin.
Not allowing the kids to protest, Greyson turned and
started walking, urging the children to follow him with a
wave of his paw. He spoke over his shoulder, “Where was I?
Oh yes. Our scientists believe that the prehistoric ancestors
of snodlops always or almost always lied. The snodlops lied
so often that it led to mistrust on such an overwhelming scale
that they couldn’t mate.”

Greyson trailed off as he spoke and quickened his gait
as he moved forward on the path that wound through the
jungle. The children almost had to run to keep up with his
manic pace. Watson spoke up, almost out of breath, “What is
a snodlop?”

He turned and followed a swift moving stream that led
deeper into the jungle. “What snodlop would want to marry
a snodlop who always lied?” continued Greyson. “No trust,
no marriage. No marriage, no baby snodlops! As you can
see, always lying was not good for reproduction and soon the
population of snodlops started to drop to dangerously low
numbers. As a matter of survival, snodlops evolved to always
tell the truth. Soon snodlops could not tell a lie.”

“A snodlop, well, a snodlop is a very interesting creature,”
Greyson replied as he slowed down his pace a bit to the
pleasure of three children. “I suppose the best way to describe

The griffin stopped momentarily and looked up into the
sky. The Gaian sun was climbing higher in the sky and the
jungle was starting to get hot.

Greyson continued, “You would think that an animal that
always spoke the truth would be a good thing, but always
telling the truth does have its hang-ups.”

Chapter 12

The Scene of the Crime

“How could always telling the truth have a hang-up?”
asked Crick.
Rosa smiled at Crick’s comment.
“How could you keep a secret?” Watson broke in. “I mean
if you always told the truth, and someone told you a secret,
how could you keep the secret if someone else asked you
about that secret?”
“Yes, that is one of truth’s hang-ups,” interjected Greyson.
“So snodlops started telling elaborate riddles to keep their
secrets. The riddles were truthful, but were extremely
difficult to figure out. So difficult, that by the time a person
solved it, the secret was no longer meaningful.”
“These snodlops sound very complex,” Rosa commented.
“Yes, frustratingly so,” agreed Greyson. “But, over time,
things tend to even out and today snodlops are usually
quite truthful, but like you and I, they are capable of lying.”
He let out a big sigh and added, “What makes snodlops so
insufferable is that they have not lost the trait of creating
puzzling riddles. This makes it almost impossible to enjoy
their company! Unless, I guess, you are another snodlop.”
“Do you think, because a snodlop stole the key, that we
can expect to find more riddles?” asked Watson.
“Yes, as I mentioned before, this snodlop is a member
of P-cubed and therefore quite mischievous and will, most
likely, give you more riddles to help you find the key. They
can’t help themselves. It is in their blood.”
Greyson stopped walking and said, “We are here.”

T

he kids, weary from the hike, slowly scanned their
surroundings. From where they stood, the jungle was a
little brighter. In front of them the trees gave way to a small
clearing. On the far side of the clearing was a large rocky cliff
that jutted straight up from the jungle floor. In front of the
cliff there was a stone bridge that spanned a wide stream.
“Where is here?” asked Rosa.

“Over that bridge you will find a door to a cave,” Greyson
said, as he nodded in the direction of the cliff. “Inside the
cave you will find a large room. That is where the master key
was kept. That room is the scene of the crime.”
Greyson led the small party onto the stone arched bridge
and crossed it. Watson and Plato, however, stopped midway
to gaze out over the water. Watson watched some small
pink fish dart about in the water’s current. The dog was not
interested in the pink fish. Something else had caught his
eye, something that caused him to let out a low, rumbling
growl. Watson directed his eyes to where Plato was looking
and saw a figure in the water’s reflection.
The figure was hard to make out. The light danced on
the moving water, making it difficult to focus. It seemed
to Watson that he could make out someone or something
standing and leaning on something long and narrow like
a shovel. But, when he looked up to see what caused the

reflection he didn’t see anything unusual at all. He began
to feel a little uneasy. He looked back at the water and the
reflection was gone. Plato was no longer growling and looked
up at him with expressionless eyes.
Watson second-guessed himself. Perhaps he didn’t see the
reflection of a figure with a shovel; perhaps the light dancing
on the moving water was causing an illusion. He shrugged it
off, and with Plato, continued across the bridge. Once they
were on the other side of the stream, Watson heard, or he
thought he heard, someone scampering off in the distance.
He turned and looked. Once again, he saw no one. Watson
shook his head. He was a little unsettled. Not getting any
sleep and traveling in a strange world was causing his mind
to play tricks.
Or so he thought.
The door of the cave was made of the same rock as the cliff
and therefore it was difficult to see from a distance. It was
slightly ajar with a large broken latch on its right side. Below
the broken latch was a small piece of metal that stuck out of
the ground at a low angle.
Crick walked up to the piece of metal and pulled it out of
the ground. He turned it over in his hands, examining it in
the morning sun. “Hey, look at this. It looks like the broken
end of a crowbar. See, it has a ragged edge.” He ran his finger
over the rough edge and passed it to Rosa. “The thief must
have broken it when he used it to pry open the latch.”
Rosa examined the piece of metal and said, “Our first
clue.” She then took out a piece of tissue from her mother’s
bag and wrapped the piece of metal carefully. She smiled
briefly at Crick and placed the newly found piece of evidence
into her bag.
Seeing the children find a piece of evidence pleased
Greyson. He smiled as he led the group into the cave. Inside,
the group followed the rock walls, which made a sharp turn
to the right, cutting out the light from the outside.
Watson felt a cool breeze that came from the darkness in
front of them. Its smell was heavy, earthy and moist, like it

had been traveling for a long, long time.
Greyson stopped, reached into his pouch and pulled out
a flint lighter. With a couple of strokes, he created a tiny
shower of sparks and lit a torch. Immediately the shadows
withdrew from the walls, and the ceiling leapt up, away
from their heads. Greyson secured the torch in a crack in the
cave’s wall.
Rosa looked up at the ceiling. It continued to move, back
and forth. “How odd,” she thought out loud, “that the ceiling
should move.” While she was watching the ceiling, she
realized the ceiling was also watching her. Above Rosa’s head
a set of eyes had appeared and were glaring at her. Then
another set of eyes appeared and then another, and another.
Soon the ceiling was covered with eyes. Rosa screamed!
Her scream echoed throughout the cave. The ceiling
stopped moving and the eyes extinguished.
“Shhh!” scolded Greyson holding a finger to his beak.
“Those are foobzees, very shy, flying cave rodents. I wouldn’t
scream or you might cause them to defecate.”
“Defecate? What do you mean?” queried Rosa.
“He means, don’t scream or you will scare the poop out
of them, and considering where we’re standing, I don’t think
that would be a good idea,” commented Crick while looking
nervously up over his head at the foobzees. Crick tried,
but there were too many to count. The cave’s ceiling was
completely covered with foobzees.
“They look like bats,” commented Watson who reached
into his pocket and pulled out the tiny book he found on the
beach. He pointed his finger towards the foobzees and the
book grew in his hands.
“What’s that?” asked Rosa with a surprised voice.
“It looks like Watson has a copy of The Zoological Handbook
of the Creatures of Gaia,” remarked Greyson. “How did you
get it?”
“I found it on the beach,” answered Watson.
“You found it on the beach?” Greyson shook his head.

“You don’t say. You are beginning to really amaze me. My
uncle wrote that book, or should I say, created the magic for
the book. He went from town to town handing them out to
everyone in Gaia. But no one wanted them because everyone
already knew about all the creatures on Gaia. I thought he
burned them all. I am surprised that one still exists, and
even more surprised that you would find it.”
The letters swirled on the page and formed sentences.
Watson held the book out so everyone could see.
The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia
The Common Foobzee - Timidenoius anopsian
The foobzee is a small flying rodent that lives in
caves.
Habitat adaptations:
Foobzees have excellent eyesight, however when
it is too dark to see, the foobzee will call out
with a high pitch screech and listen for its echo.
By listening to its echoes the foobzee is able to
maneuver around objects and find food during
the darkest nights. This attribute of seeing by
listening for echoes is called echolocation.
Foobzees live both in the forest and the desert.
Both desert and forest foobzees are nighttime
pollinators. They leave their caves after dusk
to search for plants that flower after dark. The
foobzees have long tongues, which they use to lick
the nectar from the flower’s base. While licking
the nectar their noses get covered with pollen.
When the foobzee flies to another flower it carries
pollen from the previous flower and pollinates the
new flower with its nose.
These small flying rodents are extremely shy and
are easily frightened. It is therefore best not to
sneak up on a colony of foobzees or to startle them
with loud noises.

“Wow, that book is amazing!” exclaimed Crick in a hushed
voice.
“I agree with Watson,” said Rosa and shuddered. “Those
foobzees look and sound an awful lot like bats, and I don’t
care how shy they are, foobzees and bats both scare me!”
“Well, obviously, they are more scared of you than you are
of them, because they left,” said Crick pointing up to the now
empty ceiling.
“Good riddance!” replied Rosa. “Now we can get to the
business at hand.” She put her hands on her hips, looked up
at Greyson and asked, “Where was the master key kept?”
Greyson turned and looked at Rosa. He was pleased that
the children of Earth were becoming more confident in their
strange environment and were starting to take control over
their situation. He led them further into the cave to another
room that had a large stone table.
The table made its presence known by its massive size.
It was over 5 feet high and its hewn flat top was about 6 feet
square. On its top, near the center of the table, was a small
stone box. The box would have been impossible to reach
without climbing onto the table unless the person or griffin
had amazingly long arms.
“What an awesome table!” exclaimed Crick.
Greyson ignored Crick’s remark, climbed on top of the
table and asked the children to join him. Plato did not climb
up, but kept an eye on the cave’s entrance as if he was
guarding them. But, from what?
They reached the center of the table and Greyson sighed
as he looked at the empty stone box. “This is where the master
key was kept for over a hundred years. This is also where we
found the torn note that was left by the thief.”
“This is it,” remarked Rosa sarcastically, “a little box on
a big stone table in a cave? You guys weren’t very big on
security were you?”
Greyson turned towards Rosa and with a hint of anger
addressed Rosa’s remark. “We didn’t need any security

because everyone agreed not to use the master key until the
correct time.”
“Correct time?” asked Watson. “What do you mean by
that?”
“When the people of your world are ready, that is the
correct time,” answered Greyson.
“I don’t get it,” said Crick with an inquisitive tone. “Ready
for what?”
“Why, ready to travel between our two worlds, of course.”
stated Greyson. “You are making such a mess of your own
world, we didn’t want you visiting ours until you… how
should I say it? ...cleaned house.”
“I hope you guys were ready to wait a very long time!”
added Rosa with a joking smile.
“We were willing to wait as long as it takes,” said Greyson,
not finding humor in Rosa’s remark. “But, as it turns out, that
was too long for some snodlops. Members of P-cubed started
questioning the purpose of the gateway. Their argument was
that people from your world would never change and that the
two worlds should never be joined. They feared that people
from Earth would pollute Gaia and strip her of her natural
resources like people have done so often on your world.”
“Hey!” interrupted Crick. “We may have messed some
things up, but we’re trying to get it right. For example, we
are starting to recycle.”
“Don’t take it personally, Crick. Only five snodlops make
up P-cubed, and even they are not all in agreement on
whether or not the gate should be closed between our two
worlds. Their behavior, however, did worry us, and that is
why we locked the entrance to the cave.”
Greyson reached into his pack and pulled out a large
rolled-up map. He spread it out on top of the stone slab.
Everyone got down on his or her knees to study the map as
he continued speaking.
“As I told you before, one of the five members of P-cubed
plans to destroy the master key when the two moons of Gaia

align. Look at the map,” said Greyson, while using the tip of
one of his sharp claws to point to a symbol that was easily
recognizable as a cave. “We are here.” Greyson then pointed
to five red stars that were drawn on the map. “I drew these
stars to show you the location of the homes of each of our
suspects. Next to each star, I wrote the snodlop’s name who
lives there.”
Just then a large greenish brown glob landed right next to
one of the stars on the map. “What the...?” But before Greyson
could finish his sentence, Rosa let out a bloodcurdling scream!
Thousands of foobzees had roosted on the cave’s ceiling
above Greyson, Plato and the kids.
And when Rosa saw all the foobzees had returned, she
screamed.
And when she screamed, the foobzees became very
frightened.
So frightened that they started to defecate.
All of them! All at once!
“Oh gross!” shouted Watson.
“Quick, under the table!” shouted Greyson. And as fast as
they could, they clambered off and crawled under the table.
Everybody was covered with foobzee excrement. Only Plato
escaped the full fallout from the foobzees. But even he had a
few disgusting brown droppings on his tail.
“This is horrible! The smell! I’ll never get it out of my
hair!” screeched Rosa.
The smell was bad and was getting worse! Watson started
to retch and Crick started grabbing dirt from the cave floor to
scrub the foobzee poop off his body.
“Here, use this,” said Greyson as he produced a large
towel from his pack.
The kids thanked Greyson, and, as best as they could,
quickly toweled themselves off. “Much better,” sighed Crick,
“but the smell, I can’t get rid of it!”
“It’s disgusting!” added Rosa while wrinkling her nose.

“As soon as those foobzees stop their bathroom hail storm,
I’m getting out of here and I’m going to soak in that stream.
I don’t care how cold the water is.”
“Hey, everybody look,” said Watson pointing at the ground
where Crick had been grabbing handfuls of soil for his dirt
bath. Crick looked down and saw a piece of paper. He plucked
it from the ground and held it up to his face. Squinting his
eyes, he examined it briefly before giving Watson a wide grin.
“Watson, I have a hunch, pass me the note that the thief
wrote.”
Crick took the note from Watson and carefully placed his
piece of the note below it. “Just as I thought,” he confirmed.
“It’s a perfect match. Now we can see what else our nefarious
thief has to say.”

P3
I have your precious key
Its end you will see
A horrible plight
That happens at night
When two moons, one
The key’s power… undone
Until that fateful night
The key, I keep, out of sight
Hidden in a moist place that I chose
Slimy, green, a strange thing grows
A plant, that perhaps just for fun
Eats small creatures as well as the sun
P3
The four of them sat for a moment and thought about
the meaning of the note. They could still hear foobzee poop
hitting the top of the table. Plop, plop... plop. Their rate of
defecation was much less frequent than the downpour from
before.

“I got it!” shouted Watson, and the rate of poop hitting the
table increased to exemplify his point. “I think I know what
the thief is trying to say when he says a plant just for fun
eats small creatures as well as the sun.”
“Well, plants photosynthesize,” interrupted Rosa. “I guess
that could be interpreted as eating the sun.”
“Exactly,” said Watson in agreement. “And remember
Venus flytraps?” He looked for recognition, and when he
didn’t get any, he continued, “From science class, remember,
we learned that the soil in a bog is acidic and nutrient poor.
Because the soil is so poor, some plants, like Venus flytraps,
have adapted to eat insects to get the nutrients they need.
We had a Venus flytrap in our science lab. It was really
cool. It excreted a sweet sticky substance from its two top
leaves to attract flies. Once the fly landed on the leaves they
would close like a mouth and capture the fly.” He paused
momentarily. “The thief wrote, plants that eat creatures as
well as the sun! Like Venus flytraps! Get it?”
Watson was excited and quite proud of himself. He turned
towards the griffin. “Greyson, is there a bog nearby?”
“Yes, just a half day’s walk to the north is the Blagoort
Bog,” replied Greyson, who even though he was covered by
foobzee poop, could not hide how proud he was of Watson for
cracking the thief’s riddle. “I don’t hear the foobzees anymore,
let’s leave at once, and, Rosa, please refrain from screaming.”
“I promise,” replied Rosa.

the bird in the sky was serious and unsettling.

Chapter 13

An Unexpected Departure

Rosa looked at Crick and he, in an attempt to reassure
her, returned her look with a small smile.
Greyson studied the kids momentarily and then removed
his pack that was strapped under one of his massive wings
and handed it to Watson. “In this pack you will find a map
of Gaia as well as some other useful items for your journey.”
He then turned and looked up into the sky. “I have an
urgent task of immense consequence that I must attend to
right away. I wish I could be with you, but I must leave. He
turned back towards them and looked Watson squarely in
his eyes. “Even though I am leaving, it is very important that
you continue your quest to recover the master key and find
out who stole it. Be careful and swift footed, you only have
seven days left before the two moons align and the key will
be destroyed forever, and you will never be able to return
home.”
“Wh-what,” sputtered Crick, “you are leaving?”

O

utside the cave, Greyson, the kids and Plato all blinked
their eyes in the bright sun. Rosa was first to jump into the
stream, clothes and all, and started to wash off the remaining
foobzee poop. “Hey, the water is rather nice. It is not cold at
all, but just right.”
She didn’t need to convince anybody. The others had
already jumped into the water and soon washing became
rather fun. They splashed each other and laughed joyfully.
Even Plato howled with delight as the foobzee poop and their
worries were washed downstream.
All five of them clambered up out of the stream and lay
down in the warm sun to dry off. It was a beautiful day!
A hawk, or something like a hawk, screeched high
overhead. Greyson looked up and opened his beak and let
out a loud wailing squawk in reply. The hawk screeched
again and flew away. Greyson looked away from the sky
back towards the kids. There was concern in his eyes. It was
obvious that the strange conversation between Greyson and

“You can’t leave!” Rosa added. “We don’t know Gaia, we
need you.”
The contents of Greyson’s pack, as well as the importance
of the mission, weighed heavily on Watson’s shoulders. He
knew that finding the key and solving this crime in a foreign
world with its strange inhabitants would be nearly impossible.
He looked up at Greyson with fear and uncertainty in his
eyes.
“Don’t worry, children of Earth,” Greyson responded to
Watson’s gaze. “Plato will be with you. Remember he is not a
dog from Earth, but an animal of Gaia, and even though he
does not speak your language, he is very intelligent and will
find other ways to communicate with you.” He paused like he
was trying to remember something important.
“Oh, and one other thing,” said Greyson as he reached
into the fold of his wing and pulled out a small silver whistle.
“If you are ever in grave danger, blow this.” He handed the
whistle to Rosa. “But use it wisely, it only works if you really
need my help.”

Greyson took a step away from the kids. “I must go, but
first I will give you the following advice. Be very observant,
look carefully at how the animals of Gaia adapt to their
habitats. Watching them will not only give you clues on
how to survive in our world, they may also point you in the
direction to where the key is hidden.” He then unfolded his
wings and took flight, disappearing over the jungle’s canopy.
The kids looked at each other in astonishment. The griffin
taking flight, with his majestic golden wings flapping in the
sunlight, was beautiful to behold.
“Well, I guess he really had to go,” said Rosa, who put the
whistle in her mother’s bag.
Crick called Plato over to his side and looked into the
dog’s eyes. “He certainly looks like a normal dog to me.” He
picked up a stick and tossed it. Plato watched the stick for a
moment and then walked over and sat down next to Watson.
“Well, he is obviously smart enough not to go chasing
after a stick,” smiled Watson.
“Hey, Watson, open Greyson’s pack. Let’s find out what
else is in there,” said Rosa.
Watson opened it and pulled out a thin light rope, a folder
filled with paper, the map that Greyson had shown them
earlier, and three sandwiches, which delighted them.
“Sandwiches! I’m so hungry.” Rosa said as she snatched
up the sandwiches and passed them out. She looked at her
sandwich and pondered. Then she tore it in two and offered
half to Plato. He sniffed the sandwich, turned his nose up,
walked over to a tuff of grass and started grazing.
“Well, what do you know!” exclaimed Watson. “I guess
dogs on Gaia graze like sheep.”
The kids laughed and began eating their sandwiches. The
sun climbed high in the blue sky. The air in the clearing next
to the stream was warm and filled with the pleasant scents
from the surrounding jungle. It was a glorious day and the
kids’ troubles seemed far away as they heartily ate their
sandwiches.

“Something that looks and tastes like tomatoes, with
Gaian lettuce, red cabbage and some sort of strange Gaian
cold cut that tastes great, but who knows what type of animal
it comes from,” commented Crick as he examined the contents
of his sandwich.
“Please,” replied Rosa. “I am enjoying my sandwich, it
really is quite delicious. I’d rather not think what cute cuddly
Gaian animal made the cold cut. Perhaps it’s not real meat,
but made from Gaian soy beans like TofurkyTM.”
“Maybe it’s Tofoobzees,” laughed Watson.
Crick finished his sandwich first. “Tofoobzee or whatever,
that was the best sandwich I’ve ever eaten.” He patted his
belly. “I’m so full, I can’t budge. I think I am just going to lay
here and get a little shuteye.”
The kids, with full stomachs, little or no rest, exhausted
from hiking in the jungle, climbing trees, and world-to-world
travel, lay down in the grass in the midday sun and soon fell
asleep.
Before Watson fell asleep he squinted his eyes in the sun,
creating tiny rainbows on his eyelashes. He thought about
his new adventure and looked forward to writing about it in
his online blog. In the distance, he could hear the sound of
the stream and the gentle breeze stirring through the jungle
trees. He also thought he heard, right before he fell asleep,
the sound of someone digging in the ground with a shovel.

Chapter 14

The Amazing Shrinking Stream

“I was just a little embarrassed that I tripped over one of
those stupid piles of dirt.”
“Rosa!” shouted Watson while pointing to a piece of metal
that was jutting out of the ground. “You didn’t trip on a pile
of dirt, you tripped on something else.”
Watson walked over, reached down, and with a quick tug,
pulled it loose from the ground revealing a damaged crowbar.
“It looks like you tripped on the crowbar that was used to
pry open the cave door,” he said with a grin. “Hey, Rosa, do
you still have that piece of metal we found at the scene of the
crime?”

T

he sun moved further west in the sky casting long
shadows that crept over the sleeping children. They awoke
together. It was Rosa who first noticed that the stream had
changed.
“Hey look,” said Rosa, pointing her finger at the once
robust stream. “The stream, it is only a trickle.”
They ran down the bank to where they had been swimming
just a few hours before. “What happened?” asked Crick. “I am
standing where the stream was up to my chest, now it is just
a few inches deep.”

“I don’t know,” Watson replied. “Hey, look at all these
small piles of dirt.”
All around where the children had slept there were about
a dozen freshly dug holes. They were small, about a foot deep,
and next to each hole was a small pile of dirt.
“Totally weird,” Rosa commented, and started walking
towards the largest hole. She took another step, tripped and
fell.
“Ouch!” Rosa yelled, while she grabbed her ankle.
“Are you okay?” asked Crick as he ran to Rosa’s side.
“I’m fine, my ankle is sore, but not sprained,” she replied.

“Sure do!” Rosa called back and, without getting up, she
carefully reached in and removed the evidence from her
mother’s bag.
Watson took the piece of metal and held it next to the
damaged end of the crowbar. It was a perfect fit. “Just as I
suspected, this is the crowbar the thief used to pry open the
door. I thought I heard someone digging when I was asleep. I
think our thief was here trying to bury the evidence.”
“That seems a bit much,” replied Rosa, who was being
helped up by Crick. “I think the thief would most likely
bury the evidence further away, don’t you? And I didn’t hear
anyone when I was asleep. Did you, Crick?”
“No, I didn’t hear anyone at all,” Crick said. “However, I
would not count out Watson’s theory. Someone or something
was digging around us while we were sleeping. That, and
with the stream drying up, well, something very fishy is
going on.”
“It looks like this crowbar was recently buried. Here, look
for yourself.” Crick and Rosa leaned over Watson who was
down on one knee prodding the ground.
“This is where the crowbar was buried, right here, where
the stream used to be. So the thief must have buried the
crowbar after the stream dried up.” Watson started digging
with his hands. “Let’s see if there is anything else here.”
Watson dug where the crowbar was buried, but did not

find anything else.
“That’s interesting,” said Rosa, pointing to the hole that
Watson had just dug.
“What is interesting?” replied Watson. “I didn’t find
anything.”
“The dirt in the hole, look at it.”
Watson and Crick looked at the hole and shrugged their
shoulders.
“The dirt is fine at the top and coarser at the bottom,”
Rosa said using her hands to scoop out two samples of dirt
from the hole. “See, it is as fine as silt at the top,” she said
holding out the sample from the top of the hole. “And as
you dug deeper it got sandier and coarser. Look at the dirt
from the bottom of your hole.” Rosa held her other hand out
showing dirt from the bottom of the hole. “You can see that
the dirt from the hole’s bottom is much coarser than the dirt
near the top.”
“Wow, you’re right, I didn’t notice it at first,” said Watson,
now seeing what Rosa was seeing. “Near the surface the dirt
on the edge of the hole is made of fine particles, but near the
bottom, the dirt is made of larger and coarser particles. Look,
there are even some pebbles near the bottom of the hole.”
“What do you think it means?” asked Crick.
“I’m not sure,” replied Watson, “but I’m pretty sure it is a
clue on how the crowbar was buried.”
Plato looked away and started barking. Somewhere
nearby, the sound of someone sawing was followed by a loud
hollow crack. A fast moving dark shadow fell over the kids’
faces.
“Watch out!” screamed Crick.
Watson, Crick, Rosa quickly jumped back. A large tree
fell and smashed into the ground right where they were
examining the hole.
“Oh, this is terrible!” screamed Rosa with her hand over
her heart.

“Someone is out to get us!” Crick said staring at the tree.
A large heavy branch covered the hole that Watson had dug.
Plato was growling. The hair on his back stood on end as
he pointed with his nose to the other end of the fallen tree.
“Look at what Plato is pointing at!” Watson called out.
On the top of a small hill, an odd, brown, furry animal,
about the size of a large pig, was standing next to the stump
of the fallen tree. It had an impressive arched back and a
long stiff serrated tail. The animal looked up and upon seeing
the children, ran down the backside of the hill.
Plato stopped growling and sprang towards the animal.
“Follow that dog,” ordered Watson.
“Here we go again,” grumbled Rosa under her breath, and
the three kids clambered up the hill after Plato.
When they got to the top of the hill, the strange animal
was nowhere to be seen. Plato had stopped his pursuit and
was sniffing the tree stump. It had a smooth edge, like
someone had recently used a saw to cut it down.
“I don’t like the looks of this,” Crick said while observing
the stump. “Do you think that creature cut down the tree to
kill us?”
“I don’t think so at all,” replied Rosa who was looking and
pointing at something on the other side of the hill. “Watson,
get out your book. I think it was cutting down that tree to
build a dam like a beaver.”
Sure enough, when Watson and Crick saw what Rosa was
looking at, their suspicions that the animal meant to harm
them vanished. From the hill, they could see a family of the
brown furry animals. Most of them were busy working on
an impressive dam built from nearby trees. Behind the dam
was a newly formed pond where more of these creatures were
swimming about.
“Now I see why the stream dried up to a trickle,” Watson
said as he took out the tiny book from his pocket. “That is
some dam they built.”

He held the book out so everyone could see and pointed at
the largest of the animals.

air was calm. A few yellow Gaian butterflies flew overhead.
Plato sat by Watson’s feet, his eyes focused on the sawtailed
buglofts at work.

The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia

“Look, here is the stream and the entrance of the cave.”
Watson pointed to the meandering stream on the map. “And
here is where we’re now. If we follow the edge of this cliff, it
will take us to the Blagoort Bog that Greyson mentioned.”

The Sawtailed Bugloft - Aqualamna pluargian
Habitat adaptations:
The sawtailed bugloft is much like its cousin the
flapeared bugloft except that instead of large stiff
ears for gliding in the air, it has a saw-like tail
attached to an oversized lower back. The tail is
covered with hard, sharp overlapping plates.
These plates form a serrated edge on the upper
and lower sides of the tail creating nature’s
perfect saw. The sawtailed bugloft uses his tail
to cut down trees, branches and shrubs to build
elaborate dams.
The dams, which are woven sticks and branches
caulked together with mud, create large ponds
while reducing streams and small rivers to mere
trickles. These ponds, which sometimes can cover
many acres of land, provide a favorable habitat for
many species of fish and other aquatic animals.
“Wow, that is so cool!” commented Crick after he finished
reading the book.
“I’ll say,” Rosa added. She thought she knew what Crick
was thinking and said it out loud, “It is remarkable that
animals on this world are so much like animals on ours, but
yet…”
“So different.” Crick finished Rosa’s sentence, which
proved to her that he was sharing her thoughts.
“Come over here and look at the map,” Watson interrupted.
He urged his friends over to a large rock that he was using
as a table. The map was spread out over the top of the rock.
He had secured the edges with small stones even though the

Watson took out a small piece of string from his pocket
and held it over the scale on the map. Using his fingers, he
deftly folded the string to match the length of the scale. He
then took the shortened string and measured the distance
from where they were to the bog. “One, two, three…”
“Hey, wait a second,” Rosa interrupted Watson’s counting
and pointed at a red star on the map. “I know it might be a
little out of the way, but look at this red star. Isn’t that one of
the suspects’ homes? Shouldn’t we go there first?”
Watson looked at the red star. Mr. Plover was written next
to it. He thought for a moment and then looked up from the
map at Rosa. “I’m not sure, perhaps we should follow the clue
from the note and go to the bog first.”
“And when we get to the bog, then what? I say we go to
the suspect’s home and ask some questions. I have a strange
feeling that looking for a key in a bog is more difficult than
finding a needle in a haystack. Besides, the snodlop’s house
is only two miles away.”
“I’m not sure how far away it is. The map’s scale is
measured in crackets. I’m not sure how far a cracket is.”
“It is getting late, and if crackets are like miles, then
someone’s home sounds a lot more inviting than a bog in the
evening, or worse, a bog at night.”
Watson looked at Crick.
Crick answered Watson’s look. “I’m with Rosa on this
one. If Mr. Plover is guilty, we have him and most likely
the key, and if he is innocent, we still can get some valuable
information from him. Like, how far is a cracket?”
Watson thought about Rosa and Crick’s point and was

momentarily distracted by Plato, who was jumping and
trying to catch butterflies in his mouth. Watson regained his
focus to the situation at hand and turned towards Crick and
Rosa. “To Mr. Plover’s house it is,” he said, now seeing the
wisdom in this choice.
They set out away from the bugloft pond towards Mr.
Plover’s house. It was still a pleasant day and the walk for
the most part was effortless. The path hugged the edge of
a large field as it moved away from the cliff and the jungle.
Occasionally large insects crossed the path in front of the
kids. Some of the insects were very much like grasshoppers
found in fields on Earth, while others made a shrill, unearthly
buzzing sound that reminded them that they were strangers,
walking in a strange world. They walked for what seemed
like a long mile when Rosa started singing an old cowboy
song.
Oh, give me a home
where the buffalo roam,
and the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard
a discouraging word,
and the sky is not cloudy all day.
Watson and Crick started to sing along and then decided
to get silly by howling. Rosa joined the fun and started
howling as well, and to everybody’s delight Plato also joined
in with a long, loud, wailing howl of his own. When Plato
finally finished his howling, Rosa, Watson and Crick thought
it was so funny they started laughing. They continued to
laugh until they heard another howl, not from Plato, but
from somewhere nearby. The kids and Plato clambered up a
nearby hill to see where the howl came from.
At the base of the other side of the hill next to a small road
was a lone house with a thatched roof. A light wisp of smoke
came out of its chimney and rose into the golden blue sky of
early evening. There was a dog sitting on its porch who, when
it saw Plato, started running up the hill. Plato squealed with

delight and ran to meet the other dog. The dogs met half way
and immediately started sniffing each other’s butt.
“My, my,” smiled Watson. “These Gaian dogs seem more
like Earth dogs by the minute.”
A loud tenor voice called from inside the house and the
other dog turned from Plato and ran back down the hill.
“Let’s go meet Mr. Plover. Plato has already met his dog,”
mused Rosa.
They walked briskly down the hill towards the snodlop’s
house.

Chapter 15

The First Suspect

They entered through the open gate and stepped up onto
the small porch. Even Watson, who was the shortest, had to
stoop so as not to hit his head. Poor Crick had to crawl on his
hands and knees.
Rosa, hunched over slightly, walked up to the door, and
knocked.
“Wait a second, I want to examine this,” said Watson as
he rubbed his finger along the shovel’s end. “This shovel was
recently used. There’s fresh dirt on its blade, and it’s very
moist.” Watson picked it up for closer examination. “This dirt
looks just like the dirt from where the crowbar was buried.”
“Are you sure?” questioned Rosa.
“I’m not a hundred percent sure, but I think it is similar
enough to ask Mr. Plover some questions.”

T

he snodlop’s house was small and modest, built from
fieldstone. It had perfectly square windows and was
capped with a thick, thatched grass roof. There was a short
dilapidated wooden fence that wound itself around a small
grassy garden spotted with an odd assortment of flowers
and shrubs. An intricate stone path made its way from the
front gate to a tiny wraparound porch. On the porch hung a
wooden wind chime that clapped in the breeze.
“tock-tock”
Snodlops are small compared to people. The tallest
snodlop of Gaian memory was four and half feet tall, a
towering snodlop, considering most snodlops are just a tad
over 42 inches high at best. To Rosa, Watson and Crick, the
snodlop house looked more like a playhouse than a proper
house.
“How cute,” commented Rosa.
“Pretty tiny,” added Crick.
“Hey guys, look on the porch, there’s a shovel,” remarked
Watson.

Rosa grabbed a circular knocker that hung on the center
of the snodlop’s door and gave it couple of raps. Plato tilted
his head and lifted one ear. Inside, the kids could hear soft
shuffling footsteps approaching.
The door swung open and out stepped a very furry, orange,
three-foot tall snodlop wearing a green coat, matching pants
and an odd pointed cap. He had a large head with tiny bright
blue eyes that were set wide apart.
The most striking feature of the snodlop was the length of
his nose. It started between his eyes and like an accordion it
rolled down over his mouth and dangled a few inches below
his chin. One could not help but notice that it resembled an
elephant’s trunk.
Rosa felt as if she was staring at it and averted her eyes
and Crick chuckled to himself while imagining offering it a
peanut.
The snodlop removed his hat and briefly scanned the
travelers with his beady eyes. He seemed nervous and
fidgeted with the brim of his hat as he spoke. His voice was
a bit deeper than one would expect for such a small creature.
“How can I help you?” asked the snodlop. His long nose
flapped up and down as he moved his lips.

“Are you Mr. Plover?” asked Rosa.
The snodlop did not answer Rosa’s question at first.
Instead he asked a question of his own. “Well, what do
we have here?” he asked and then paused briefly before
answering his own question. “Three strange creatures and a
dog, and what’s odder still,” snorted the snodlop as he tapped
his nose, “is that you know my name.”
After a brief pause, he put his hat back on his head
before placing his hands on his hips. “I am Mr. Plover, as you
suspected.” The snodlop’s nose curled into an “S” as he leaned
forward and smiled. “Would you be so kind to tell me whom
I have the pleasure of meeting, and please, you must tell me
where are you from.”
“I’m Rosa,” Rosa politely replied, and then gestured
towards Watson and Crick. “And this is Watson, and this is
Crick.”
“We’re from San Francisco,” replied Crick.
“San Francisco. I have never heard of such a place. Is it
north beyond the Torenhoog Mountains?”
“Oh, San Francisco is much further away than the
Torenhoog Mountains,” Rosa said. “San Francisco is on
Earth, which is our home.”
“Well, it makes sense to call the place you come from,
home, but I have never heard of Earth either.”
“Earth is the world we come from. We got here by using
a key and falling into a pond that was actually a gateway to
your world,” Watson explained.
The Snodop’s nose and ears twitched when Watson
mentioned the words key and gateway.
“We want to get back, but we need the master key to do
that. Unfortunately, the master key was stolen. We’re hoping
that you have information about the key.”
“Well, apparently there is some truth to the legend of the
key,” the snodlop replied. “Unless, of course, you are making
it up?” Before anyone could refute his accusation, the snodlop
corrected himself. “I’d be a fool if I didn’t believe my own eyes.

You are obviously creatures from someplace very far away.”
Rosa reeled at being called a creature and then mused at
the irony of the source. She decided to change the course of
the conversation by beginning to interrogate Mr. Plover. “Oh,
I think you know all about the master key. Don’t you Mr.
Plover? Aren’t you a member of P-cubed?”.
“How do you know about P-cubed?” Mr. Plover asked,
looking very surprised.
“It doesn’t matter how we know. Are you a member or are
you not?” persisted Rosa.
“Yes, I am a member of P-cubed, but I don’t see how that
has anything to do with your missing key,” replied Mr. Plover.
“We were told that all the members of P-cubed know all
about the master key. We also heard that members of P-cubed
wanted the key destroyed to prevent travel between our two
worlds. Do you know anything about this, Mr. Plover?” Rosa
asked, standing tall above the snodlop, arms folded.
Mr. Plover took a step back. “Whom have you been talking
to? One of those pesky griffins I suspect. Mind you, you can’t
trust a griffin as far as you can throw one.”
“It seems like we’re having a difficult time trusting you,”
said Rosa, turning the table on the snodlop.
Watson joined in the interrogation by grabbing the shovel
and holding it up in plain sight. “Would you mind explaining
where the dirt on your shovel came from?” he asked.
The snodlop snorted, showing his distaste to where the
conversation was going, and said, “I see, you think I have
something to do with this, don’t you? Those griffins probably
told you that I’m a suspect.”
Then Mr. Plover paused, perhaps to entertain a change
in heart. He looked Watson in the eyes. “I shouldn’t answer
any of your questions, but I understand that you are trying
to get back home. Also, I have nothing to hide, at least not
from you. So I will tell you. I was digging up delicious tammy
tubers down by the Stumporl Stream.”
“What is a tammy tuber?” asked Watson, while eyeing

both the shovel and the snodlop with suspicion.

your shovel?” Watson asked.

“Why tammy tubers are the tastiest, most lip smacking
type of tuber around. Boil it in a stew, fry it in soufflé, grate it
over a salad or snack on it raw. Any way you eat one, it always
tastes good, and it is good for you. It has loads of vitamin Y,
which every snodlop pup knows is good for the eyes.”

“I really find this line of questioning quite upsetting, but
go ahead. Take all the dirt from my shovel that you want.”

“Yes, tammy tubers are good and good for you. I get it,”
replied Watson. “But we heard someone shoveling, and later
we found the crowbar used to break into the scene of the
crime buried in a dried-up stream bed. You wouldn’t know
anything about that would you?”
“You certainly do get to your point. I was down by the
stream this afternoon, but as I told you before, I was digging,
not burying.” Mr. Plover paused and then repeated himself,
“I was digging up tammy tubers.”
Watson kept up the interrogation. “You admit that you
were down by the stream. Did you know there was a cave
near the stream?”
“Yes,” answered the snodlop.
“Have you ever entered that cave?”
“No. I keep telling you, but you seem to fail to hear, I
was digging up tammy tubers. Tammy tubers don’t grow in
caves. Besides, griffins use that cave for their own purposes.
I generally stay clear of griffin business.” He snorted and
raised one of his dark blue eyebrows. Below it, a beady blue
eye studied Watson. “About a year ago,” he continued, “they
built a door and locked the cave, so I couldn’t enter it even I
wanted to, which I didn’t.”
“Did you know the master key was kept in that cave?”
“There was a rumor, yes, but that rumor did not concern
me. Before I met your type, I thought the legend of the key
was a myth.” The snodlops nose twitched back and forth with
an expressive agitation as he spoke. It was apparent that the
questions were starting to annoy him.
“If you didn’t enter the cave and you didn’t steal the
master key, then you wouldn’t mind if I take a sample from

Watson started to collect a small sample of dirt from the
end of the shovel. He took a notebook out of his backpack and
tore a page from it. He placed the soil on the paper and folded
it back up. While he was doing this, Plato had walked over to
a pair of boots and started sniffing and whining.
It was obvious that he was trying to tell the kids something
was up with the boots. Watson picked them up and looked at
their soles. “I hope you won’t mind if I took another sample
from the bottom of your boot?” he asked.
“Go ahead, if you must.” And then Mr. Plover grumbled,
“Is there anything else that you want from me?”
Rosa spoke up in an attempt to calm the snodlop, “We
mean you no disrespect, Mr. Plover, but we need to find the
master key so we can get home. We would really appreciate
it if you could help us in any way you can.”
“Well since I don’t know where the master key is, I really
can’t help you,” the snodlop replied.
“Well, actually, you can,” said Crick who was becoming
quite uncomfortable squatting on the Mr. Plover’s tiny porch.
“It is getting late. We’re very tired and need a good place to
spend the night.”
Guessing that the interrogation was over, Mr. Plover’s
nose stopped twitching as he spoke. “About three crackets
north from here there is a small town called Benthos. There
you will find The Jumping Fish, a rather pleasant inn. I
think you will find it to your liking, their ceilings are rather
high, but don’t be surprised if a lot of folks stare at you. You
certainly must realize you are strange aliens on our world. I
mean you all no disrespect,” he added with a hint of sarcasm
and glanced sideways at Rosa.
“How far is a cracket?” asked Crick.
“Why a cracket is as far as…” Mr. Plover thought for a
second, “a cracket.”

“I figured that,” Crick said, not hiding his frustration with
the snodlop’s quip. “Let me rephrase my question. How long
does it take to walk a cracket?”

Chapter 16

The Jumping Fish

“With your long legs,” answered the snodlop, “I’d guess
just under an hour.”
With Mr. Plover’s instructions, the travelers left the
snodlop’s house and started walking in the early evening air.
They traveled north along a dirt road towards Benthos and
The Jumping Fish Inn.
The evening cooled and darkness fell upon Plato and
the kids. They walked slowly uphill and then down a slow
decline that rounded a rocky crag. Below them they saw the
Baleen Bay and along its shore, the warm and inviting lights
of Benthos.

B

enthos was a small sea-farming village, made up
of a hundred or so snodlop homes and businesses nestled
along a large cove. A small river flowed into the cove and
the combination of salt and fresh water provided a fertile
area to grow some of the snodlops’ favorite sea delicacies,
including seawheat and slinkens. Both are dried and ground
to make nutritious cereals, pastas and bread. The town’s
center was near the shore of the cove with canals and roads
arcing outward. Near the center was the town’s only inn, The
Jumping Fish, with all of its windows facing the sea.
The children entered the town and were somewhat
amazed that no one was out and about. Night had fallen
and many of the small shops had burning candles in their
windows beckoning other snodlops to come in. But other
than the candles, there were no signs of recent activity. The
tables and chairs at the cafes were empty. The sidewalks and
roads were bare. No one passed by an open window and no
sounds came from the restaurants, clubs or theaters. The
town was eerily deserted. Where the snodlops had all gone,

the travelers could only guess. Watson wasn’t sure, but he
thought he caught glimpses of doors being shut and window
shades being drawn as they walked passed the houses.
The town was small, and it did not take long for the
travelers to reach its center. There, they stood in front of The
Jumping Fish Inn. The three-story high inn was one of the
tallest buildings in town. It was built from vertical timbers,
many of them looking like old ship masts. Its many small
balconies hung on the front like crow’s-nests. On the outside
was a large wraparound porch and above its entrance swung
a wooden sign, with a fish painted on it along with ornate
carved letters that read:
THE JUMPING FISH INN
Under the sign was a short and wide heavy wooden door
that was slightly open, allowing a welcoming stream of light
onto the porch. On the door hung another sign that simply
read:
VACANCY
The kids and the dog stepped inside.
They had to duck to get in through the door, but as
Mr. Plover had promised, once inside there was plenty of
headroom, although Crick had to avoid the chandelier. In
front of them was a large desk and on it was a half a cup of
tea that was still steaming as well as few scattered pieces of
paper. Somewhere upstairs, a door shut.

your service. Sorry, but I couldn’t help overhear that you
think the whole town is asleep. Actually, I think everybody
is just a tad frightened and is keeping out of sight. We have
never seen anyone like you before.” The snodlop spoke rapidly
with tiny half snorts at the end of each sentence.
“I know,” answered Watson. “We’re from….”
“I heard. San Francisco, and you’re asking questions
about the stolen key. The news flew in just about an hour
before you got here. Let me see, the tall one, you are Crick,
the girl, Rosa, the short one Watson, and the dog must be
Plato.”
The snodlop reached behind his desk, produced a biscuit
and casually tossed it in the air. Plato jumped up and ate it
all in one motion. Watson again thought to himself that there
was very little difference between a Gaian dog and a dog from
Earth.
Mr. Nemo continued, “The whole town is a bit distraught.
We rarely get folks other than snodlops visiting Benthos, and
strangers from another world… Well, this certainly is an odd
night, isn’t it?” He took a sip of tea and eyed the strangers.
“Now, you folks don’t look that scary to me.”
“How did you hear about us?” asked Watson.
“Why, I told you the news flew in about an hour ago,” said
Mr. Nemo, pointing to an empty birdcage in the corner of the
lobby.
“You mean a bird brought you a message?” Crick asked.
“A yellow-bellied bellowing bluebird to be exact, and I just
sent him out to tell everybody that there is nothing to fear.
That you’re all okay.”

“This is so strange,” said Rosa as she looked around the
lobby. “There doesn’t seem to be anyone here. This whole
town seems to have gone to bed early.” And just as she said
that, a door behind a desk opened and out stepped a well
rounded snodlop with tufts of blue in his orange fur and a
broad smile that made his trunk-like nose appear smaller
than Mr. Plover’s.

“Well, I met you and I’m not in any danger now, am I?”
Mr. Nemo mused. He put down his cup of tea and looked at
the kids. “You folks are very tall. Luckily, I do have some
rooms on the top floor that have high ceilings, although you
still may have to bend a little,” he said while eyeing up Crick.

“Hello, and welcome to The Jumping Fish. Mr. Nemo at

Mr. Nemo led the young travelers up two flights of stairs.

“How do you know we’re okay?” asked Crick.

The stairs were short and small, and Crick found it easier to
climb the stairs by skipping a tread with each step he took.

crowbar could have been buried,” said Watson. “One, is that
Mr. Plover tried to hide evidence by burying the crowbar.”

At the top of the stairs, Mr. Nemo opened a door that
led into a large room. “Here is the central common area,” he
announced. “The windows offer a pleasant view of the sea.
There are three sleeping chambers,” he added, pointing to
three doors that surrounded the room. Then, pointing to a
forth door, “That door leads to the bath.”

“You said you heard someone digging while we were
asleep,” said Rosa. “That matches Mr. Plover’s story, but why
would he be digging up toovers or whatever he called them
at the same time somebody else is burying crucial evidence?”

The snodlop opened the door, exposing a small bathroom
with a sink and round tub. “I imagine you folks are hungry.
Now, normally I would offer you a menu, but you probably
have no idea what we eat, so I will bring up a small sampling
of what the chef cooked up today. Just ring the bell on the
table when you are ready. Unless you need anything else, I
really must go now.” And with that he quickly exited out the
door without giving them a chance to respond.
The kids took a moment to catch their breath. Plato
jumped up on a couch, made a couple of circles, and lay down.
Crick walked over to a window and looked out into the night.
Watson took off his backpack and started laying its contents
out on a table. He once again thought about his website and
how this story about Gaia would be his best blog ever! And
better yet, it was all true.
Rosa spoke first, “It is really wonderful that we’re
discovering all these unusual creatures living on such a
strange and beautiful world, but I really want to get home.
Does anybody feel like we’re any closer to finding it? What
about Mr. Plover, our first suspect? What does everybody
think? Was he telling the truth?”
“I don’t know about Mr. Plover. It is hard to figure these
snodlops out,” said Crick while closing the wooden shutters
on the window.
“I think that I know an experiment we can do to find out
if Mr. Plover was telling the truth about whether or not he
buried the crowbar,” said Watson.
“Really,” said Crick, pulling up small chair to the table.
“I am thinking there are only two ways in which the

“I believe he called them tubers, tammy tubers,” said
Crick, “but I agree, I think it is pretty unlikely that two
snodlops were digging by us at the same time. And if there
was somebody else, why didn’t Mr. Plover mention it? If you
ask me, I’d say we have our snodlop.”
“Speculation aside,” continued Watson, “the second way
the crowbar might have been buried is that the stream, as it
dried up, deposited sediments on top of it.”
“Sure! That makes sense,” agreed Rosa. “Streams carry
sediments. I know that from my science class. When a
stream’s current slows down it deposits its sediments, like
when a stream spills out into the ocean or dries up.”
“Like what happened to the Stumporl Stream,” added
Crick.
“But how do you know if it was the stream or Mr. Plover
that buried the crowbar?” asked Rosa.
“I think we can do an experiment to find out,” said
Watson. “First we need a hypothesis, and I hypothesize that
dirt deposited from a stream will look different from dirt
deposited by a shovel. Do you remember what the soil looked
like where we dug up the crowbar?”
“Sure do,” replied Rosa. “It was fine and silty at the top
and coarse and grainy at the bottom.” She thought for a
moment and added, “Let’s see… with a shovel. Perhaps the
larger pebbles fell out of the shovel first, because they were
heavier, followed by the lighter finer soil on top.”
“Excellent hypothesis,” Crick chirped. “But I think the
stream, as it slowed down, deposited the heavier larger
sediment first, and finer particles later. That would also
produce coarse soil on the bottom with finer soil on top.”

Watson nodded and said with excitement, “I know of an
experiment that will help us find out. First, we need two
empty plastic two-liter soft drink bottles.”
“Hey, Einstein! Did you forget where you are? I don’t think
we are going to find a two-liter soft drink bottle in this town.”

Watson continued writing until he was satisfied with his
instructions. Crick, who was looking over Watson’s shoulder,
commented, “That makes sense, but you know what they say,
a picture is worth a thousand words. It would be nice if we
could illustrate your experiment.”

“Oh yeah,” Watson replied with some embarrassment.
“Well, how about a large glass jar with a lid, perhaps a
mayonnaise jar. It just needs to be clear so we can see inside?”

“We can!” Rosa exclaimed, “The iPhone has a camera, and
if you don’t mind, I’ll make a drawing. We can take a picture
of it.”

They looked through all the cupboards and closets, but
all the containers they found were made of ceramic or wood.

Luckily for them, the iPhone received a signal and Crick
was able to post their plea for help and the experiment’s
instructions on Watson’s website without using too much
power from its dwindling battery.

The travelers were about to give up when Watson stood
up. “I have an idea!” he said enthusiastically. “Let’s use the
iPhone and my website, and ask people back home to do this
experiment.”
“Brilliant!” exclaimed Rosa. “But there’s a problem, my
mother’s iPhone’s battery is low. We’ll need to work fast to
post everything before it goes dead.”
“Crick is a computer whiz, aren’t you Crick? Certainly
you can post it quickly online,” encouraged Watson.
Crick smiled and said, “Sure, if I can get a signal. I’ll post
it, but I think it is best if we write it out first and then post it,
that should save us some time.”
“Great idea!” exclaimed Watson as he opened his backpack
and pulled out a notebook and a pencil and starting writing.
HELP!
We’re stranded in another world and need your
help to get home! What I am about to tell you
may seem strange and complicated, but we don’t
have time to explain because the battery on our
iPhone is very low.
We’re searching for a stolen key that will open a
gateway and allow us to get home. We need you
to conduct an experiment to help us determine
who stole the key.

To see this experiment go to Experiment 1 listed in the back
of this book or go online to PlatosPond.com and click on
Experiments.
Watson looked at his website. “This is awesome, Crick.
Now all we need to do is wait for people to post the results
of their experiment and we will know soon if Mr. Plover is
telling the truth or not.”
“People do visit your website, don’t they?” asked Rosa.
“Why, yes, I got twelve hits last year.”
“Twelve hits, that’s it?” Rosa said with little hope.
“Watson, we need to find the key in seven nights or we are
stuck here forever!”
“Well, at least I have a website.”
“Don’t get snippety, Watson,” Crick cut in. “Let’s cross
our fingers and hope somebody sees your website, does the
experiment, and posts their results soon.”
Crick grabbed the bell off the table and rang for room
service.

Chapter 17

An Odoriferous Affair

“Hey, guys,” said Watson, oblivious to Crick and Rosa’s
tender moment. “Let’s check the web and see if anyone has
done the experiment.”
Crick grabbed the iPhone from the table and turned it on.
The device gently chimed as it warmed up. Rosa and Watson
crowded around Crick to get a better look. Soon Watson’s
website sprang into view. Crick clicked on the experiment
link and the iPhone’s tiny monitor went white. Two words
filled its tiny screen: “No Signal”.
“Oh, no,” bemoaned Crick. “We lost the signal!”

T

he next morning, the Gaian sun’s rays streamed from
the east over the ocean and into the windows of the Jumping
Fish Inn. Crick awoke first. The low ceiling and the foreign
knickknacks that made up the snodlop dwelling quickly
reminded him that he was not home. He got up and looked
out an open window towards the sea. The air was salty, moist
and felt cool against his face. From the window he could see
many alien shorebirds looking for crustaceans in the sand.
Just beyond the shore, bright colored bursts of light
sparkled over the water. Crick squinted to make out what
caused the colorful scintillations. They were fish feeding by
jumping high above the surface of the water! They leapt from
the sea with their mouths wide open, gulping down as many
surface bugs as they could before diving back into the sea.
Above the water, the fishes’ wet scales bent and reflected the
sun’s rays, creating a rainbow of brightly colored flashes. It
was a glorious sight!

“Quick, turn it off,” urged Rosa. “The battery is very low,
we don’t want to waste it.”
Crick complied and turned off the iPhone, which again
created a gentle chime as it powered off. Everyone watched
as Crick placed it on the table.
Watson broke the momentary silence, “We’d better get
going. We can check the iPhone again once we’re on the road.”
“I packed some food before we went to bed,” said Rosa,
trying to change the mood in the room by sounding as cheery
as possible. “I feel better about continuing our journey
knowing that we have something to eat.”
“Great,” Crick replied. “As long as you didn’t pack any of
those tammy tubers, those were awful.”
“Never mind him,” Watson said. “Pack as many tammy
tubers as you want. I thought they were delicious.”
“I’ve got a little bit of everything,” Rosa replied as she
picked up the iPhone and led them out the door.

“Yes, they certainly are,” Crick replied. He no longer was
looking at the sea, but into Rosa’s soft brown eyes.

Leaving Benthos was nothing like their welcome. Snodlops
of all sizes and shapes were bustling about on the narrow
cobblestone streets. Most of them didn’t pay much heed to
the strange travelers except for the snodlop children who ran
along beside them. The young snodlops were very curious as
well as a little cautious.

Rosa, realizing what Crick meant, blushed and lowered
her eyes from his gaze. She felt her heartbeat quicken and
smiled.

One small boy, whose fur was so long that Rosa almost
mistook him for a large orange floor mop, ran up and stood in
front of her, causing her to pause mid-stride and smile. The

He felt a hand on his shoulder and turned to see Rosa’s
face looking beyond him towards the sea. “It is beautiful,”
she said.

boy pulled a small yellow daisy from behind his back and
presented it to her. Rosa was quite touched. She gladly took
the flower and thanked the child as she patted him on his
head. The little boy giggled with delight and ran back to join
the other snodlop children. Rosa waved goodbye to the young
snodlops, put the flower in her hair, and with Watson, Crick
and Plato left the city of Benthos through the front gate.

nose, but, unlike a rabbit, it had two very small round ears
on either side of its head. It didn’t seem to notice the children
and Plato as it lifted one of its large back legs and let out a
deadly, but not so silent pffft.

The narrow dirt road that led to Blagoort Bog was lined
with small bushes and wild flowers. From the road they
could see the Zaagtand Mountains to the west and when they
crested a hill, they could see the Sargassum Sea beyond the
Baleen Bay to the east.

By now the fart had wafted around Watson, Crick and
Rosa, who pinched their noses and watched the yellow fluffy
animal as it sat by the side of the road. Watson took out The
Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia and with his
other hand, which he was using to pinch his nose, extended
his pinkie finger towards the little stinker.

Rosa was admiring the beautiful wild flowers and smelling
the fresh sea-tinted air when an awful, but familiar smell
overwhelmed her.
“Hey! Who farted?” Rosa asked, looking accusingly at
both Crick and Watson, but suspected Crick.
“Oh, that’s disgusting. It smells worse than foobzee poop!
Crick, what did you eat?” asked Watson while holding his
nose.
“Hey, don’t blame me,” said Crick defiantly, “I smell it
too, but if you ask me this is much stronger and more potent
than your average fart.”
“Oh, so now you’re bragging,” said Rosa, who was also
holding her nose. “Crick, please go stand somewhere away
from m....”
Just then a loud ripping pffft came somewhere from
behind them. Watson, Crick and Rosa turned their heads to
see Plato, who comically held his paw up to his nose. “Plato!”
they shouted simultaneously while holding their noses.
“Wow, no Earth dog could ever match a Gaian dog fart,”
Crick said, relieved that he was no longer being blamed for
the odoriferous intrusion. But just as the kids thought that
they had figured out that Plato was the source of the smelly
farts, a small yellow animal hopped across the road and
stopped on the other side. It looked somewhat like a rabbit. It
had a round fluffy tail, large back legs, and a twitching pink

“Oh, it’s so cute,” said Rosa.
“Oh, it is so smelly,” said Crick, poking fun of Rosa.

The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia
Fladlops - Flatulancia pheromoneous
Fladlops are medium sized rodents that live in
the fields that surround the lowlands east of the
Zaagtand Mountains. They have large muscular
back legs that allow them to jump over 12 times
their body length.
Fladlops mate once a year after the quillbear
migration when the boongoon beans are ripe.
During mating season the male fladlop gives off
a scent (pheromone) that is irresistible to female
fladlops, but is repulsive to all other Gaian
creatures. To produce its foul stinking pheromone,
the male fladlop will gorge on boongoon beans,
which everyone in Gaia knows is the most
gaseous of all Gaian food. The male fladlop will
then expel the gas in a series of farts that fills
the air with a smell that only a female fladlop can
love. Generally, the stronger, more unpleasant
the smell, the more likely the male will find a
suitable mate.

Watson put the book back and laughed. “These little
fladlops fart to attract a mate, how weird is….” But he never
finished his sentence, for a female fladlop sauntered across
the path in front of the travelers.
She looked over her shoulder at a large group of male
fladlops who were watching her from both sides of the road,
and let out a dainty toot.
The males became very excited. Every male fladlop
thought the flatulent female fladlop was farting for him, so
they did what all male fladlops do when it is love at first
smell. They farted back! Pffft to the right, pffft to the left, pffft
upwind and pffft downwind, soon the air was filled with so
much flatulence that Watson, Crick and Rosa’s eyes started
watering.
The kids did what their instincts in such a foul air told
them to do. They ran. They ran as fast they could around
a bend in the road that overlooked a large valley and, most
importantly, left itself exposed to a nose saving fresh breeze.
They paused to catch their breath. Crick spoke first, “I
thought my farts were stinky, but those fladlops….”
“Oh, enough already,” interrupted Rosa. “Just when I
am thinking that Gaia is the most beautiful place on Earth,
something like foobzee poop or a cute little fladlop has to
stink it all up.”
“That’s funny,” commented Crick.
“Typical boy,” said Rosa with a hint of arrogance. “I don’t
get why boys think that farts are so funny.”
“No, that’s not what I mean,” Crick responded. “It’s what
you said.”
“What did I say?” asked Rosa.
“You said that Gaia was the most beautiful place on
Earth.”
“I see,” sighed Rosa. “Even with all these strange
creatures, I sometimes forget that I’m on another world. It
all seems like a bad dream, and that I will wake up and I’ll
be in my bed in San Francisco.”

“I know what you mean, I sometimes feel the same way.”
Crick said, supporting Rosa while at the same time feeling
the futility of their situation.
“Hey, you guys, I think I see the Blagoort Bog,” called out
Watson.
Looking north, they could see the dark green flat expanse
of the Blagoort Bog. It was large and disheartening. “How
are we ever going to find the master key in all of that?” Rosa
wondered out loud.
No one responded to her remark, but silently walked
down the road to the Blagoort Bog, a massive peat bog that
stretched out in all directions for many miles in the Gaian
lowlands.
A Gaian peat bog is very similar to a peat bog on Earth.
Both are large shallow bodies of water that are covered with
sphagnum moss. Sphagnum moss grows out from the edge
of the bog in tangled mats strong enough to support shrubs,
people and even trees. Jump up and down on sphagnum moss
and the ground will quake, sometimes shaking trees over
twenty feet away. Sphagnum also acts as a sponge soaking
up warmth, oxygen, and rain, keeping precious nutrients
such as nitrogen from reaching the water below.
Because bogs are nutrient poor, some plants have adapted
to growing in a bog by eating insects to get their food. Both
Gaian bogs and Earth bogs are filled with insect eating
plants. The only difference is that in a Gaian bog, the insects,
as well as the plants, are much larger.

Chapter 18

A Belching Bog Begonia

got to find the key, and if it is hidden in this bog we’ll need all
the time we’ve got to find it.”
“Aye, captain Watson,” Crick said sarcastically as he
saluted Watson with his hand and a mocking smile.
The path meandered through the sphagnum mats, and it
narrowed as it continued deeper into the bog. Soon Watson,
Crick, Rosa and Plato were walking in a single file. The
vegetation was thick, and even though the trees were not as
grand as the trees in the jungle, they were tall and broad
enough to block out much of the sun.

T

he road, as you can imagine, did not enter the bog, but
circled around it, so Watson, Crick and Rosa followed the
road along the edge of the bog until they saw a worn path
that cut into the sphagnum mats. They took this path and
entered the bog.
The ground shuddered when the travelers walked on
the thick matted sphagnum. “Wow, this is really cool,” said
Crick, who jumped up and down, causing the whole ground
to oscillate over the hidden water below.
“Stop that, Crick!” shouted Watson. The ground shaking
reminded him a little too much of the earthquake that started
their adventure.
“Yes, please, Crick, I’m getting seasick,” complained Rosa.
“Oh, all right,” Crick complied, but not before he decided
to do something foolish and jump one last time on the buoyant
moss. This time, instead of the ground moving like a cork
on water, Crick’s left foot broke through the moss mat and
plunged into the dark brown water below. He quickly pulled
his soaked foot from the hole and cursed.
“Serves you right,” Watson said with a smug look on his
face. “Now let’s stop fooling around and keep walking, we’ve

As they traveled on, the bog became darker, the
temperature started to drop, and it became eerily quiet.
The only sounds they could hear were their own breathing
interrupted by Crick’s left shoe, which made a wet, squishy
sound as he walked. The kids looked around the dark and
mysterious vegetation hoping that something would present
itself as a clue as to where the key was hidden, but they saw
nothing.
They continued on, passing pools of water that were the
color of dried blood. Growing near the pools were tall thickstemmed plants covered with fine wispy blue hairs. These
plants were rather large. Some of them were taller than the
trees and their large tulip like heads bent down like thick
gigantic street lamps. The blue hairs looked soft, tempting
Rosa to pause, reach out and touch them. When she did, she
quickly recoiled for the blue hairs were sticky and left an
unpleasant, gooey residue on her hand. She wiped her hand
on her trousers and caught up to the rest of the group without
saying a word.
The air grew heavy with the foul smell of decay,
making it uncomfortable to breathe. Watson noticed that
the temperature was no longer dropping, but had slightly
increased. And even though he could not see the sun, he could
tell it was getting higher in the sky and that morning was
nearing its end. Walking on the spongy moss was tiresome
and it seemed never ending. Everything started to look the
same. The bog just went on and on. The travelers’ hearts

sank as they continued to walk. Finding the key in such a
place was beginning to look like an impossible task.

looked, everything looked familiar and strange at the same
time. He had no idea which direction to go to find the path.

Out of the corner of her eye, Rosa saw a flash of light by
the edge of a nearby pool. The light gave her a sense of hope.
She thought that perhaps it was the key reflecting a ray of
sunlight, or at least a clue that would lead them to where the
key was hidden.

Crick was sharing Watson’s concern and pointed over his
shoulder. “I think we came from that direction. I’m sure that
if we retrace our steps, we can find our way back to the path.”

Rosa led them off the path to the edge of the pool. But,
when they got to where she had thought she had seen the
flash of light, there was nothing to be found.
“Are you sure you saw a flash of light? It wasn’t just the
water sparkling?” asked Watson, who was annoyed that they
had strayed off the path. It was the only sure way they had of
finding a way out of the massive bog.
“Look at this pool. It’s dark brown. I can’t even see my
reflection. I doubt it was the water that glittered,” said Rosa
indignantly.
“Look!” cried Crick, pointing to the other side of the pool.
“Something over there is flashing. It looks like a flashlight.”
“I see it,” Watson added. The kids and Plato ran to the
other side of the pool, but when they got there, they lost sight
of the glittering object. They bent down and with their hands
searched through the thick moss, but no matter how hard
they looked, they could not find the source of the mysterious
light.
Plato, who was frantically pacing and sniffing the moss
by the edge of the pool, looked up, barked loudly and started
running deeper into the bog. The kids quickly followed. They
ran as fast as they could, but the shaky peat moss hampered
their efforts, and soon Plato was out of sight.
Rosa caught her breath and called out, “Stop!” Crick and
Watson stopped and looked at her. “I can’t believe that dog.
He’s always getting us in trouble and now he’s lost, and my
guess is that we’re lost, too,” she huffed.
Crick and Watson looked around. Watson felt on the verge
of panic. The path was nowhere in sight. Everywhere he

Watson spoke up, “In case you haven’t noticed, we’re
in a bog. We’ve been running on moss, which doesn’t leave
footprints. I don’t see steps to retrace. Do you?”
“Watson, sometimes you’re such a child. Retracing your
steps is a figure of speech,” Crick replied hotly. “I say let’s
not look for Plato and start heading back the way we came.
I’m sure he can find his own way back. My guess is that he’s
already back on the path waiting for us.”
Not too far away, Plato barked. “Plato is over there,”
shouted Watson, who ran past Crick towards the sound of
the bark.
Plato barked again and Rosa and Crick followed Watson
into an especially peculiar place that was darted with large,
smooth, light grey boulders. Many of them were twice the
size of Crick. Some jutted out from the moss mats, like they
had been dropped from the sky. Others were lying in shallow
pools creating smooth plant-less islands. Crick and Rosa
stopped in front of one of the large boulders, a faint bluegreen light emanated from its edges. It was obvious that
something behind the rock was giving off light, a light that
cast long flickering shadows in the dark bog.
“Hey guys, we’re over here!” Watson called out from
behind the glowing boulder. “I think Plato found the source
of the light.”
Rosa and Crick walked around to the other side and were
met with one of the most amazing and beautiful sites on
Gaia. A group of male electric mogort moths were courting a
group of female electric mogort moths.
Plato was sitting on his hind legs wagging his tail. Watson
already had The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures Gaia
opened and was pointing at the moths.

surroundings. From the moths’ light the kids were able to
see what they couldn’t see before in the sunless bog. They
saw that they were not alone.
The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia
Electric Mogort Moth - Blinkerous winkerous
Electric mogort moths are large moths with a
wingspan that can reach six feet. Another striking
feature of the insect is its ability to create its own
light; a phenomenon known as bioluminescence.
During the spring, the adult male electric mogort
moth lights up its body by mixing internal
chemicals in its abdomen. The moth will then
flutter its wings to create a flashing beacon to
attract a mate. One moth creating its own light
is spectacular, but when a group of male moths
bioluminate together, the sight is breathtaking.
Symbiotic relationship:
The electric mogort moth has a symbiotic
relationship with the bog begonia. A symbiotic
relationship is a relationship where both species
benefit.
The electric mogort moth lays its eggs on the stalk
of a bog begonia. The moth benefits because the
long sticky hairs of the plant protect its eggs from
being eaten by bogart bugs.
Bog begonias eat bogart bugs and the plant
benefits by using mogort eggs as bait. The bogart
bug will come to the plant to eat the moth eggs, but
instead get caught in the sticky blue hairs of the
bog begonia. The hairs, by passing the bug from
one hair to another, move the bug up its stalk to
the plant’s mouth where it will be devoured.
Watson, Crick, Rosa and Plato all watched the electric
mogort moths in amazement. Many of the moths were
clustered on a large boulder, brightly illuminating their

A Gaian bog lemming ran across the moss. A few long
legged birds walked in the shallow portions of the pools
occasionally bending their long necks to get a drink or sift
out small amounts of food. A frog jumped into a dark pool
and startled a turtle, which in turn, dove deep down into the
pool’s murky depth.
Watson noticed something orange dart behind one of the
boulders. He wasn’t sure, but it looked like a snodlop. He
moved towards the boulder and peered around it. He didn’t
see a snodlop, instead he saw a hand-sized green frog speckled
with yellow spots. Watson, who once had a pet bullfrog, loved
amphibians and reached down to gently touch the frog.
Unfortunately, this proved to be a rather foolish thing to do.
This particular species of frog has a large sharp spine
hidden along its backbone. When threatened, the frog will
arch its back and the long spike springs erect, stabbing the
predator. Its sting is not lethal, but it does cause a great deal
of pain, which is enough to keep most predators away.
What distracted Watson from seeing the frog’s spike was
a footprint in the mud to the frog’s left. It was obviously the
impression of a small boot.
“A snodlop boot!” thought Watson and then, without
looking, he touched the frog. “Ouch!” he yelled and jumped
back right onto a giant bog begonia.
Now a bog begonia, like all plants, cannot see and therefore
couldn’t tell if a delicious bogart bug just landed on its stalk
or an Earth boy. So the begonia did what it always does when
something lands on it. It reached out with hundreds of its
sticky blue hairs and grabbed the boy. Watson tried to break
free, but the more he struggled, the more the hairs gripped
him and held him back. He twisted and tried to push himself
off the giant plant, but this only made things worse. For
every time Watson wiggled and thrashed, more of the plant’s
blue hairs were able to grab his arms and legs. “Help!” he

screeched. “I’m stuck, and the plant is pulling me up!”
Crick, Rosa and Plato quickly ran up to help. Watson tried
to reach out towards his friends, but the plant’s hairs held his
arms back and lifted him further up its stalk towards its tulip
shaped mouth. Crick jumped and was able to grab Watson’s
right foot. He pulled and pulled, but soon he also felt some
of the plant’s sticky blue hairs wrap themselves around his
legs. Crick tried to pull away, but like with Watson, that only
made things worse. The plant now had them both, and worked
vigorously moving the boys up to its mouth. However, boys,
being heavier than Gaian insects, caused the plant to bend.
The further the boys moved up, the more the plant bent, until
its tulip shaped mouth almost touched the ground.
Watson cried out, “Crick, let go, don’t let the plant get
you. You’ll need to take care of Rosa and Plato!”
“I won’t let go of you. Either I get you away from this
terrible plant or I’m going with you,” Crick yelled back.
“Don’t be a fool,” Watson pleaded. “Let go!”
“Watson, even if I wanted to, I can’t.”
With all his might, Crick tried one final tug to free himself
and Watson from the plant. Just as he was giving his final
heave, Plato jumped and bit at the hairs that surrounded
Crick’s legs. The hairs snapped and Crick fell away from
the begonia, hitting the mossy ground on his back. Rosa ran
quickly over to him.
The begonia, now free of Crick’s weight, sprang upright,
releasing Watson and flinging him high into the air.
“You did it Crick!” Watson yelled gleefully. “You and
Plato. Now I’m free….”
And then Watson was silent, for he fell right into the open
mouth of the bog begonia. The huge tulip-like lips closed over
Watson’s body, silencing his premature shouts of joy. Rosa
and Crick could see the top of the giant plant bulge from
Watson’s body. The bulge wiggled and squirmed before it
came to a slow horrible stop.
“Oh no! Poor Watson!” Crick shouted as he got to his feet

and tugged on the sticky hairs that were still attached to his
legs.
Rosa got up and ran over to the plant, yelling at the top of
her lungs, “You horrid plant! Give him back to us!” She then
cocked her leg to give the immense begonia a swift kick.
Crick jumped up and grabbed her before she could kick
the plant, saving her foot from being entangled in its deadly
hairs.
Rosa shouted and shook herself free of Crick’s grip, but
instead of kicking the bog begonia, she realized her futility
and collapsed back into his arms. “Poor, poor Watson,” she
sobbed.
“I know,” said Crick trying to comfort her. Then, feeling
his own loss added, “The last thing I said to him was so rotten,
I didn’t mean it, and now he’s gone.”
Rosa buried her face in Crick’s shirt, muffling her sobs
and sniffles. Crick let out a long sigh while cradling her head
and looked at Plato. He was using his front paw to remove the
last begonia hairs from his nose and mouth. “Sorry, Plato,”
Crick said, “I know you were fond of him.”
Plato walked over to Crick and Rosa. Then, in a comforting
gesture, he nuzzled his nose in Rosa’s lap.
Rosa kept crying and Crick gently stroked her hair.
Rosa slowly lifted her tear-streaked face and looked at
Crick. She noticed that his eyes were red and puffy. He had
also been crying.
Rosa wiped away her tears. “What are we going to do?”
she asked. “Now that Watson is gone, we will never be able
get home. Only he could repair the key.” She held her hand
to her mouth in disbelief of what she was saying. How could
she think about getting home when poor Watson was dead?
Feeling ashamed and grief stricken, she put her head in her
hands and cried. “Poor Watson,” she sobbed over and over
again.
“I know, I know,” Crick repeated reassuringly.
While the two were mourning the loss of Watson, the

electric mogort moths had left, and the bog once again grew
dark. Rosa, feeling both grief and anger, pushed herself
away from Crick, grabbed a large rock and threw it at the
bog begonia. The rock missed the plant and fell with a thud
in the moss. In an act of frustration, Rosa threw up her arms,
looked at Crick and said. “Let’s get out of here. We’ll never
find the key, and without Watson, what’s the use anyway?”
Crick got up, brushed his trousers and gently held Rosa’s
arm, leading her away from the begonia. “I agree. Let’s go,
we can’t help Watson, he is gone.”
They started walking, but Plato just sat and stared at the
plant that just ate Watson.
“Come here, Plato,” called Crick. “Come here. Be a good
boy.”
Plato did not budge, he just kept staring at the plant.
Rosa tried too. “Here Plato,” called Rosa. “Its time to go.”
Plato continued to sit. Rosa scowled and marched up
to him and he let out a deep-throated growl. “Please,” she
begged, “this is a sad place, let’s go.”
Plato briefly looked up at Rosa, barked twice, and ran
towards the begonia. Once there, Plato ran around the large
plant barking and jumping as if he was trying to tell the
plant it had made a mistake.
As it turned out, Plato knew something about bog begonias
that Crick and Rosa did not know. He knew that even though
a bog begonia is incapable of seeing the difference between a
boy and a bogart bug, it certainly could taste the difference.
And to a bog begonia, boys taste bad!
The begonia doubled over. Its massive tulip-like head
nearly hit the ground. Plato kept barking, and Crick and
Rosa, fearing that plant was after Plato, were worriedly
calling his name. The plant, still bent over, started to gurgle.
A green slimy substance oozed out of its mouth. The gurgle
turned into a rumble, and suddenly the begonia shot straight
up, opened its mouth and spit Watson out. He flew into the
air and somersaulted twice before landing on the soft moss.

Watson lay still on the ground, completely covered with green
slime. The begonia relaxed slightly and made a sound that
was an unmistakable burp.
Rosa and Crick ran over and bent down to help Watson.
They frantically used their hands to wipe the green slime
from his face so he could breathe.
“I think he’s still alive!” exclaimed Crick as he continued
to remove the green slime from Watson’s mouth and eyes.
Rosa, seeing that Watson wasn’t moving, grabbed a
canteen of water from Watson’s pack and poured its contents
over his face. Watson gasped deeply, spitting up water and
green slime. Crick helped him sit up and Watson wiped his
eyes and looked around in bewilderment. “Hi guys,” he said,
rubbing the plant’s slime from his hair and ears. “What
happened? Why am I covered in this disgusting, sticky, green
slime?”
“You don’t know?” Rosa said incredulously. “You were
eaten by a giant plant. We thought you were dead!”
“The last thing I remember is that I was stuck on the side
of one of those hairy blue plants, and you,” Watson looked
up at Crick, “you were trying to pull me away and then
everything went dark. I must have fallen asleep because I
had the oddest dream.”
Watson paused while Plato began licking the remaining
green slime from his body. “I dreamt I saw a snodlop writing
a note on top of one of these boulders. Around its neck hung
a golden key. I wasn’t sure, but I thought it was the master
key and I gasped. The snodlop heard me, dropped the note
and ran away. I chased it to a river where it jumped into a
boat. I jumped into the shallow river, but the current was
too strong and I fell. And that’s when I noticed the river was
made of vinegar.”
“Really? A vinegar river?” commented Crick sarcastically.
“And I suppose the snodlop boat was a pickle.”
“The water was definitely vinegar, I remember it so
clearly,” Watson responded with a sleepy look on his face.
“The snodlop got away, so I went back and grabbed the paper

from the top of a boulder and put it in my pocket.”

Chapter 19

Watson then reached into his pocket and to everyone’s
amazement, pulled out a green slime-covered crumpled note.
Crick, his eyes wide open, gently took the paper from Watson
and slowly opened it up.
P3
You solved my first riddle
Clever you are
So I moved what you want
And moved it quite far
I’ve hidden the key
In prickles and night flowers
To attract the foobzee
During starlight hours
To find this plant
Bring lots of H-two-O
For moisture is scant
And heat is your foe
P3

Under the Gaian Sun

“H

ow strange…” commented Crick after reading the
note. “Why would the thief leave us these clues?”
“I don’t know, but we have got to solve it and get the key,”
Watson replied.
“My guess is that our snodlop thief is proud to be a thief,”
Rosa said thoughtfully. “Whoever he or she is, feels very
clever about what they did and wants to show off. Leaving
clues is the thief’s way of saying, look at what I have done
and I am so good at it that even with these clues you still will
never catch me.”
“Wow, very impressive,” Crick said with a hint of sarcasm.
“How do you know so much about the criminal mind?”
“Television, of course,” Rosa said with a wave of her hand.
“And to be quite honest, I wouldn’t mind being safe at home
with my cat watching the TV right now.”
“I miss home too, but at the same time you have to admit
that being here is better than any television show,” Crick
responded.
Rosa gave an agreeing smile and turned towards Watson
who was mumbling and looking at the note. “It‘s obvious that
the thief is toying with us,” he said while running his finger
over the slime-covered note.
“That’s a bit unsettling, isn’t it,” said Rosa nervously.
“It’s also quite apparent that the thief has moved the
key and hidden it somewhere else, and he wants us to follow

him,” said Crick.
“Or her,” added Rosa. “There are two girl snodlops on the
list of suspects.”
“Well, it is obvious from the note that either he or SHE
wants us to follow him or HER,” Crick said impatiently while
picking a loose blue hair from Plato’s back. “But, where’s the
thief now, and more importantly, where did the thief relocate
the key?”
“I’m not sure,” Watson said. “I got lucky with the last
note. I’m wondering what the words prickles and night flowers
could mean.”
“Could they be describing a rose? They have thorns that
prick, but I don’t know if they bloom at night.” Rosa paused
and then added, “I guess that’s what the thief means by
attracting foobzees during starlight hours.”
“I am thinking the same thing,” Crick joined in. “I don’t
think roses bloom at night, but I don’t recall looking at a rose
bush after dark.”
“I think we should get out of this bog,” Watson said.
“Perhaps we will be able to think more clearly once we’re out
of this creepy place.”
“Good idea,” Rosa agreed. “But where should we go to
next?”
“Until we figure out the thief’s clue, I’d suggest visiting
another suspect on the map,” Watson said.
“I agree, but whom should we interrogate next?” Rosa
said, rummaging through the backpack and pulling out the
map. “Let’s see.” Rosa ran her finger over the surface of the
map. “Here’s a red star located just west of the bog. It’s Ms.
Crowler’s house. Let’s go there.”
“Sounds like a good plan,” Crick said while looking over
her shoulder. “But how do we find our way out of this bog?
Does anyone remember the way back to the path?”
Plato cocked his head and lifted one ear like he understood.
He then got up, walked over to Crick, gently grabbed his
sleeve with his teeth, and gave it a healthy tug.

“Well I’ll be!” exclaimed Watson. “It looks like he wants
us to follow him.”
They quickly gathered their belongings and followed
Plato out of the bog.
The division between the bog and the wooded area to the
west was gradual. The patches of moss on the path disappeared
and the spindly trees gave way to larger hardwoods and thick
prickly bushes. The light also had improved, the path became
wider and the trees were further apart, exposing a bright
blue sky. Watson surmised by the position of the sun that it
was well after noon.
The air outside the bog was refreshing and lifted the
travelers’ spirits. The wide path proved easy to walk and they
started to make good time. As they walked, Watson thought
deeply about the thief’s note. Rosa was calculating how much
time they had left to find the key. She figured that it had
been one and half days since Greyson told them that the two
moons of Gaia would align. This meant they had only five
and a half days left to find the key.
Crick’s thoughts drifted towards Rosa and he smiled at
her. Rosa, wrapped up in her own thoughts, didn’t respond,
and Crick took this as a discouraging sign. All three of the
children were beginning to get quite hungry and they pressed
on in silence.
The path, covered with newly fallen leaves, produced a
rustling sound as they walked. It meandered through the
woods before taking an abrupt turn that exposed a squat
dark tree with a sign posted waist high on its trunk. The sign
was painted with wide large red letters that read:
BEWARE!
Children of Earth
The key will be your demise!
“Oh, this is not good,” said Rosa. “Do you think the thief
left it?”
“Who else?” commented Crick.

“Hey look! The paint is still wet.” Watson wiped his index
finger across the sign and held it up. It was covered with
shiny red paint.

Chapter 20

Suckelberry Soda

“Watson!” Rosa exclaimed. “Look to your right. It looks
like the thief left a trail of fresh paint!”
The paint trail followed the path for a few feet and then
veered off straight into the woods. They left the path and
followed the trail. This time leaving the path did not seem
so ominous, the woods were bright, and the fresh trail was
giving everyone a sense of hope. Crick held his hand to his
ear and suddenly stopped.
“Did you hear that?” Crick asked. “It sounded like a
splash.”
“It’s the thief!” yelled Rosa.
They headed towards the sound of the splash, which led
them over a small ridge to a deep blue pond. There, they
could see that the trail of paint went into the pond. There
was no other sign of the thief.
“The thief must have jumped into the pond,” said Crick.
“Let’s circle it and see if we can find any evidence of where
the thief got out.”
The kids walked around the pond, but could not find a
footprint, a broken branch or any other trace of the thief. The
only clue they had was where the trail had entered the pond.
“It looks like we lost our thief,” Watson said while looking
at the ground.
“Not so fast, do you hear that?” Crick said. “I think it is
coming from the other side of the pond.”

T

he travelers turned from the pond and headed towards
the sound of the humming. They ran down a short hill and
onto a small road. They stopped in front of a small house
that was sheltered by a circle of tall trees. By its size the kids
could surmise that it was a snodlop house. They cautiously
walked up to the front gate. The humming had stopped.
The house was similar to Mr. Plover’s house. It had
a thatched roof and a wraparound porch, but unlike Mr.
Plover’s, this house was better kept. The yard was neat and
trim, the porch swept clean and the windows sparkled in the
sunlight. A large bright pink, yellow and blue sign hung out
from the roof of the porch. It could be easily read from the
road. In big blue letters it read:
Ms. Crowler’s Fine Sodas
Best Suckelberry Soda In Town

Watson, Crick and Rosa listened as hard as they could.
A faint pleasant sound drifted over the pond, which at
first was difficult to make out. “Is it someone humming a
song?” Rosa asked.
“Yes, and I think that someone is a snodlop,” Watson
added.

“It looks like that humming led us on a shortcut to our
next suspect’s house,” Crick said with a grin.
“Her house is beautiful and I love her sign,” said Rosa. “I
certainly hope Ms. Crowler is not our thief.”
“Don’t be so sure,” Watson said, pointing at a pair of shoes
on the front porch. “Those shoes are wet. My guess is that to

avoid getting caught she wore them into the pond to wash off
the paint.”
“I wonder what suckelberry soda is,” Rosa said, ignoring
Watson’s remark. She was hungry and imagined sipping a
delicious soft drink along with a sandwich and perhaps a
pickle.
They all walked through the front gate up to the house.
Crick once again had to duck when he climbed up onto the
snodlop porch. He reached down and knocked on the door.
Watson examined the wet shoes while Plato and Rosa hung
back on the porch steps enjoying the warmth of the sun.
They heard the soft voice of a female snodlop coming from
inside. “Oh dear! Who could that be?” the voice asked.
Soon the door opened and behind it stood a very wet
snodlop wrapped in a towel. Water dripped from her orange
fur forming a small puddle by her feet. Like the female
snodlops in Benthos, she had the same light blue thin
eyebrows and a much shorter nose than male snodlops. Ms.
Crowler’s nose was short even for a girl; it looked more like
a skinny pig nose than a small elephant’s trunk. The hair on
her head was blue like her eyelashes, and because it was wet,
stuck to the sides of her face.
“Ms. Crowler?” Crick asked.
“Yes. Please excuse my appearance. I was taking a bath
when I heard the knock on the door.” Ms. Crowler ran her
fingers through her wet orange fur. “Oh dear! I didn’t properly
rinse. I still have soap in my hair.”
“Let me introduce everybody,” Crick said. “I’m Crick and
this is Rosa. The boy holding your shoe is Watson, and the
dog is Plato.”
Rosa ran over and yanked the shoe out of Watson’s hand.
“Don’t be so rude!” she scolded Watson and then turned to
Ms. Crowler and apologized for his behavior.
“That’s okay,” Ms. Crowler smiled. “As long as he doesn’t
mind the smell, he can hold my shoe as long as he wants.”
“You wouldn’t mind telling us why your shoes are wet?”

Watson inquired.
“Watson!” interrupted Rosa. “You will have to excuse
Watson. You see, we are looking for someone who recently
jumped in the pond over that hill,” Rosa said, pointing in the
direction that they came from.
“Well, it wasn’t me,” Ms. Crowler replied. “That is Bophut
Pond. You don’t want to jump in that pond, the fish will nip
at your toes.”
“Well, somebody didn’t mind having their toes nipped,”
Watson quickly replied, thinking that a fish nibbling on toes
was ridiculous.
“Well, I wasn’t in the pond. If you really must know, before
you three showed up, I was making a batch of suckelberry
soda, when I tripped over a rake.” Ms. Crowler shook her
head back and forth to show that she was a little upset with
herself. “I normally don’t leave my tools lying about so it
came as quite a surprise when I was carrying a large tub
of bubbly water, that I should trip on a rake and spill the
bubbly all over me.”
Ms. Crowler smiled at the three and continued, “I
particularly don’t like being covered with bubbly water so I
took off my wet clothes and made myself a nice hot bath.”
“What is bubbly water?” asked Rosa.
“It is carbonated water, I use it to make my suckelberry
soda bubble.”
“What is suckelberry soda?” asked Crick.
“My suckelberry soda is the sweetest, best tasting soft
drink of all the soft drinks,” Ms. Crowler said, emphasizing
her pride by putting her hands on her hips. “And I just happen
to make the best tasting suckelberry soda in all of Gaia.”
She gazed on their blank faces and smiled. “Oh dear,
where are my manners? I must give you a tour. When we
are done, we shall have lunch featuring a tall cold glass of
suckelberry soda. Follow me.” Ms. Crowler, still wearing only
a towel wrapped around her dripping wet body, led Watson,
Crick, Rosa and Plato around to the other side of the house.

In the backyard were rows and rows of short trees covered
with bright yellow leaves. Small, wrinkled red fruit, about
the same size and texture as raisins, hung in heavy clumps
from the trees’ branches.

adjusted her towel and pointed to a large puddle on the
ground. “That’s where I spilled the bubbly water. Now if you
don’t mind, I need to go inside and prepare our lunch and
some of my famous suckelberry soda.”

“These are suckelberry trees,” Ms. Crowler said, waving
her arms to illustrate the whole orchard, which caused her to
grab and tighten her towel before it fell off. “Go ahead, pick a
couple and try them, but be careful. Only pick the red ones,
the orange ones are not quite ripe and very sour.”

She started walking back towards the house when she
turned to the children and said, “Oh dear, where are my
manners? You three feel free to explore while I’m gone. I’m
sure you need to look for some clues so you can find the
griffin’s key.” Still using one hand to hold onto her towel, she
turned around and waddled up the backstairs.

Crick reached up first, plucked a suckelberry from the
tree and popped it into his mouth. He chewed thoughtfully.
“These are really good. It tastes like a grape and a cherry
combined.”
Rosa and Watson were right behind Crick, sampling
suckelberries.
“Wow, these are great. I can’t wait to try the soft drink!
Do you mind if I have a couple more?” Rosa asked and started
picking another berry before Ms. Crowler could answer.
“I see that you’re hungry. Go ahead have a couple more,
but leave room for lunch. I have some leftover tammy tuber
soufflé. Mr. Plover brought some tubers over yesterday, they
were quite good and made an excellent soufflé.”
“Did you say Mr. Plover?” asked Crick.
“You hard of hearing, Earth boy?” Ms. Crowler asked in a
harsh tone that startled the three.
“Then you must have heard about us,” Watson said,
cutting through the uneasiness caused by Ms. Crowler’s
sudden mood swing.
“Yes, Mr. Plover said that there were three children from
a place called San Franseesco looking for the griffin’s key.”
Ms. Crowler’s voice was no longer harsh and her comical
mispronouncing of San Francisco put the three kids back at
ease.
“Certainly you must have known that I was expecting
you, otherwise a girl like me would have certainly screamed
when opening a door to three aliens and a dog.” Ms. Crowler

“Wow, she is an odd duck,” Rosa said after Ms. Crowler
was out of hearing.
“I’d say,” added Crick. “She’s nice as a daisy one second
and as mean as an alligator the next. Do you think she was
telling the truth?”
“I don’t know. Her story about tripping on a rake seems
odd. Everything around here is so neat and tidy. I find it
strange that she would leave a rake lying around,” Rosa said.
“But, even if she did trip on her rake, wouldn’t she have just
wiped herself off? A bath seems so extreme.”
“Hey, look at this,” Watson said, peering down at the
puddle of bubbly water. In the puddle, suckelberries were
rising and sinking. It almost looked as though they were
dancing.
“Wow! That’s so strange,” said Crick as he picked one of
the suckelberries from the puddle. He looked closely at the
fruit. “I wonder what would cause the berry to rise to the
surface only to sink again?”
“I don’t know,” Watson replied. “But it reminds me of a
science experiment we did with raisins.”
“Speaking of science experiments…” said Rosa as she held
up the iPhone. “Let’s see if we can get a signal.”
She turned it on. The iPhone chimed gently, which
was a good sign that there was still some juice left in the
battery. Rosa looked at the monitor. One of the four signal
bars flickered. “We’ve got a signal!” she exclaimed, but was

“That was fast,” commented Rosa, as she turned off the
iPhone and walked with the two boys into the house.

“That’s where the rest of the riddle comes in,” Watson
said. “The thief hid the key in a plant that is prickly and
flowers at night. My guess is that the thief is referring to
a cactus. I read that in Arizona, the pipe organ cactus only
blooms at night and is pollinated by bats.”

Inside was neat, cozy and snodlop sized, which means
small. It was so tidy it rekindled Rosa’s suspicion that it was
unlikely that Ms. Crowler would leave a rake lying on the
ground.

“That makes sense,” Rosa said. “Pipe organ cacti grow
in the desert where it is too hot during the day for bees to
pollinate them, so they bloom during the cool of the night
when bats are able to pollinate their flowers.”

The table was set for four with some bread, butter, honey
and a bowl of water on the floor for Plato. Watson, Rosa and
Crick sat down. Everyone was quite hungry and grabbed a
piece of bread.

“The key and the cactus must be in the desert. The riddle
did say water is scant,” Crick broke in.

interrupted by the booming voice of Ms. Crowler.
“Come in, darlings. Lunch is ready!”

Rosa spread a healthy amount of honey on her piece of
bread and took a big bite. “Wow, this is so good. This is the
best honey I have ever tasted,” she said.
“I agree,” added Crick while wiping a sticky glob of honey
from his chin.
“I’ve got it!” Watson exclaimed.
“Got what?” Rosa asked.
“The thief’s riddle. I think I solved it.”
“Go on, Watson,” Crick said. “Where do you think the key
is hidden?”

“We need to search the desert for a cactus that flowers at
night.” Watson said, “But what type of cactus in Gaia opens
its flowers at night?”
“The oorgave cactus has a huge blue moon flower that
blooms at night,” Ms. Crowler said as she burst through the
door and entered the dining area. She no longer was wearing
a towel, but a light colored shirt and pants. Even though she
had changed, she was obviously still quite wet. Rosa thought
it would take half the morning to blow dry all that fur.
Ms. Crowler was holding a ceramic square bowl; wisps of
steam came from its contents. It smelled earthy and delicious.

“Well, I wasn’t sure at first, but now it all makes sense.
You see, it’s the honey.”

“The oorgave cactus grows in the Blanchskull Desert. It
is a very rare, tall cactus, as tall as five snodlops standing on
each other’s head. They only grow in the driest region of the
desert, a section called the shifting dunes. Why do you ask?”

“The key is in a beehive?” Rosa said, not seeing what
Watson was getting at. “I guess bee stings are prickly, but
what about flowering at night?”

“Oh, we’re just curious,” Rosa said, wondering what Ms.
Crowler meant by shifting dunes. Was it just a name, or did
the dunes actually shift?

“No, the foobzees,” Watson said.
“I’d rather not be reminded of those disgusting bats. I
certainly hope the thief didn’t hide the key in a foobzee cave.”
“Now I get it too!” Crick broke in. “Remember, Rosa, from
the book Watson found. Foobzees, like bees, are pollinators
and foobzees pollinate at night. But I’m not sure how that is
going to help us find out where the thief hid the key.”

Ms. Crowler set the steaming bowl down on the table and
looked intently at the children. Watson was still chewing on
the last piece of bread. “I certainly see that you three are
hungry,” Ms. Crowler said, changing the subject away from
the desert to the dessert. “You will be happy to hear,” she said
while nodding her head towards the steaming bowl, “that I
made this tammy tuber soufflé last night for Mr. Plover and
me. There is plenty of it left over, so dig in.”

Watson and Rosa helped themselves to a large portion of
the soufflé. Crick hesitated, he did not much care for his first
experience eating tammy tubers, but his hunger took over
and he forced down a few bites. Watson and Rosa, on the
other hand, loved the soufflé and ate to their hearts’ content.
Everyone loved the suckelberry soda, which caused Watson
to burp rather unexpectedly.
“I’m glad you like the suckelberry soda,” Ms. Crowler said,
smiling at Watson and then burped herself, which caused her
snodlop nose to momentarily flap up and down.
Rosa giggled and quickly put her hand to her mouth
holding back a burp. She then looked over to a small shelf on
the wall and saw a large bowl of something that looked like
rice floating on water.
“What’s in the bowl?” Rosa asked, wondering if it was
more food to eat.
“Oh those,” replied Ms. Crowler, “are suckelberry seeds. I
am soaking them. Eventually they will soak up enough water
and sink. That is when you know a suckelberry seed is ready
for planting.” She reached over and grabbed the bowl off the
shelf and set it on the table so all could see.
Watson noticed that some of Ms. Crowler’s hair dipped
into the bowl as she moved it to the table. Her hair, still quite
wet and not well rinsed, just touched the surface of the water
near the center of the bowl. What happened next surprised
Watson. All the seeds that were floating on the surface of
the water immediately scattered away from the center to the
edge of the bowl.
Watson peered into the bowl and spoke to Ms. Crowler.
“This is very interesting, Ms. Crowler, and lunch was
splendid, but we’re in a rush. As you know, we’re looking for
a key and time is running out.”

“I don’t mind at all.” Ms. Crowler answered and then
noted, “You dears are the ones who are concerned about time,
not me.”
“Where were you three days ago when the key was stolen?”
Crick inquired.
“So you still think I’m a suspect, do you?” Ms. Crowler
said with the same quick, sharp anger she had exhibited
before when they were in the orchard.
Rosa became upset with Ms. Crowler’s mood swing and
started to ramble a quick defense. “Ms. Crowler, we’re not
from around here. We don’t know what or who to suspect, but
we heard a splash and followed a trail here only to find you
soaking wet.” She paused and then added, “So yes, you’re a
suspect.”
“Indeed!” Ms. Crowler’s eyes narrowed as she spoke. “I
invite you in, feed you and this is how you treat me? How
rude! I really must ask you to leave.” She got up and to
everyone’s surprise, put her fingers to her mouth and blew
the loudest, most irritating, ear-piercing whistle any of them
had ever heard.
Ms. Crowler’s whistle was answered by a loud thud behind
the kitchen door. The first thud was followed by a second
thud. Plato got up and started tugging on Rosa’s sleeve. The
door suddenly burst open and in the doorway stood two of the
largest, meanest looking black dogs the kids had every seen.
They were the size of small horses with long narrow heads,
pointed ears and beady red eyes. One of the dogs snarled,
exposing long razor sharp fangs. The other dog started to
drool. A thick stinky drool that oozed slowly down one of its
front teeth and formed a large sticky puddle by its front paw.
“Run!” shouted Crick.

“I understand,” Ms. Crowler smiled. “If you must go,
please take a couple of bottles of soda with you. It was a
pleasure having you over for lunch.”

Watson, Crick, Rosa and Plato ran as fast they could out
the door and onto the road. They never looked back, and ran
as far as they could down the road until they had to stop from
exhaustion.

“Thank you, and I hope you won’t mind if we ask you a
couple more questions before we go?” Crick asked.

Crick spoke while he was still trying to catch his breath.
“Those dogs, if you want to call them that,” he gasped, “were

the biggest dogs I’ve ever seen.”
“I’d say,” Watson agreed. “Those were not only the
biggest dogs I’d ever seen, but the meanest. We need to be
more careful of what we say. Snodlops, it seems, are easily
offended.”
“Well, those dogs prove it. Ms. Crowler must be the thief,”
Crick said. “Otherwise, why would she be so upset to be told
she was a suspect?”
“I really don’t think she did it,” Watson added.
“What?” Rosa asked and then stated, “That is the only
smart thing Crick has said in quite a while. I think she may
have the key. She really did overreact, she tried to kill us
with her dogs!”
“The dogs might have been her way to scare us,” Watson
said. “I did get a soil sample from some of her shoes. None of
them really look like the soil from the scene of the crime, but
I won’t know for sure until I conduct further tests.”
“That doesn’t convince me,” Crick rebuked.
“I also think she was telling us the truth about washing up
from spilling bubbly water,” Watson added. “But there’s really
only one way to find out. We need to do some experiments.
Rosa, can you still get a signal on the iPhone?”
Rosa got out the iPhone and turned it on. This time two
of the four signal bars lit up. “Good news, we’ve got a better
signal than before.”
“First of all,” Watson started, “I know of an experiment
that can be done to see if that really was carbonated water
spilled in the backyard. Suckelberries, like raisins, are
wrinkled and provide spaces for bubbles to form. Trapped
bubbles will carry the suckelberry to the top of the puddle.
Once the berry gets to the top, the bubbles are released to the
air and the berry will sink back down.”
“I saw suckelberries rising and falling in the puddle in the
backyard,” Crick said.
“Exactly!” exclaimed Watson.

“The other clue is when some of Ms. Crowler’s hair dipped
into the bowl of suckelberry seeds. I know an experiment
that should tell us whether or not Ms. Crowler had soap in
her hair. If she had soap in her hair we can assume that she
didn’t get wet by jumping into a pond.”
Watson wrote up the experiments and handed the notes
to Crick.
Crick took the iPhone from Rosa and posted Watson’s
notes on the website. He then handed the iPhone to Watson.
After Watson was satisfied with the new posting, he
smiled and said, “Now let’s look to see if the thief used a
shovel to bury the crowbar.”
He clicked on experiment one to see if anyone from home
had posted any results. The bar graph came into view showing
results of the experiment. “They’re here!” exclaimed Watson.
“I can see the results of the first experiment.”
“What do they say?” asked Crick as Rosa and he crowded
around Watson to get a closer look. Watson squinted to see
the details of the results, when suddenly the tiny monitor
went white and the words: No Signal appeared. In the upper
right corner an icon of an almost empty battery blinked red.
Watson shut off the iPhone. “I can’t believe we keep losing
the signal,” he said in dismay. “I saw the results page, but I
couldn’t make anything out before the signal went dead.”
In the distance two dogs howled. Plato responded with a
low-throated growl.

To see Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 go to the
experiments section listed in the back of this book or go
online to platospond.com and click on Experiments.

Chapter 21
Spirit Stew

A curious striped animal, about the size of a raccoon,
swung from his tail in a tree like a South American monkey.
One of these animals came down to investigate the strangers
in the forest, but Plato chased it across the road and up a
tree.
The scene reminded Watson of an Earth dog treeing a
cat. The striped animal chattered at Plato who, after circling
the tree twice, gave up and rejoined the party. The woods
were green and alive with life, but that was about to change.
Things were about to become much different on their way to
Verlaten.

A

fter begrudgingly accepting another disappointing loss
of signal, Watson reached into his backpack and pulled out
the map of Gaia. He set the map down on the road and bent
over to study it.

“Hey, everybody,” he called out as he looked over the map.
“The Blanchskull Desert is almost due west and there is a
small town, Verlaten, on the edge of the desert. Let’s spend
the night there. That way we can search the desert early in
the morning before it gets too hot. It looks like it is only a
few crackets away. We should get there before the sun goes
down.”
“I’m all for a nice hotel and a bath!” Rosa piped in. “Let’s
go.”
As they headed down the road to Verlaten, the travelers
could not help but notice the striking similarities between the
wildlife on Gaia and the wildlife on Earth. There were oodles
of brightly colored birds, which sang brightly colored songs
while flying from tree to tree or scampering on the ground
looking for insects to eat. There were small furry mammals
that looked like tiny squirrels that darted in and out of the
road.

Soon the road left the woods, and the terrain became
more arid. Long rolling hills of golden grasses and light green
bushes replaced the tall trees. Large white granite rocks
dotted the landscape as well as a few skeletons of dead trees.
A group of furry rodents poked their heads out of mounds of
ground to watch the four travelers pass by on the dusty road.
A few black birds flew by, resting briefly in the scrub before
flying on to search for food.
As they continued walking along the road, the land became
more barren, there were fewer green plants and more open
areas of dirt and rocks. Animal life became scarce or more
hidden. A short flightless bird scampered across the path in
front of them.
The bird intrigued Watson, but he did not feel like stopping
to take out the book. He was tired and was looked forward to
getting to the town of Verlaten. The sky was mostly clear with
just a few high wispy clouds. The wind picked up, creating a
whistling sound in the grass as they walked. The undulating
landscape slowly rose and fell, hiding what was just around
the next corner, which, without fail, seemed to be more of the
same.
“Where are all the snodlops, griffins or anybody else?”
Rosa asked.
“What do you mean?” Crick asked.
“This road,” Rosa said, stomping her foot on its dirt to
emphasis her point. “Obviously somebody must use it. But

we haven’t seen anyone for hours. We had better recheck
the map. I have a hard time believing that we are going to a
town. If this was back home, it would be rush hour.”

now suspected. The snake wasn’t a snake, but a snake’s skin,
completely harmless. He crumpled the piece of dried skin in
his hand.

“No need. I have already checked the map twice,” replied
Watson. He readjusted his backpack as he walked. “Gaia
is a strange place, I have never seen a car. Griffins can fly.
Well, at least Greyson can. I really doubt that they have rush
hours.”

Rosa, very pleased with herself, stood on her tiptoes and
whispered into Crick’s ear, “I know if that had been a living
snake, you would have done him in with that stick.”

“Yikes!” screamed Crick.
“What is it?” Watson asked.
“A giant snake. Come quick!” Crick said, pointing to the
side of the road.
An enormous brown and black snake was coiled on the
ground. Its head was resting on a rock, silently watching the
travelers.
Rosa cautiously moved next to Crick. Watson, who usually
liked snakes, froze with fear. This one was at least 12 feet
long!
Crick picked up a large stick and headed towards the
giant reptile. “Hold it!” Rosa shouted. “I know how to handle
a snake.” She then pushed Crick aside and walked right up
to it.
The large serpent stared at Rosa, and Rosa stared back.
Neither of them blinked. Rosa moved first, she slowly lifted
one of her hands high into the air. The snake remained still,
poised, ready to strike. Rosa screamed, “Hiya karate death
grip!” and quickly grabbed the snake right below its head
and shook it violently. The snake broke and disintegrated in
her hand.
“That should do it. See, snakes are nothing to fear. He’s
gone now. I took care of him,” Rosa said, as she clapped her
hands together in victory.

Crick turned towards Rosa, who was trying her best to
keep a straight face, but she burst out laughing. Watson, who
was standing behind her, was also laughing, and all Crick
could do was to join in. The kids continued to laugh until
Plato, who was now quite a bit further down the road, started
barking.
The kids, still catching their breath from laughing, ran
up to the dog. From the edge of the road they could see what
aroused Plato’s interest. Nestled between two grassy hills
was a small town, made of 50 or 60 wooden buildings with
wooden shingled roofs. The buildings glowed a warm red in
the light of the setting sun. But, what struck the travelers
most about the buildings were their size, they were much
bigger than snodlop houses.
The sight of the town lifted their spirits, and they quickly
ran down the road towards its gate. However, the closer they
got, the more they felt something unsettling. No smoke came
from the chimneys, no light came from the windows, and there
was no one about in its streets. Everything looked overgrown.
A loose door swung gently back and forth, creaking in the
breeze.
“I wonder who lives here?” Rosa asked. “It looks sort of
creepy.”
“I don’t know who lives here,” answered Watson. “But, I
don’t think they’re snodlops. Look at the buildings. They’re
too big, like they were built for us.”

Watson burst out laughing. “She really got you that time,
didn’t she, huh, Crick?”

“Hello!” Crick yelled out loud, but no one answered.
He took a deep breath, cupped his hands to his mouth and
shouted again, “Hello, is anyone here?”

Crick frowned and walked over next to Rosa. He reached
down and picked up a piece of the snake confirming what he

This time, the only response was a faint echo that got
caught up and disappeared in the whistling winds of the

dusty town. “I don’t think anyone lives here, or has lived here
for quite some time,” Watson said, noticing the dark interiors
of all the buildings.
Crick whispered a poem just loud enough so everyone
could hear.
And now my comrades are all gone
naught remains to toast
they have left me here in my misery
like some poor wandering ghost.
“What’s that all about?” Rosa asked, thinking that is was
pretty cool that Crick had memorized a poem, even though it
was pretty creepy.
“Oh, it is a poem I learned about a ghost town. I was told
that no one knows who wrote it, but it is appropriate, don’t
you think?”
“Yes, it certainly is.”
The kids walked down an empty main street towards
the center of town. They walked past deserted buildings in
various stages of disrepair. Some were missing roofs, others
a wall or two that exposed living rooms, bedrooms and
kitchens. However, most structures were completely intact
and looked perfectly habitable except for overgrown yards
or a missing window. A tumbleweed lived up to its name by
tumbling across the road in front of the kids.
“Hey, look at this,” Watson called.
Crick and Rosa turned and looked in Watson’s direction.
In front of him was an old statue of a standing man, his face
looking up to the sky. One of his arms was broken off just
above the elbow; it lay on the ground with a hammer in its
hand. The other arm, still attached to the statue, reached for
the sky, and in its hand was a long pair of tongs that held a
golden key.
“Wow! It’s a statue of a man. People must have lived in
this town!” exclaimed Crick.
“That would explain why these buildings are like buildings

on Earth,” Rosa replied thoughtfully. She then bent down
and brushed away some dried growth from the plaque at the
base of the statue.
The plaque read:
Terry Henri and the Forging of the Master Key.
“Hey, Watson, this must be a statue of your great, great,
great grandfather that Greyson told us about,” Crick said,
and then added, “How cool is that?”
“I think Crick is right, I see the family resemblance. Both
you and the statue have that same dopey nose that comes to
a point, like a bird,” Rosa added.
Watson ignored Rosa’s remark. “So that’s what the master
key looks like,” he said. His eyes remained glued on the statue
when something else caught his attention. He wasn’t sure,
but just beyond the town square he thought he saw a snodlop
peering out of a window of one of the abandoned buildings.
But, when he looked more carefully at the window, all he saw
was the last orange rays of the setting sun reflecting off its
dusty glass.
“Hey guys, we don’t have much time. It’s already getting
dark. Let’s look for some food and water and a place to sleep,”
Crick said, breaking the silence.
“Speaking of food, doesn’t that look like an old grocery
store?” Rosa said while pointing her finger at a squat building
that leaned so much to one side it looked as it was on the
verge of collapse.
They walked up onto the creaky front porch of the store.
The door was locked, but with a little effort Crick was able to
bust it open with a rock and soon they were all inside.
The shop had shelves and shelves of canned and boxed
food all covered with many layers of dust. A long grey counter
supported a rusty cash register. Next to the register was an
old paper bag half filled with various items that someone for
some reason had abandoned long ago. It looked like everyone

just vanished, like they were in a hurry to leave.
They continued to explore the shop. Watson noticed on
a long shelf by the door, along with an odd assortment of
smaller goods, a bunch of dusty candy bars. “Wow, candy!” he
exclaimed. But when he unwrapped the brittle wrapping, the
chocolate crumbled and fell to the ground as dust.
“I don’t think anything will be good to eat unless it’s in a
can,” Rosa said, peering into an empty box that she thought
might have once contained cereal.
They searched the aisles until they found one loaded with
cans. Crick pulled one from the shelf and blew the dust off it,
revealing its label. “Hey look at this. It says tomato soup and
there is a drawing of a boy on the label. We were right, there
must have been people living in this town.”
“These people must have used the master key to travel to
Earth,” Watson added.
“Do you think they were the first people on our planet?”
Rosa asked.
“I don’t know,” Crick responded. “People may have
traveled freely between the two worlds. Who knows which
world they inhabited first.”
“Sort of like which came first, the chicken or the egg,”
commented Rosa.
“No,” Watson said, thinking her remark did not apply to
this case at all. “And if you do find an egg in this store, I bet
it is the smelliest rotten egg ever.”
“Hey, guys, I found a bunch of can openers.” Crick
pulled one from the shelf and opened a can of tomato soup.
Unfortunately the can was empty. Not to be dismayed, he
grabbed another can from the shelf. “Everyone, grab an
opener. Let’s see if we can find any cans with any food in
them.”
“Be careful,” added Watson. “Don’t open any cans that are
bulging, they may contain botulism.”
The three of them quickly went to work opening cans.
Most were dry or had inedible food remnants inside them.

However, they did mange to find a few with enough food in
them to make a meal for the night. They took the food as well
as a few pots and pans outside and built a fire.
Crick mixed the scavenged ingredients, mostly soup and
vegetables, together in one large pot that hung over the fire
and took the first bite. “Hey, this isn’t so bad. I like it better
than tammy tuber soufflé,” he said while slurping some more
off his spoon.
Rosa took a taste and said, “I have to admit it is better
than I expected.”
“Don’t sound so surprised, back home I liked to cook. I
made a mean stack of pancakes,” Crick said with pride.
“I think you’ve got something here,” Watson said smacking
his lips, “I think you should can it and sell it on Earth, you
could call it Ghost Town Goulash.”
“I was thinking of calling it Spirit Stew,” Crick remarked.
After dinner, the kids went back to what they thought was
once a large hotel that they had passed. Using only the light
from the two moons, they were able to find some old beds that
weren’t too dilapidated. All they needed was a quick shaking
of their sheets to make them quite suitable for a restful sleep.
From the hotel window, Watson could make out the statue
in the center of town. The master key was silhouetted in one
of Gaia’s two moons. Beyond the statue, in the nearby hills
just beyond the ghost town, he thought he saw the glowing
light of a campfire, but the light was brief and quickly
extinguished. Soon Watson fell into a dreamless sleep.

Chapter 22

Double Turtle Trouble

“Good morning, Rosa. Glad to see you’re up. What’s
outside the window?”
“I was just thinking what a beautiful town this must have
been.”
“Yes. I have to admit that this town doesn’t look so creepy
in the early morning sun. Here, have some Spirit Stew. You’ll
need it for today’s hike,” he said as he handed her a cup filled
with cold stew.
“Why do you think there are no more people like us left
in Gaia?” Rosa asked thoughtfully as she set the bowl of cold
stew down on the windowsill.

T

he next morning the sky was bright blue and the Gaian
sun shone through the tattered, torn and dusty drapes of the
hotel. Rosa awoke from a restful sleep and looked out the
window onto the deserted street. She tried to imagine what
Verlaten was like in the past.
She imagined the town filled with people, bustling about,
preparing for the day. The shop owners unlocking their
doors, a baker putting out fresh loaves of bread and long lines
in front of the café waiting for their first cup of coffee. She
watched people pass by her window as they made their way
to work. A boy let go of his mother’s hand and ran towards
the park. The park was green with freshly cut grass and
lined with brightly colored flowers. In the center of the park
the statue of Terry Henri and the master key glistened in
the sun. A mourning dove cooed from his perch on top of Mr.
Henri’s head.
A knocking on the door interrupted her vision and the
dove transformed into what it really was, a black crow-like
bird cawing on an oxidized old broken down statue in the
middle of the decaying abandoned town of Verlaten.
“Come in,” Rosa answered in a soft, disappointed voice.
Crick entered the room carrying two cups in his hands.
Rosa did not turn to greet him, but kept looking out the
window.

“I was thinking the same thing. I was also wondering why
we’ve never heard of this place, I mean, if people once lived
here, why isn’t it in books or taught in history class?”
“I don’t know. It’s weird, and Greyson seems to have
avoided the topic all together. He just seems focused on that
Watson is the only descendant of the master key’s maker.
You’d think he’d...”
Just then, Watson, with Plato, burst in through the door
and put an armload of items on the table creating a cloud of
dust.
“Where have you two been?” Rosa asked as she turned
away from the window.
“Oh, Plato and I did a little shopping. First, we got
everyone a canteen.” Watson reached into the pile and pulled
out two canteens and handed one to Crick, and the other to
Rosa.
“I’ll be, they’re even filled with water,” said Crick, as he
shook his.
“Yeah. I found a well near what I think was the old
firehouse. Lucky for us the hand pump still worked,” Watson
said with a grin.
“What else is in this dusty pile?” Crick asked as he picked
an old empty can from the heap.
“I found a few cans filled with different nuts. I mixed them

together in a bag and made a tasty trail mix,” Watson said
while smacking his lips. “And that’s not all, I also found a
really cool pocket knife.” He held it out so everyone could see.
While Watson was admiring his dusty treasure, Rosa had
taken out the iPhone and started it up. “Darn contraption!”
Rosa exclaimed.
“No signal?” asked Crick.
“No signal,” Rosa replied.
“Well then,” Watson added gravely, “I guess we’d better
get going.”
Following the directions from the map, the kids and Plato
set out from the north side of town where they found a trail
that led west towards the Blanchskull Desert. Walking was
easy in the cool morning air. Small purple wildflowers dotted
both sides of the trail, a pleasing break from the surrounding
environment, which at best could be described as variations
of beige.
The trail became increasingly rocky as it rose slightly and
followed a dusty tan ridge. By mid morning the sun became
the prominent feature of the landscape. Vegetation was
scarce. Just a few clumps of thick dry grass and scattered
scrub cacti dotted the scenery. Everything else was sand and
rock. The sun climbed higher in the sky.
The walk became more difficult as the landscape changed
to desert and the temperature rose. Watson took a sip of
water. He realized that he had been frequently taking sips
without paying attention to how much he had been drinking.
After he wiped his mouth he shook his canteen. It sounded
and felt like it was about half empty.
The path took a turn to the southwest, and for a while
they were able to walk in the shade of a large rock that rose
high above the desert floor. But the sun and temperature
continued to rise, and soon there were no more shadows to
walk in.
Watson took out the map and laid it out on the ground.
He wiped his brow to keep the sweat from his forehead from

dripping. It was a wasted effort. The air was so hot and
dry that any sweat dripping from his forehead would have
evaporated long before it hit the map. His parched lips hurt
as he spoke, “There’s a spring close by. According to the map,
it should just be on the other side of this ridge.”
“Really?” Rosa said with disbelief. She scanned the
horizon hoping Watson was right. Everywhere she looked the
land begged for water. She felt the ground with her hand, it
was searing hot.
Discouraged, dusty and dehydrated, the travelers pressed
on hoping that the directions from the map would soon take
them to the spring. The distance to the end of the ridge was
longer than it looked, and when they finally reached it, they
were exhausted. Rosa wearily peered around the corner.
Expecting to see tall palm trees surrounding a bright blue
spring, she let out a silent gasp when all she saw were more
rock ridges surrounded by sand. To ease her frustration, she
took out her canteen and sipped its hot water. Plato lifted one
of his ears while staring at another smaller ridge just a few
yards ahead.
It was difficult to make out at first, but they heard a
hopeful sound. The travelers, ears strained, could make out
the unmistakable sound of water trickling over rocks.
“This way,” Crick ordered, and they hobbled to around
to the other side onto a smaller ridge. What they saw, when
they turned the corner, stopped the travelers in their tracks.
On the other side, a tiny stream of water came out of a
small hole near the top of a large rock. It followed a carved
trough, a few inches wide, to a pool below. The water in the
pool was frothing. Milky white bubbles and steam rose from
its surface. But what stopped Plato and the kids in their
tracks was the peculiar creature that was bathing in the pool.
The creature was the size of a large pig. It was completely
hairless and had smooth purple skin that was covered with
large brightly colored, yellow and green dots. Its two large
eyes were set close together just above a tiny pointed nose
that sat atop a large lipless mouth like a turtle. Just under

its nose was a large white crusty moustache that looked as if
it didn’t properly wash its face after brushing. The creature’s
eyes were closed and the children might have perceived it
was dead except that its chest slowly heaved up and down
while it snorted softly in the bubbling pool.
Watson reached into his backpack and pulled out the tiny
book. He held it out so everyone could see and pointed at the
creature sleeping in the pool.

The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia
The Two-Headed Spotted Naked Turtle
Scalderia soakia
Habitat adaptations:
The two-headed spotted naked turtle is a shellless turtle that lives in mineral rich hot springs.
Animals tend to avoid hot springs on Gaia because
they are too hot to bathe in and too salty to drink.
In order for the two-headed naked turtle to survive
in this inhospitable environment the turtle’s shell
has become soft and thick to insulate it from
temperatures up to 100 degrees centigrade.
To cope with the salty water, the turtle must
excrete salt when drinking. It does this with special
glands located above its eyes and are connected
via a duct to its nostrils. The salt is collected in
these glands and forced out by frequent sneezing.
Most of the excretion is expelled into the air.
However, some of it gets stuck on their faces,
resulting in the naked turtles frequently having
salt encrusted moustaches.
The two-headed spotted naked turtle, as its name
implies, has two heads.* The heads are intelligent,
talkative, and are both physically identical.
However, it rarely, if ever, shows both of its heads

at the same time. A peculiar trait of the turtle is
that one of the heads always lies and the other
one always tells the truth. Meeting a two-headed
spotted naked turtle is extremely frustrating
because you can not tell the two heads apart and
therefore you never know if you are being lied to.
* Scientists can only guess why the naked spotted
turtle has two heads, but most turtles agree that
two heads are better than one.
“It talks,” Rosa said. “Perhaps it can tell us where the
oorgave cactus grows.”
“Yeah, but how do we trust what it says?” Watson replied.
“You read the book, one head always lies and the other tells
the truth. How are we supposed to know which head to
believe?”
“I wonder which head we are looking at now?” asked
Crick.
Suddenly, the creature woke up and sneezed, expelling
a large white mist from its nostrils. It turned its head, and
upon seeing the kids, popped its head into his body like a
gopher hiding in a hole. Its arms momentarily flailed about,
splashing the hot water in the pool. Then one of its heads
popped back out and smiled as it looked at the kids. “Hi, my
name is Shrevel,” it said, and again its head popped back in
its body.
The head popped back out and said, “No don’t listen to
him! My name is Shrevel, my other head’s name is Shrakle.”
The head popped back into its body and then it popped out
again. This time the creature did not say anything for a while
and looked intently at the children. When it realized that
they were not going to respond, it said, “Well, aren’t you
going to introduce yourselves to me?”
Rosa spoke first, her voice still scratchy from thirst, “I’m
Rosa, but who are you?”
“I told you I am Shrevel,” the creature responded.

“How do we know that you are not Shrakle?” Crick asked.

commented. “How do we get to the shifting dunes?”

“You don’t,” the creature responded.

“Oh, you don’t want to go to the shifting dunes. Folks get
lost, never come back,” the turtle paused, and again sneezed
out a large milky white mist, “Folks get tricked by the dunes.
The dunes are shifty, they move, you won’t know which way
to go. You don’t want to go there.”

Watson tapped Crick’s shoulder. “Crick, ask it a question
that you are certain of the answer,” Watson suggested.
“Good idea,” Crick responded. He then turned towards
the creature. “What color is the sky?”
The creature looked up at the sky and replied, “That’s
easy, the sky is blue,” and then it sneezed out a large puff of
white mist.
“Good”, said Watson. “We’ve got the head that always
tells the truth.”
“Is the water good to drink?” Rosa asked.
“Why sure,” the shell-less turtle responded.
Rosa dipped a cup in the milky white water and put it to
her lips. It was steamy so she blew across it to cool it off. She
took a sip of the water and quickly spat it out. The water was
uncomfortably hot and much too salty to drink.

“We must go there!” Watson responded. “Do you know
how to get there?”
“Due south,” the turtle pointed. “You can see them on the
horizon.”
The kids squinted and looked south. Rosa saw them first
and pointed. “Over there, I see them, they look like tan hills.”
“Even though the dunes shift, I can help you find the way
to their center where the oorgave cactus grows,” the creature
said. He then sneezed and popped his head back in his body.
“How?” asked Rosa. “Please tell us,” she pleaded with the
now headless creature.

“The water in this pool is no good to drink! I thought you
were the head that always spoke the truth,” Rosa said, and
then washed the salt out of her mouth by taking a large sip
from her nearly depleted canteen.

One of its heads popped back out and said, “Look at the
farthest dune you can see and make straight for it. That’s how
you will find your way to the center of the shifting dunes.” He
sneezed before his head popped back in his body.

“Well, I do always speak the truth,” the creature smiled.
“You didn’t ask me if the water was good for YOU. You asked
me if the water is good to drink and I said yes. The water is
good for ME to drink. I drink it all the time.”

“Wait, how do we know if you are the head that always
tells the truth?” Rosa called out. But the now headless turtle
slowly sank further into the hot spring until it was completely
submerged and out of sight.

“Fair enough,” said Rosa. “I guess you are the truthful
head. We need your help.”
“That does not surprise me,” the turtle responded. “We
rarely see strangers out here, but when we do, they always
seem to want our help. Well, I doubt if we can help, but we’ll
do our best.”
“We’re looking for the giant oorgave cactus. You wouldn’t
know where it grows, would you?” Rosa asked.
“Yes, I do. They grow in the middle of the shifting dunes.”
“The shifting dunes. I saw them on the map,” Watson

“Well, fine then,” Rosa said.
“I think that was the same head that was always telling
the truth,” Watson said. “His voice sounded like Shrevel and
not Shrakle.”
“I agree with Watson,” Crick said. “It is too hot to stay
here. Let’s find the cactus before we run out of water.”
Getting to the shifting sand dunes proved to be easier
than Watson expected. A little too easy, thought Watson. He
wasn’t sure, but it seemed to him that the dunes actually
met them halfway. From the troubled look on Crick and

Rosa’s faces, he could tell that they also distrusted the dunes.
Without saying a word, the travelers soon found themselves
completely surrounded by the shifting sand dunes.
Crick broke the silence. “I know the dunes are moving, yet
I don’t see them move.”
“I know what you mean,” Watson replied. “As long as I’m
looking at a dune, it doesn’t move, however as soon I take my
eyes off it, it moves. I know it. I can feel it. It’s very creepy.”
“I know that dunes shift over time from the wind,” Rosa
said, “but these don’t seem to be following the rules of the
wind. They seem to move in any direction they want, like
they have a mind of their own.”
Crick led the way, always heading towards the dune that
was the furthest away as the turtle instructed. It was hard
to tell if they were making any progress. Not only did the
constantly moving dunes make traveling tricky, but walking
also proved to be difficult. The sand was soft, causing their
feet to sink and slide with every step. Once Rosa slipped and
held out her hands to break her fall. The sand was so hot
it scorched her palms. Crick was quick to help her; he took
some water from his canteen and poured it on her hands to
relieve her pain. “Oh Crick,” she said, blowing on her hands
to cool them. “Thank you. I can’t believe how hot the sand is.
I hope they don’t blister.”
“They seem a little red,” Crick said. “But I’m sure they
will be okay.” He smiled at Rosa and then resumed his spot
leading the party. He tried to remain hopeful, but he had
used the last of his water on her hands. He was worried, the
shifting sand dunes seemed endless.
“Hey, what’s that?” Rosa asked.
“Nothing,” Watson replied.

“We walked in a complete circle. Look over there by those
rock ridges, it’s the hot spring!”
The kids were completely dismayed. Rosa fell to her
knees. She felt like crying, but she was too thirsty and dry
to shed a tear. Watson kneeled next to Plato. Crick kicked a
small rock that was resting on the sand, and that is when he
came up with an idea.
“I know how we can get the truth from that two-headed
naked turtle,” Crick said, “and it doesn’t even matter which
head we talk to.”
“Go on,” Rosa said, her confidence in Crick was growing
stronger and was eager to hear more. “How are you going to
get the truth?”
“We simply ask the turtle, ‘Which way would your other
head tell us to go to find the oorgave cactus?’ Then we go…”
“We go the opposite way!” Watson exclaimed, finishing
Crick’s sentence. “Oh, Crick, that is brilliant. If we’re talking
to the head that lies, he’ll say his other head would take the
wrong way because he has to lie.”
“You’ve got it,” Crick remarked. “And if we’re talking to
the head that always tells the truth, he’ll be telling us the
truth when he tells us the way his other head would tell us to
go, which, of course, is a lie!”
“All this talk about which head will say what is making
my head spin,” Rosa said. “But, I do get it! Let’s go to talk to
our two-headed turtle friend.”
When they got back to the hot spring, the spotted naked
turtle was floating on his back spitting water into the air like
a fountain. When he saw them, he did not look surprised at
all.
“Your directions were false, you lied to us,” Crick scolded
the turtle.

“That’s right, nothing!” Rosa said holding her arms to
emphasize her point. “There are no more dunes. It looks like
we walked straight through them. We got the wrong head.
The naked turtle lied to us!”

The spotted turtle looked at Crick and smiled. “I don’t
know what you’re talking about. You must have been misled
by my other head.”

“We didn’t go straight through the dunes,” noted Crick.

Crick thought for a moment and realized that he had

no idea if this turtle’s head was lying or telling the truth.
But it didn’t matter, for either of the heads would give him
the answer he wanted. So he asked, “Which way would your
other head tell us is the correct way to go to find the oorgave
cactus?”
The two-headed turtle did not answer at first, but thought
for a moment and sneezed out a large white mist, adding to
his already large white moustache. “My other head would tell
you to always walk around the right side of an approaching
dune.”
The turtle’s head popped back into his body and then,
to the kids’ surprise, both of his heads popped out. “I would
never say that!” the one head said to the other.
The other replied. “What do you mean, you just did.”
“I did not.”
“Did too.”
“Did not.”
“Did too.”
The turtle continued to bicker with itself for quite some
time. However, they did not hear when, if ever, the twoheaded spotted naked turtle stopped arguing, for they were
well on their way to finding the center of the shifting dunes
and the oorgave cactus that grows there.
Crick led the way with new vigor and hope, always
staying to the LEFT of approaching dunes. Even the sand
seemed firmer and they made good time. A large bird circled
overhead creating a fast moving shadow over the dunes. It
was Rosa who saw the cactus first.
To the left of the last dune they passed was a large flat
area of soil that was free of dunes, its surface cracked from
the desert heat. Growing amongst the cracks were about a
dozen or so cacti that formed a circle around one taller cactus
and a small pool of clear water.
“Water!” the kids said in unison and they ran to pool’s
edge. They eagerly reached into the pool with cupped hands
and drank heartily. The water was warm, but fresh, and to

the travelers it was the best they had ever tasted. Soon they
quenched their thirst and refilled their canteens.
The travelers were so relieved to find water that at first
they failed to notice a note nailed to the tallest cactus. It
wasn’t until Crick backed into one of the cactus’s spines that
the note was spotted.
“Ouch,” Crick yelled a little too dramatically.
“You found it!” Rosa cried back.
“I’d say it found me. These spines are sharp.”
“No, silly,” she explained. “You just found our next clue.”
“Yes, but it’s just another note,” Watson pointed out in
dismay. “It looks like the thief is toying with us.”
Crick walked over to the cactus and carefully took the
note from its nail. He held it out so everyone could read it.
It was signed with the same signature as the two previous
notes.
P3
I’m sure you are now quite thirsty and hot
So I put the key in water, but wet it is not
It rests above a line drawn by trees
Exposed to weather, wind and breeze
Where few animals dare to tread
And cloven-hoofed animals often bed
In this place few things grow
Watch your step or freeze your toe
Once here look for the great white V
From its bottom all Gaia you will see
P3

half, towards the tip, was copper colored.

Chapter 23
Sand Surfing

“I think you found an important clue,” said Watson as he
placed the nail in his backpack and secured it.
“I think it’s time we left the desert,” Crick said.
“I agree,” Rosa said and then looked up. The sky became
suddenly dark and the temperature dropped.
Plato growled.
“Watch out!” Crick screamed.

“H

While they were studying the evidence found on the
oorgave cactus, the shifting sand dunes were moving. This
time the dunes did not move separately like they had before,
instead they moved together, piling up, becoming one gigantic
sand dune. It was so high that it towered above the travelers
and blocked out the sun.
ow can the key be in water, but not be wet?” Rosa

asked.

“Perhaps it is sealed in a watertight container like a
plastic bag,” Crick responded.
“The first two clues from the thief led us to different
ecosystems,” Watson broke in. “My guess is that the thief is
leading us to another ecosystem. Remember, Greyson told us
to be aware of different habitats.”
“He said that we should observe how animals behave and
adapt to their habitats,” Rosa responded. “But you’re right
about ecosystems. The first note led us to a bog, and the
second note led us here to the desert.”
“I wonder where the thief wants us to go next?” Watson
asked.
“Hey, take a look at the nail that was used to attach the
note to the cactus,” Crick said, and he brought it over for
everybody to see.
Watson took the nail from Crick and turned it over in his
hand. It was not all one color like most nails. Instead it was
two colors, the top of the nail was steel-grey while the bottom

The travelers looked up, only to see a massive mound of
sand come crashing down on them. The giant dune was hot,
heavy and moved quickly, sweeping them off their feet with
a powerful, deafening roar. It tossed them like tiny corks in
a sea of rushing sand. They were powerless, all they could do
was hold their breath, and keep their eyes and mouths shut
tight to keep out the sand. The huge wave moved quickly,
carrying the travelers further and further into the desert.
When it finally stopped, they were covered under a blanket
of sand. Crick was the first to pop his head out. His throat
ached as he coughed up sand and rubbed the grit from his
eyes. The hot wind howled, the oorgave cacti were nowhere in
sight. Crick turned and blinked in the bright sun. He wasn’t
sure, but the mountain range to the southeast appeared
more distant than before. The massive sand dune had played
a horrible trick on the travelers by dumping them deep into
the core of the Blanchskull desert.
Watson and Plato popped their heads out next. Watson
reached back and felt for his pack. It was still there, and he
let out a sigh of relief.
Crick became frantic, he saw that Watson and Plato were
all right, but there was no sign of Rosa. “Watson!” he called

out. “Help me find Rosa, I don’t see her anywhere.”
Watson got up and looked at Plato. “Plato, I know that
you’re not an Earth dog, but I’m hoping like dogs on Earth
your nose will be able to locate Rosa,” he said. Then, by
gesturing to his own nose, he added, “Go find Rosa, Plato.
Go!”
Plato seemed to understand and got up and started sniffing
the sand in gradually larger concentric circles. Watson and
Crick were right behind him, scanning the sand for any sign
of Rosa. Plato suddenly started digging.
“Plato found Rosa’s bag!” Watson cried, and he reached
down where Plato was digging and grabbed its strap. He tried
to pull it out of the sand, but the bag did not give, and after a
closer look he saw Rosa’s hand clutching onto it. “She’s here!”
he yelled. “Come quick and help me get her out!”
Plato and Watson frantically dug while Crick reached
down and grabbed both of Rosa’s arms He pulled as hard
as he could. Rosa slowly emerged out of dune, coughing and
spitting up sand.
“You’re alive,” Crick cried.
“Of course I’m alive. But I’ve got sand everywhere! Cough,
cough, in my mouth, my nose, my ears, cough, cough, and in
my hair. It’s disgusting.” Rosa sat down and began brushing
the sand from her clothes and hair when she burst out
laughing.
“What’s so funny?” Crick asked.
“Oh, that I am being a stereotypical girl,” she replied. “You
pulled me out of the dune and saved my life, and instead of
showing gratitude, I complain about sand in my hair.” Rosa
looked Crick in his eyes and held back her laughter. “Thank
you, for saving my life.”
“Oh, it wasn’t just me. Plato found you and Watson helped
dig you out.”
Rosa smiled. The sand in her mouth had made her thirsty.
“Does any one have any water? I lost my canteen in the sand
wave or whatever you want to call that. It was awful.”

“I lost my canteen, too,” Crick said while looking frantically
around.
“I’ve got mine attached to my backpack,” said Watson as
he unclasped his canteen and handed it to Rosa.
She opened the canteen, but to everyone’s dismay, the
only thing that poured out was more sand.
“Oh no!” cried Rosa. “We’re out of water.”
They all got down on their hands and knees and started
to comb through the sand looking for the lost canteens, but
it was futile.
Watson looked at Crick and Crick looked at Rosa, but no
one spoke. Everyone knew that if they didn’t find water soon,
they would perish.
“We had better get going,” Crick said gravely and started
walking towards the mountains in the southeast. He turned
and smiled briefly to inspire hope while wondering if they
were going to make it out alive. The others followed in silence.
The sun beat down mercilessly. The travelers walked
towards the distant mountains with their heads bent to avoid
its intense heat. Occasionally one of them would look up to get
their bearings or to look for signs of water, but all they saw
was hot, dry sand. And to everyone’s dismay, the mountains
in the distance did not seem to be getting any closer.
On they walked, for hours on end.
With no signs of water, surviving seemed hopeless.
Rosa became dizzy, fell backwards and ended up sitting on
the hot sand. Crick sat down next to her. Watson, unnoticed,
sat down behind Crick.
Crick gave a worried look towards Rosa. He was dizzy
from the heat and extremely tired. He knew that everyone
had to stay awake. The desert was a tricky foe and would
deceive you into thinking it is okay to sleep. But you had
to stay awake. If you fell asleep, you would most likely die.
“Rosa, you must not fall asleep,” he said, and he put his hand
reassuringly on her shoulder.

“Yes, I know,” Rosa replied. But Crick could hear in her
voice that she, like him, was struggling to stay awake. He
looked into her half open eyes, and even though they were in
a perilous predicament, he felt suddenly close to her.

Chapter 24

The White Tower

“Rosa,” said Crick, pausing to gather his strength and
then added in a dry, crackly whisper, “I really like you.”
Rosa smiled at Crick, “I really like…” she was about to
say, you too, but noticed that Watson had fallen asleep, and
instead muttered, “...Watson.”
Crick was too exhausted to express how surprised he
really was, whispered, “Watson? You really like Watson?”
“No, I mean, yes, but not in that sort of way,” Rosa
explained in a raspy murmur. Then, realizing that she was
getting nowhere, pointed and gasped, “Watson, he fell asleep,
we have to wake him!”
She wanted to go and wake Watson, but she was too tired
to move. She looked to Crick to see if he could help, but he
too had fallen asleep. He had a very disappointed look on his
face.
Rosa looked at him and smiled a sleepy smile. Crick was
wrong, she thought, if you’re tired, what’s the harm in taking
a little nap? Exhausted and hot, she leaned back and looked
up into the sky. A dark bird circled overhead. She wasn’t
sure, but she thought she heard Plato give a long mournful
howl. She closed her eyes and fell asleep.

E

ven though Greyson had left the children from Earth,
he was always concerned for their well-being and had
directed many creatures of Gaia to keep an eye on them. No
matter where the travelers went, someone was watching and
reporting back to Greyson with news about their progress.
When a snake known as the Desert Sandslider watched
the travelers enter the Shifting Sand Dunes, she relayed
a message to a Cactus Jay (a desert bird) who flew the
information to Greyson. Upon hearing the news, the griffin
knew the children were in danger and immediately set out to
find them.
Greyson flew high above the desert, but even from above,
the shifting sand dunes made finding the lost travelers
extremely difficult. Flying over the heart of the desert, he
heard Plato howl, and found the children lying on the ground,
unconscious. Knowing that they would die in the desert he
gently picked them up and flew them to the White Tower in
the city of Hemel.

….
Watson was the first to succumb to the desert’s harsh
environment and the last to wake up on the soft bed in a
room kept warm by a fire in the tallest tower in Hemel. “Am
I in heaven?” Watson thought out loud.
“No, not heaven,” Greyson said. “You’re in Hemel.”
“Greyson!” Watson exclaimed, sitting all the way up. “It’s
good to see you!”
Watson’s happiness at seeing Greyson was mixed with a
sense of trepidation. He tried to remember how he had got
here, but his memory of what happened in the desert was
vague. Watson knew something bad had happened, but
what? He looked around and not seeing his friends, asked,
“Crick, Rosa, Plato, are they okay?”
“We’re fine,” Crick said, who just entered the room with
Plato and Rosa right behind him. Rosa ran past Crick and
gently put her hand on Watson’s arm. Plato jumped onto
the bed and licked Watson’s face with his thick wet tongue.
Watson laughed and hugged him. “It’s good to see you too,
boy.”
Plato responded by giving him another lick on his chin.
“I’m glad to see you’re awake. You were asleep for quite
some time,” Rosa said with a smile.
“How long was I asleep?” Watson asked.
“Over a day,” Crick responded.
“Over a day!” Watson repeated, his eyes now wide open.
“We lost a day. That means we only...”

reassuring, as though there were more important things than
finding the key, and that everything would be all right.
Watson followed Rosa’s eyes when she looked up at Crick.
He couldn’t help but notice that he looked more mature since
their journey began, more like a young man than a teenage
boy.
He thought back to what had happened in the desert, but
could only make out some of the details. A two-headed turtle,
the shifting sand dunes, running out of water, always thirsty,
very thirsty and hot. He fought hard to remember more, but
all he could recall were bits and pieces. He felt disconnected
and didn’t understand how he got to be here–in this room
with his friends and Greyson.
“Last thing I remember, we were swept up by a wave of
sand,” Watson said, suddenly remembering the terror of the
giant sand wave.
“The shifting sands can play some cruel tricks in the
desert,” Greyson said. “I didn’t know that the thief was
leading you on such a treacherous trail. There is danger in
the winds of Gaia.”
“What do you mean, danger in the winds of Gaia?” Crick
asked. “That sounds so corny.”
Greyson turned towards Crick and thoughtfully stroked
his powerful beak.
“Corny?” he asked.
“You know, old fashioned, nerdy,” Crick answered.
“Nerdy?” Greyson looked confused.

“Have three nights to find the key,” Crick said, finishing
the sentence.

Rosa spoke up. “What Crick wanted to say... is that, well,
we want to know what you meant by danger in the winds.”

“It’s okay,” Rosa said, looking reassuringly into Watson’s
eyes. “Now that you are awake, I am confident that we’ll get
the key in time.” She then turned to Crick and said, “We’ve
gone through too much to fail now.”

“Oh, I’m sorry. Danger in the winds is a saying. It means
nothing bad has happened yet, but if things don’t change,
something bad will happen.”

Watson sensed that her assertion was covering her own
fear that they weren’t going to make it. Yet, Rosa also seemed

“It’s hard to say,” Greyson said. “The news that the master
key is missing, and that aliens from Earth are looking for it,

“Oh, what do you think will happen, that is bad?”

has spread throughout Gaia, fueling a rumor that P-cubed is
growing. Snodlops everywhere are talking and taking sides.”
“What do you mean, taking sides?” Crick asked.
“Some are siding up with P-cubed, while others think that
there is hope for your people and that the master key should
be saved so that perhaps someday in the future we can share
our two worlds.”
“Does that mean there are more suspects?” Watson asked.
“No, the original suspects are the only ones who had a
motive when the master key went missing. Besides, the five
suspects listed on your map were the only snodlops that were
not accounted for during the time the master key was stolen,”
Greyson explained.
Watson thought back to their time spent in Verlaten and
the statue of his ancestor in the square. “We know there
were many people like us living here. Why did they leave?”
he asked.
Greyson hesitated and gave Watson a troubled look. “Many
humans like yourself once lived on Gaia and they thrived,
but you are a restless species and traveled often. Thousands
of years ago, all the humans in Gaia gathered...”
He was interrupted by a knock on the door.
“Come in, Ellery,” Greyson instructed, and then looked at
the kids and added. “I will finish this story later.”
Another griffin walked into the room. He was not quite as
tall as Greyson and obviously younger. His golden plumage
had streaks of blonde and there were still tufts of down near
the base of his wings. Ellery’s beak was smaller, but sharper
than Greyson’s. Instead of thick fur for eyebrows, he had
small tufts of brown feathers. He carried a large covered tray
of food.
The younger griffin walked over to a table besides Watson’s
bed and set down the tray of food. He bowed stiffly towards
Watson and then turned and bowed towards Rosa and Crick.
“Ellery at your service,” said the younger griffin during his
last bow.

Rosa turned from Watson’s bed and curtsied towards
Ellery, “Rosa at your service.” And then she blushed and
pointed towards Crick and Watson and introduced them by
their first names.
“Pleasure to finally meet all of you. I have heard much
about your journey on our world. You three are very brave.
People from your world should be very proud of you,” Ellery
responded in a guarded voice. He then glanced towards
Greyson and added, “I know about your mission and I speak
for all griffins when I say that we all hope that you can find
what was lost and bring the thief to justice.”
“Ellery brought you food,” Greyson broke in. “You must be
hungry. Please eat.”
Rosa uncovered the warm food, causing steam to escape
and tickle her nose. It smelled wonderfully delicious.
Ellery walked over and using one of his large wings to
muffle his words, whispered into Greyson’s ear. Greyson
grimaced as he listened.
After Ellery was finished, Greyson turned and spoke to
the kids. “Excuse me, something has come up. I will return
shortly. Feel free to explore the city, but don’t go too far.
Remember your mission is time sensitive. You must return
to your task before the end of the day.”
“When will we see you again?” Watson asked.
“We will meet back in this room at two o’clock, which is
just four hours from now. It is important that you are not
late.” Greyson and Ellery left the room, shutting the door
behind them.
“That was so strange,” Crick said.
“I’d say. That Ellery gave me the creeps,” Rosa responded.
“I don’t trust him.”
“No, not Ellery. Although I have to admit he did seem a
bit suspicious,” Crick said. “What was strange, was you.” He
paused and looked at Rosa. “You curtsied!”
“Yes, I have to admit I think that was the first time I’ve
ever curtsied, but how else do you respond to a bow?”

“I think you did the right thing,” Watson said, who was
now sitting on the edge of his bed eating a large piece of
bread. He added with his mouth quite full, “I was looking at
Greyson. He seemed very impressed.”

Chapter 25
Time for Sale

After stuffing themselves with the food that Ellery brought
in, the kids left the tower and went into the city of Hemel.

H

emel was a city built for and by griffins. It was located
high above the clouds nestled on the side of a snow-covered
mountain in the Torenhoog Mountain Range.
A tall, formidable granite wall wrapped itself around the
city. Its only gate faced a secluded plateau. There were no
roads that led to Hemel. The only way to reach it was by air
or by climbing the rugged terrain.
The streets were paved with bright blue tiles. They
were narrow and meandered between the city’s white stone
buildings like mosaic rivers. Crick’s basketball shoes squeaked
on the tiles as the travelers explored their surroundings in
the crisp mountain air.
Watson’s teeth chattered, and he paused to bundle himself
in the extra clothes that Greyson had laid out for them. After
wrapping a scarf around his neck, he skipped to catch up to
Crick and Rosa, who were headed towards the market.
The open-air market was generally the busiest place in
Hemel, and today was no exception. Oodles of griffins and
other strange animals were bustling about. Despite the
mountain chill, it was a beautiful day, and plenty of griffins
were shopping for food, the latest in Hemel wear, or whatever
thingamajig or whatchamacallit that caught their fancy.
There were shops of all sizes and shapes that sold and
serviced everything that a Hemeler could want. Outdoor

cafes, all of them boasting great views of the mountains,
lined the streets. Some of the more popular cafes featured
fried rodents on a stick served with brightly colored salads
and honey wine.
They passed a shop that sold the latest in griffin flying
apparel, including aeronautical goggles featuring hip new
designs and the latest in solar glare reduction technology.
They also passed street merchants, who under their
makeshift stalls, sold rugs and furniture, bathroom towels
and soap, beak brushes and beakpaste and some of the most
bizarre and colorful produce the kids had ever seen. But what
caught their eyes was a very peculiar salesman and what he
was selling was odder still.
Near the edge of the market on the end of a narrow alley
was a small cart. Behind the cart stood a strange creature
covered with long white fur. Its body resembled a goat except
that it had a large, almost perfectly spherical head. He had
an unusually wide mouth, which when he talked, looked as if
his whole head was about to split in two. On top of his head
sat a pair of big bulbous frog-like eyes.
Above his cart was a white sign with black and green
letters that read:
TIME IS MONEY
“Time for sale! Everybody better get some time, before
you run out of time. Time for sale!” the creature shouted
while eyeing the three kids.
“How odd,” thought Rosa out loud, “that a person, or
whatever that is, would be selling time like it is something
that you could hold in your hand.”
The large eyes of the time salesman followed the kids as
he continued his sales pitch, “Time for Sale! Everybody better
get some time before you run out of time. Time for sale!”
“Let’s see what he means by time for sale,” Crick said, as
he walked up to the merchant’s stand.
“What do you mean by selling time?” Crick asked. “Do you
mean you’re selling clocks and watches?”

“Do you see any clocks and watches?” the salesman asked
rhetorically.
“No,” Crick responded.
“Then it would be pretty foolish for me to try to sell clocks
and watches if I didn’t have any. Wouldn’t it?” The time
salesman didn’t wait for an answer, but gestured to the boxes
on his cart. “I sell time by the minute, by the hour and by the
day. I used to sell it by the week, but no one was interested
because I didn’t separate it out by weekdays and weekends.”
Rosa broke into the conversation defiantly, “That’s
ridiculous. You can’t put time in a box.”
“Are you children interested in buying, or in giving me a
hard time?” the salesman asked, and then continued before
anyone could answer. “I’m selling time. I find putting the
time in neat little white boxes is a nice touch, don’t you?”
He looked at them squarely with his frog-like eyes and
waited for an answer.
Rosa spoke up. “Sorry mister, we have never heard of
anyone selling time. It doesn’t make sense. How do you sell
time? Time is a measurement of things that happen. It is not
something you can hold in your hand or touch, or even be
part of something like stock in a company. So how can you
possibly sell it?”
The time salesman blinked his large bulbous eyes. “Of
course time is a measurement of things that happen,” he
scoffed. Then, peering down from his cart, he continued,
“Young lady from Earth, I sell time because everybody needs
time. If someone needs it, then someone will buy it.” He put
his front left hoof down on the cart to emphasize his point.
“Just because somebody needs something, doesn’t
necessarily mean that someone is willing to pay for it,” Crick
interjected, “Look at air, for example, I need it, but I’m not
going to pay for it.”
“Sell air. Not a bad idea,” the salesman mused. “I could
bag it and sell it by its wind potential.”
“Whatever!” Crick replied and rolled his eyes.

The time salesman gave Crick a smug smile and said,
“You would think that children from a world that sells bottled
water would understand somebody selling boxed time.”
While Crick and Rosa bickered with the time salesman,
Watson pulled out The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures
of Gaia and pointed his finger at the salesman.
The salesman, seeing Watson pointing at him, ducked
and lashed out, “Hey Earth boy, I don’t know what are
considered good manners where you come from, but here it is
very impolite to point!”
Watson apologized and put the book away, but not before
realizing that when the salesman ducked, his finger was
pointing at a hooded figure standing in the dark behind the
time salesman. The book didn’t have time to fully react, but
Watson did catch the first few words, and one of them was
snodlop!
“Crick, Rosa!” Watson cried out, now pointing beyond the
time salesman at the hooded figure. “That person in the alley
behind the cart is a snodlop, and most likely the thief!”
The hooded figure slid into the shadows and ran down
an alley. The kids took chase past the time salesman, rudely
knocking his cart over without even saying excuse me.
The suspect was surprisingly fast and quickly ran from the
alley and out onto a busy market street. The kids continued
the chase, but were awkward in trying to make their way
through the crowd, and soon lost sight of the suspect. They
circled about, looking frantically in vain. Finally, Rosa spied
the snodlop about to duck into a building that jutted out from
the side of a cliff. She pointed and cried out, “Over there!”
They followed the snodlop into the building.

felt an ominous chill run up her spine all the way to the tips
of the hair on her head. She glanced over her shoulder at the
sunny street behind her, and ignoring her better judgment,
she started down the spiral stairs.
Down and down she went into the mountain. Soon it
became dark. Only a faint amount of light crept in from
above as well as a trickle of light from below. A moist heavy
air blew up from the stairs’ depths and she no longer could
hear the snodlop scurrying below. How many stories she
descended she could not tell. The rock walls gave no sign of
floors or passageways. She continued descending for what
seemed like a quarter of an hour when she finally caught up
with the boys at the stairway’s bottom.
The three travelers stood in a cavernous room carved deep
inside the mountain. In its center was a circular pool, on the
edge of which was a long narrow rocky ledge that jutted out
over the water like a diving board. Somewhere deep inside
the pool, a blue green glow emanated, casting refracted
splashes of soft light throughout the room. The water on its
surface was calm. All was quiet at the bottom of the stairway.
“The snodlop is gone!” Crick said. His voice echoed off the
rock walls of the room.
Watson walked around the perimeter of the room looking
for a door or a hidden crevice. “Where could the suspect have
gone?” he asked. “The only way out is up the stairs.”
“Perhaps snodlops like to swim?” said Rosa, who started
walking out onto the rock ledge that jutted out over the pool.
“Be careful, Rosa,” Crick said. “It was walking out over a
pond that got us into this fix in the first place.”
“Wow!” Rosa called out. “You guys. Come quick! You’ve
got to see this.”

Inside the building was a dimly lit small room with a
winding stairway in its center. It wound down deep into the
mountain. They could hear the snodlop scurrying far below.
“Quick, down the steps!” Crick shouted.

Watson and Crick joined her on the rock ledge, which was
just wide enough so that all of them could go to its end and
peer over its edge into the pool.

The boys ran down the steps, but Rosa hesitated at the
stairway’s top. Looking down the dark spiraling stairway, she

“I can’t believe it!” Watson said, and added, “It’s so
beautiful.”

“That’s…” Crick started to speak, but Rosa finished his
thought.
“Our home,” she said.
Under the surface of the pool, the planet Earth was slowly
spinning in the water. “This is so cool,” Rosa said, and then
held out her hands to take it all in.
What happened next frightened and amazed the three
children. The water churned with a cold boil and the Earth
became much larger. It was like looking at the planet through
the zoom on a camera.
“Oh my!” exclaimed Rosa, who now realized that the
Earth moved in response to what she was doing with her
hands. “This is better than Google Earth!”
Rosa moved her hand towards the ceiling, and the Earth
zoomed in. When she moved her hand towards the pool
surface, the Earth zoomed away, waving her hand to the left
caused the Earth to rotate to the left, and when she waved
her had to the right the Earth rotated to the right.
Both Watson and Crick’s jaws hung wide open in disbelief
as Rosa continued to change perspectives of the Earth by
waving her hands. “See if you can see San Francisco,” said
Crick, realizing what she was doing.

the kids’ surprise, they could actually see people in the park;
some were riding bicycles, others were walking their dogs,
some were jogging, while others just sat and enjoyed the day.
The image was amazing! They could actually zoom in and
see people’s faces. The pool was obviously a way in which the
inhabitants of Gaia could spy on the people on Earth.
Rosa moved her hand a little to the right, and they were
looking down 44th avenue. She made a couple of other
adjustments by waving her hand this way and that until
she found her house. A policeman was at the end of their
driveway, talking to her mother. She zoomed in and could
see him moving his lips, but she couldn’t hear what he was
saying. The pool was a way to watch what was happening on
Earth, but not a way to hear what was going on.
The policeman and Rosa’s mom finished their conversation
and the policeman left. After he was gone, Rosa’s mother put
her head in her hands and cried. Rosa looked on in horror.
Behind her mother, posted on a telephone pole, was a
picture of herself, Watson and Crick. Above them ‘MISSING’
was written in big letters and ‘REWARD’ was written
underneath.
“Mama!” Rosa called into the pool, but her mother could
not hear her. Not knowing that her daughter was reaching
out to her, she kept crying.

Rosa held her hand up high, causing the Earth to zoom
in rapidly, which gave the illusion that they were falling
towards the Earth from outer space. Watson gripped the edge
of the rock ledge and started to feel a bit queasy. Rosa zoomed
right in over the African Sahara. “Oh No! Not another desert.
Please, let’s get out of here,” Crick said.

“Mama!” Rosa called out again, “Mama, I’m right here!
I’m all right, please don’t cry.” Realizing that her calls were
in vain, Rosa felt helpless and sad. She put her face in her
hands and began to sob.

Rosa waved her hand to the left and the Earth rotated
counterclockwise. She stopped her hand when California
came into view. Then, moving her hand back and forth, Rosa
deftly guided the globe so that they were peering down over
the foggy city of San Francisco.

Rosa spun around, and immediately the Earth in the
pool zoomed out until the whole planet could only be seen as
before, as if viewed from outer space.

“Can you get any closer?” Watson asked.
Rosa spread her fingers and the fog parted over San
Francisco. Soon they were looking into Golden Gate Park. To

“It’s all right,” Crick said, and put a reassuring hand on
her shoulder.

“It’s not okay!” Rosa shot back. “We’re missing! And
everyone who loves us is worried sick. They think we are lost
or abducted or worse! That is why my mother was talking
to the policeman. That is why we must get back home right

away!” She put her head on Crick’s chest and continued
crying.
Crick wrapped his arms around her. Rosa didn’t back
away, but bent her body against his. She could hear Crick’s
heart beating. “Don’t worry,” he said. “We will find the key
and get home. You’ll see. We have gone through too much not
to find it now.”
“He’s right, we’ve got to get back. We need to stay focused.
We need to find the key, and to do that we must go back and
find Greyson now,” Watson said, and stamped his foot down
to make his point.
His foot hit the ledge hard, causing a piece of rock to
break off. Watson lost his balance. Not wanting to fall in the
pool, he overcompensated by jumping backwards towards
the back wall. Stumbling, he steadied himself by grabbing a
small rocky knob that jutted out of the wall. To his surprise,
the knob moved from his weight. A loud snap came from
somewhere behind the wall.
They all watched in amazement as the rock wall slowly
slid to one side, revealing a crack just big enough for a person
to pass through. Fresh cold, snow-filled air blew in.
“The snodlop must have used this secret door to escape,”
Watson said.
They walked through the crack. It opened onto a snowcovered ledge on the side of the mountain. Crick stepped out
and looked down. A small chunk of snow fell off the ledge. He
watched it fall until it finally disappeared from sight. Seeing
how high up they were, Crick suddenly felt dizzy and took a
step back. “I don’t think the snodlop came out here,” he said.
“This ledge doesn’t lead anywhere but down, fast!”
“I wouldn’t be so sure of that,” Rosa said, pointing to some
footprints in the snow. “Look at those tracks.”
“They look like snodlop-sized footprints to me,” commented
Watson. “And look, they stop right there next to those other
tracks.”
“Those tracks look like goat tracks you’d see on my uncle’s

farm,” Rosa added. “Both the animal tracks and the snodlop
tracks continue on along the edge of the mountain. There is
no way we can follow them. Look at the way they follow the
cliff. That’s way too steep.”
“We can’t, and we don’t have the time to follow those
tracks,” said Watson. “The snodlop tracks don’t follow the
other tracks very far. They disappear near the ledge. My
guess is that the snodlop rode the other animal away from
here.”
“Either that, or the snodlop fell off the side of the
mountain,” Crick piped in.
“I doubt that,” Watson replied. “The snodlop tracks
disappear near the mountain, not on the edge of the ledge.”
“Hey, Watson, I wonder if your book will work with animal
tracks?” Rosa asked.
“It doesn’t hurt to try,” he responded, and pulled out The
Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia. He held the book
out so everyone could see, and pointed towards the tracks in
the snow. To everyone’s delight, the tiny book grew and the
letters and pictures formed on the page.
“Hey look!” Crick pointed out. “The creature that made
these tracks is the same kind of creature that was trying to
sell us time.”
The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia
The Popeyed Mountain Goat Walkeeanywherium
itwansian
Popeyed mountain goats, like many Gaian animals,
can talk, however, many of the inhabitants of
Gaia have a hard time understanding them. This
is most likely due to their incessant prattling
about monetary matters.
Habitat adaptations:
The popeyed mountain goat lives high in rocky
mountainous areas often above the timberline. It

beds in shallow depressions scraped out in shale
or dirt on ledges at the bases of cliffs. Its cloven
hooves are well adapted for rocky peaks, with a
sharp outer rim that grips and a rubbery sole that
provides traction on steep or smooth surfaces.
Traversing peaks and narrow ledges at a stately
walk or trot, a popeyed mountain goat may seem
to move across the face of an almost perpendicular
cliff.

Chapter 26

Another Griffin Flight

“The popeyed mountain goat may have helped the snodlop
escape, but it also helped us solve the last clue the thief left
us,” Watson commented and closed the book.
“How’s that?” Rosa asked.
“The thief’s riddle states that the next clue is hidden
where cloven animals bed. Just like the popeyed mountain
goat. The riddle also tells us that the next clue will be hidden
above a line drawn by trees,” Watson replied.
“The line drawn by trees must mean the timberline,” said
Rosa. “And the timberline, if I remember correctly, is the line
on a mountain beyond which no trees can grow.”
“The thief’s note also claims that the next clue is in water,
but not wet. That must mean that the clue is in ice or snow.
Ice is frozen water. Water is wet, but ice is not,” Crick proudly
added.
“The note also said to look for a white ‘V’. My guess is that
we need to find a white ‘V’ in an alpine region, like where
we’re now, high in the mountains,” Watson added with a
smile.
All three looked out onto the mountain range for a white
‘V’, but no one saw anything that might even be mistaken for
a ‘V’. A cold wind blew up from the valley below, stinging the
travelers’ faces. Rosa spoke, ending their brief search, “Let’s
go back. Perhaps Greyson can help us find the white ‘V’ in
the mountains.”

C

limbing up long staircases takes more time than
descending them, and by the time the kids made it to the
top, they realized they were going to be late making their
appointment with Greyson.
Catching their breath, Watson spoke first. “We’re supposed
to be back by two o’clock to meet Greyson. It is easily three. I
hope he won’t be too upset.”
“Perhaps we should have bought some time from the time
salesman. Then we wouldn’t be late,” Crick mused.
Rosa looked up and laughed lightly. “That was pretty
funny. Buy some time.”
“I wasn’t kidding,” Crick replied, and pressed on, leading
the way back to the tower where they were to meet Greyson.
Once there, they looked up, and both Rosa and Watson let
out a loud sigh.
“It beats me why anyone would build such a tall tower
without a proper elevator,” Crick said as he gathered his
strength for the climb.
Climbing to the top of the tower wasn’t as troubling as
they feared, and when they opened the door to their room,
Plato enthusiastically greeted them. He jumped up on his
hind legs and spun around before putting his paws on Crick’s

chest and leaned over his shoulder to lick Rosa’s face. “Get
down, Plato,” Crick said. Plato obeyed and got down.
Greyson came bursting into the room. His feathers were
ruffled and his red eyes burned with anger. “Where were you?
You’re late by over an hour,” he glowered. “It is important
that you are aware of your actions. In case you forgot, you’re
on a time sensitive mission. You must find and repair the
key or our plans will be dashed.” He paused, and then added,
“And without the key, you will never get back to your home.”
The kids had never seen an angry griffin and the sight
took them aback. The menacing beak, the thick scowling
eyebrows, and the large lion body frightened them.
Watson was so frightened that he stammered when he
spoke, “W-w-we are s-s-sorry. We d-d-didn’t mean to be late.”
He swallowed hard and continued, “But we saw a snodlop,
who most likely was the thief, so we chased him. We almost
caught him, but he rode a popeyed mountain goat down the
side of a mountain.”
Watson, for a reason he was unsure of, thought it best not
to mention the pool at the bottom of the stairway. Greyson
eyes softened and he smiled as he thought about what Watson
just told him.
“A snodlop in the city of Hemel! That is very curious. Why
would the thief follow you here?” Greyson pondered and then
turned towards the window. “There are no roads leading
to this city. The only way here is by riding a surefooted
animal, being a surefooted animal or by air. Snodlops don’t
particularly like riding on the backs of animals, and tend to
be frightened of heights. This is the first time I have heard of
a snodlop being in this city, and I’m very concerned that he
or she would follow you here. Could you describe the suspect
in more detail?”
Watson, seeing that Greyson had mellowed, relaxed a bit,
and stopped stammering as he spoke. “No sir, we can’t. The
snodlop was wearing loose fitting clothing and used a hood
to cover its head. We really didn’t get a good look at all. We
couldn’t even tell if the snodlop was male or female.”

“Are you sure that you saw a snodlop?” Greyson inquired.
“Yes, I used The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of
Gaia to double check.” Watson continued, “We noticed that
someone suspicious was watching us, but when I opened the
book and discovered it was a snodlop, he or she ran. We tried
to follow, but the suspect escaped into the crowd.”
“This is very troubling news. We must get the key back
and repair it,” said Greyson while scratching his lower beak.
“We do have some good news,” Rosa said.
Greyson turned and looked intently at her. Seeing his
interest, Rosa continued, “We’ve been following a series of
clues that the thief has been leaving behind and we think we
have solved the last clue.”
“That is good news,” Greyson replied. “Where do you think
the thief left the next clue… or possibly the key?”
“In an alpine region, like where we are now,” Watson said,
“but we need your help in narrowing it down. The note said to
look for a white ‘V’.”
Greyson’s eyes widened, and he rephrased what Watson
had said. “A white ‘V’ in the mountains.” Watson nodded in
response. Greyson then turned, went to the door and called out
into the hallway. “Ellery, come quick. We have some precious
cargo we must bring to The Valley of the Two Glaciers.”
Ellery, who was obviously right outside the door well
within hearing distance of their conversation, walked into
the room. “The Valley of the Two Glaciers, sir?” he asked.
“Yes,” Greyson responded, “we must go as soon as we
can.” He turned towards the kids. “There are some extra
warm clothes on the bed. Pack them. You’ll need them for
this journey.”
They went to the bed and, as instructed, packed up the
clothes that were lying there. Watson couldn’t help but
wonder, “How could Greyson know that they were going to
need more warm clothes? Perhaps the extra clothes were
already laid out because Hemel was also cold.”
After everyone was packed, Ellery and Greyson kneeled

down and the kids climbed up on their backs. Watson and
Plato hopped on Greyson’s back while Rosa and Crick sat
on Ellery’s. The two griffins then jumped out of a large open
window and unfolded their immense wings.
The skies were clear and the view from the backs of the
flying griffins proved to be spectacular. Hemel glistened
in the sunlight. The griffins dipped their wings and flew
low over the city. The kids waved to the Hemelers. And, to
their delight, their waves were met with enthusiastic hellos
and cheers. The griffins then simultaneously flapped their
wings, lifting them high over the city. The kids clutched the
fur on the griffins’ backs as the great beasts made a sharp
turn towards the southeast into the heart of the Torenhoog
Mountains.
As they flew, Greyson spoke loudly so everyone could
hear, “The Valley of the Two Glaciers is located high in these
mountains not too far from Hemel. The walls of the valley are
steep and are covered by two slow moving sheets of ice and
snow. The glaciers meet at the bottom of the valley creating
a giant white ‘V’. It’s a very impressive sight. You’ll see it
soon.”
From Greyson’s strong back, Watson looked down and saw
the mighty snow covered peaks of the Torenhoog Mountains.
He looked south and saw in the distance the Blanchskull
Desert and thought he could make out the Shifting Sand
Dunes and shuddered. He looked to the east and saw a
mighty forest followed by the peat bogs, the town of Benthos
and finally the great sea beyond. Watson then turned around
on Greyson’s back and saw the northern grey wastelands and
to the right of them an island of fire glowing red in the sea.
Greyson called out and instructed everybody to look
straight ahead. In front of them, between two of the tallest
peaks of the Torenhoog Mountains, lay a high mountain
valley with steep rocky slopes. On each side of the valley
flowed a river of snow and ice, the two glaciers that made up
the Valley of the Two Glaciers.
The thick ribbons of glacier ice made a perfect letter ‘V’

that shone white in the bright sun. Greyson led the way and
swooped down into the valley. The party landed on the bare
rocky ground next to where the glaciers met. The griffins
kneeled down and the kids and Plato clambered off their
backs. Watson looked around. He could see his breath in the
crisp, cold air.
The party separated and started looking for clues. It
didn’t take long before Rosa, who had climbed up on one of the
glaciers, found the first one. “Hey everybody!” she shouted.
“Look over here, I found a pair of footprints, and by the looks
of them, they’re popeyed mountain goat and snodlop tracks.”
The party followed the footprints. The tracks were easy to
see in the snow and ice of the glacier. However, the tracks soon
veered off the glacier and disappeared into rocky terrain. The
team searched for quite some time, but other than the tracks
on the glacier, no one found any other signs of the thief.
Watson came up with an idea. He was observing the water
at the base of the glaciers when he asked for everybody’s
help. “I’ve noticed that the glaciers are melting,” he said,
pointing to the small streamlets that flowed from the base
of both glaciers. “What if the thief placed the next clue here?
Perhaps it got caught in the melt water and was washed
further down the mountain.”
“Great deductive reasoning,” said Greyson proudly looking
at Watson. “Let’s follow the water and search for clues.”
The party split up and began looking in all the small
streamlets that formed at the edge of the glaciers. Plato
walked next to Watson with his nose to the ground. They
observed that many of the small streamlets merged together
to form larger streamlets, and further down the slope, the
larger streamlets merged to form a stream. Its fast moving
water crashed over rocks and sloshed against its banks as it
flowed down the valley.
Watson noticed something bobbing up and down in the
rapid water. He stepped out onto a large rock to get a closer
look. Leaning out over the rushing water, he could see that the
object was a leather sack. The sack’s tie-string was tangled

in the rocks, preventing it from being carried downstream. It
jerked back and forth like a fish fighting the icy current.

Watson out of the rapids and flew back holding a waterlogged
boy in his claws.

Watson saw another, smaller, exposed rock between him
and the sack. He took off his backpack, jumped, and landed
on the rock with his arms outstretched to keep his balance.
From his precarious perch he slowly reached down to grab
the sack, but just as he held it, he slipped and fell into the
stream. The water was shallow and extremely cold. Watson
let out a howl when he hit the water.

Instead of setting him down gently, Ellery dropped him
just a few feet off the ground as punishment for his foolishness.

Hearing Watson’s howl, everyone rushed down to see
what had happened. When they got to the stream, they found
Watson sitting in shallow water looking rather upset and
shivering from the cold. Rosa picked up his backpack, which
was still sitting on the stream’s edge.
“I found a leather sack in the stream,” said Watson
between fits of chattering teeth. “I tried to pull it out, but I
lost my balance and I dropped it. I’d bet my last dollar it was
the thief’s. But there is no way to really know because I lost it
!!
”
Crick, seeing Watson cold, upset and still sitting in the
icy rushing water, felt sorry for his friend. He bent over the
stream and held out his hand. “Hey, Watson, grab my hand.
If you stay in that stream, you’ll catch your death of cold.
You’re already turning blue.”
But Watson was too embarrassed to take Crick’s hand
and foolishly tried to stand up on his own. He managed to
get up on one foot, but the stream’s current was too strong
and knocked him down before he could stand on his other
foot. Watson frantically grabbed for the shore, but the swift
moving current carried him away into deeper and faster
moving water.
Crick watched helplessly as Watson was swept
downstream, his head bobbing up and down dangerously
close to rocks.
Ellery and Greyson, who at first were trying hard not to
laugh at Watson’s comedy of errors, were now concerned for
his safety. Ellery reacted quickly, flew downstream, plucked

Watson fell with a sloppy wet thud. Water and mud
dripped from his body. He got up and looked sheepishly at
his friends. He tried to brush off as much of the mud and
water as he could with his hands, but made little progress
and started to shiver uncontrollably. Rosa handed him a dry
shirt from his backpack.
Watson, his hands still shaking from the cold, peeled off
his wet shirt. As he lifted it over his head, a leather pouch fell
to the ground by his feet. He held up the pouch and cried out
triumphantly, “See, I got it!” But Watson’s victory quickly
turned into a chattering, coughing fit.

Chapter 27

Warmth from a Fire Within

P3
I have taken you from the desert to the alpine
Follow me now, to a horizontal skyline
Where the grass waves hello to a rolling hill
And animals burrow to hide from a chill
Trees rarely meet and seldom are seen
In a vast sea of tans, in springtime, green
It is here where I’ve hidden a clue
Stand on your head and look for a U
P3
“Insufferable snodlops!’ Greyson grunted, “It looks like
the thief wants us to visit another ecosystem.”
“Jungles, caves, bogs, deserts, mountains, how many
ecosystems are left in Gaia?” asked Watson.
“Quite a few,” answered Greyson, “and we’ll need to figure
out which ecosystem is hidden in this latest clue.”

G

reyson unfolded one of his large wings and gently
wrapped it around Watson. The griffin’s feathers were thick,
warm and had a light musty scent that reminded him of his
uncle’s hayloft. Ellery and Rosa set out collecting sticks to
build a fire.
Crick took the pouch from Watson and set it next to where
they were building the fire to dry. “Perhaps I should hold
on to this so you don’t take it with you next time you want
to take a dip in glacier melt water,” he said and winked at
Watson.
Soon Ellery and Rosa created a roaring fire. Its warmth
filled the air and everyone’s spirits were lifted. As they sat
around the fire, Crick opened the leather pouch and peered
inside. “Hey everybody, Watson found another note!” he
announced as he gently pulled out a soggy parchment and
set it on a rock so everyone could see. Watson read it out loud.

“Wait a second. I think I’m getting in sync with the thief.
See here,” said Rosa while pointing at the riddle. “It refers
to grass waves hello to a rolling hill. If you remove the word
hello and move the word waves before grass, it reads, waves
grass and rolling hill.”
“I see,” said Crick. “Waving grass and rolling hills!”
“You’ve got it,” smiled Rosa.
“I think the thief is referring to a prairie!” exclaimed
Watson. On windy days the grass in a prairie waves, and
everyone knows prairies have rolling hills.”
“The thief also wrote that the next clue is hidden where
trees rarely meet,” added Rosa. “Well, there aren’t very many
trees in a prairie.”
“My cousins live on a prairie in South Dakota,” Crick
added. “Which, for the most part, has a horizontal skyline.
Boring and flat, that is what he calls it. There are also prairie
dogs that live there and burrow in the ground for shelter.”
“Indeed, there are also animals on Gaia that make their
homes by burrowing underground,” Greyson agreed with

a nod. “My guess is that the thief’s note is referring to The
Great Heartland Prairie, which is half a day’s flight from
here. That’s where you’ll need to search for the ‘U’. If we
leave now, we can get to the prairie before nightfall. There,
Ellery and I will camp with you overnight. But we must leave
you in the morning.”
“Must you leave?” asked Rosa. “It really isn’t fair. You
tricked Watson into coming here to help you find and repair
the key. Yet you leave every time we seem to need you most.”
Greyson frowned and shook his head. “These are strange
times in Gaia, and there are matters that I can’t share with
you now, but they urgently need my attention. I’m afraid
spending even this much time with you may be too much.”
“Why all the secrecy?” asked Watson. “You said that
getting the master key repaired was important. We only
have three nights left before the moons align and it’s too
late.” Watson looked squarely at Greyson. “If you were to fly
us to where we need to go, we certainly would have a better
chance of finding the key in time.”
“Yes, that’s true. But just getting there quickly doesn’t
necessarily mean that you can save the key.” Greyson took
his large left paw and placed it gently on Watson’s shoulder.
“The master key’s power is intertwined with life on Gaia.
Your ancestors knew this well when they forged the master
key. In order to repair it, you must become familiar with how
life on Gaia adapts to its environment. Flying high above
Gaia is no way to learn about animals that live on the land.”
“But I don’t understand how knowing about how animals
live here will help me repair the key,” Watson protested.
“Oh, but you will,” replied Greyson. “Now hop on our
backs. We need to leave now if we’re to get to the prairie
before nightfall.” Greyson and Ellery knelt so the kids and
Plato could hop on their backs.
They flew to end of the foothills where the Torenhoog
Mountains flattened into the Great Heartland Prairie. It was
dusk and the sun was beginning to set on the hills to the
west. They set up camp on the northern edge of the prairie.

From there they could see out onto the vast sea of green
grass and wild flowers of the prairie. A gentle evening breeze
blew through the grass fields creating rhythmic waves that
traveled from one end of the prairie to the other. It reminded
Crick of the waves created by baseball fans standing up and
raising their arms to cheer the home team on.
“Hey Crick!” said Rosa, interrupting his thoughts.
Crick turned around and saw Rosa. A gentle breeze blew
her hair back allowing the setting sun to cast a warm glow on
her face. He looked at Rosa and smiled, she looked beautiful
in the prairie light.
Rosa walked up to him, and he gently reached out and held
her hand. They turned and looked out towards the sunset.
“I really miss home,” she said as she tightened her grip
on his hand.
Crick responded in silence by returning her grip with a
gentle squeeze.
Rosa looked up and met his eyes. “Do you think we will
ever get home? I know that so far we have been able to solve
the thief’s riddles. But, even if we do get to the key in time,
do you really think Watson has the power to fix it and get us
back home?”
“We’ve seen some amazing things on Gaia,” Crick
answered. “I trust Greyson. If he thinks Watson can fix the
key, then so do I. Besides, he did call us here to find it, didn’t
he?”
“He called Watson here, not us. We’re an accident,” said
Rosa softly.
Crick looked deep into her eyes. “Maybe we’re not supposed
to be here, but I’m glad you’re here with me.”
Rosa felt her heart melt as she tried to respond to his
kind words. She wanted to tell Crick that she was also glad
to be with him. Instead, she moved closer to him and gently
pressed her lips against his. Words were no longer needed to
describe her feelings towards him.

Chapter 28

A Pickled River in a Fickle Prairie

other by the side of an inviting campfire. Gaian insects
made a gurgling noise that sounded like crickets chirping
underwater. Their chorus filled the night air.
Watson sat down next to Rosa and held out the canteen
filled with the river sample. “Smell this. What do you think
it is?” he asked.
Rosa wafted her hand over the top of the open canteen
and sniffed. Her nose wrinkled from the odor. “Why, that’s
vinegar. White vinegar by the looks of it.”
“That’s what I thought. There is a whole river of vinegar
coming out of a large cave in the ground just around that
ridge,” said Watson.

T

he sound of rushing water lured Watson and Plato to
a small group of hills on the north side of the camp. After
walking over the top of one of the steeper hills, they came
upon a rushing river that sprang from the mouth of a large
underground cave. There was a strange smell in the air that
reminded Watson of eating pickles at the fair.
Watson and Plato walked up to the river’s shore where
the smell became so strong that Watson’s eyes watered and
his nose tickled. He bent over and dipped his hand in the
water to taste it. Watson immediately spit out the water.
It tasted like vinegar! He wiped his mouth and shuddered,
remembering that he had dreamt about this river when he
lay unconscious inside the bog begonia. Still a bit shaken, he
dipped his canteen in the river and collected a sample.
When he returned to the camp, the sky was dark purple,
illuminated in the east by the rising moons. Watson couldn’t
help but notice that the two moons were much closer together
than they were the night before. Time was running out. He
passed Greyson and Ellery who were busy building a couple
of lean-to shelters. Crick and Rosa were sitting next to each

“How weird, you had a dream about a vinegar river and
now you found one.” Rosa looked wide-eyed in disbelief and
then quipped, “If your dreams come true, I recommend
dreaming of rivers made of diamonds and gold instead of
vinegar.”
“Diamonds and gold won’t do you much good here,” said
Greyson who had overheard the kids’ conversation and sat
down next to them by the fire. “You found the Vinegar River,”
he continued, and tossed another stick into the fire. “It
originates in the mountains as melt water, which flows into
a hot valley where dead grass is constantly being blown in
from this prairie. The dry heat causes the grass to ferment,
changing the water to vinegar. The Vinegar River, as it
is now called, flows into an abandoned copper mine just a
few hundred yards from here. The large cave that Watson
discovered must have been an old entrance to the mine.”
“Can fish live in vinegar?” asked Rosa.
Greyson smiled and said, “Not at first, but life, given
time, can grow and adapt to live just about anywhere and
the Vinegar River is no exception. The prickly pickled pike is
a fish that lives in the river and is eaten by local residents.
They say the natural pickling process of the river makes the
fish tender and delicious.”
“Speaking of delicious,” Ellery broke in, “my vegetable
stew is ready to eat.” Ellery pointed to a bubbling pot on the

fire with a large sauce-covered wooden spoon.
Everyone ate heartily, and with full bellies, they climbed
under their lean-tos and fell fast asleep.
Watson woke up with a start. Ellery was prodding his
shoulder with one paw while silencing him by holding his
mouth shut with his other. Watson struggled, his eyes wide
with fear, but Ellery did not release his grip. Eventually
Watson realized that he could not break free, stopped
squirming and glared into Ellery’s eyes.
Ellery put his paw to his beak as a gesture to keep quiet.
Although suspicious of Ellery’s odd behavior, Watson
nodded in assurance that he wouldn’t wake up the other
travelers.
Ellery beckoned Watson to follow him to the fire pit. The
moons of Gaia were approaching the western night sky. A
sea of stars twinkled overhead. A few embers still glowed red
from the campfire.
Ellery stopped by the fire pit, pulled out a sack, and
offered it to Watson. “These are soil samples taken from
the boots of the suspects. I know you’re collecting the soil so
you can analyze it to find out who stole the key. I also went
through the trouble of labeling the samples, so you won’t get
them mixed up.”
Watson stared at Ellery in disbelief.
Ellery, seeing the surprise on Watson’s face explained,
“I’m Greyson’s apprentice and am with him almost every day.
So you see, as you may have guessed, I also know what you’re
doing. Many creatures of Gaia only have heard of people like
you from stories and legends. They are concerned because
many of the tales tell them to be wary of your kind. To be
safe, they frequently report what they see back to Greyson.
When I overheard that you were collecting soil samples, I
immediately understood the importance of this evidence and
flew out that day to collect other samples from the remaining
suspects’ boots.”
Watson knew the value of what Ellery had done, and

eagerly took the sack. The sooner the samples were collected,
the less likely they would be contaminated. Ellery’s soil
samples could easily be the evidence needed to crack this
case.
“But why?” Watson asked. “Why are you spying on us? It
seems like a lot of trouble when you could be helping us by
being with us.”
Ellery scowled at Watson’s remarks. “Did you not listen
to Greyson? Your journey to find the master key is so much
more than just finding the key and bringing the thief to
justice. It is also an education about life on Gaia.”
Watson, trying to understand, looked at Ellery. “So, why
is it important that I learn about life here?”
“Just in case you ever come back,” said Ellery, who
briefly tapped one of the glowing embers with a stick before
continuing. “It’s not just the members of P-cubed who don’t
want people from your world to visit us. Some griffins don’t
want you here either. They consider you a contaminant, and
that your presence will pollute our world and eventually
destroy it. You and your friends are in greater danger than
you think.”
Watson looked up at Ellery and trembled from the night
air. He wondered if Ellery considered that he and his friends
were contaminants, bent on destroying Gaia. But why then
would he have helped them by collecting soil samples? Watson
was confused and uncomfortable being with Ellery.
Fearing that he was losing Watson’s attention, Ellery
took a smoldering stick from the fire and held it close to
Watson’s face. Watson’s face twitched with apprehension in
the glowing stick’s light. Ellery spoke with urgency in his
voice. “I want your technology, I want it as soon as possible!
That’s why you must succeed.”
Watson leaned back away from the glowing ember. “I
don’t understand, what do you mean by technology? I can
give you our iPhone, but it doesn’t work very well here, and
its battery is almost dead.”
“No, I don’t want your iPhone,” Ellery scowled, pushing

the hot stick closer to Watson’s face. “Griffins are dying.
We’ve been exposed to a deadly virus, and we need your help
to survive. I have seen what doctors on your world can do. I
believe they can save us.” Part of the glowing ember on the
end of the stick fell off, just missing Watson’s nose. “A few
years back,” Ellery continued, “a great disease killed most
of the female griffins. Today only a few females remain and
even a smaller number of them are of childbearing age. If
there is another outbreak, I’m afraid they too will die, and it
will only be a matter of time before griffins become extinct.”
Watson thought back and realized he hadn’t seen any
griffin children in the city of Hemel. And he also realized
that Ellery must also know about the pool deep beneath
the mountain. “How do you know that there will be another
outbreak?” asked Watson.
“There are reasons that make me believe that another
outbreak may happen very soon, if it hasn’t already begun,”
Ellery replied. “That’s why I need you to find the master key
as soon as possible and to return from your world with help.”
“I see,” said Watson, and he really did see. He understood
why some folks of Gaia didn’t welcome alien strangers, while
others didn’t mind, and that some griffins, like Ellery, saw
humans as a possible salvation. “Why didn’t Greyson tell us
about the disease?” he asked.
“Because, he thinks that humans coming here now will
do more damage than good. Greyson and many other griffins
believe that it will take many, perhaps thousands of years
before your kind are ready to revisit Gaia. Besides,” Ellery
continued, “he, like many others, believes that the disease
has gone its course and won’t return.”
Ellery removed the smoldering stick from Watson’s face
and cast his eyes down. He continued with effort, “Greyson
doesn’t know about my sister. She is sick and is showing
symptoms of the disease. We don’t know if she is infected.
But, I’m afraid if anyone suspects, she will be quarantined
and forced to spend the rest of her life alone on an island far
out in the Sargassum Sea.”

“What can I do?” asked Watson.
“For now, do what Greyson tells you to do. Learn the ways
of Gaia. Repair the key and go back to your home world. But
make sure you bring a copy of the key with you so you can
return.” Ellery brought his face close to Watson’s, his eyes
unblinking and earnest. “While you’re here, you must learn
the intricacies of life on Gaia. Life here is not much different
than on your own world, yet you’ll need to know how animals
adapt to living on Gaia if you are ever to return to your home
or back here.”
Watson was still bewildered. It was too much, too fast. He
was not sure if he would be able to complete the task he was
already on, and now Ellery wanted him to sneak a copy of
the key back to Earth and get help. He thought briefly about
how absurd it would be to get his doctor, a middle aged man
with kids of his own, to follow him into Golden Gate Park and
jump into a pond. Watson just wanted this conversation to
stop and said what he had to say to end it.
“I’ll do the best I can,” Watson replied.
“I knew you would,” said Ellery, and he tossed the stick
into the fire.

Chapter 29
Rock’n the Boat

Crick slung the pack over his shoulder. “Hey, you saw
what Greyson wrote,” he said. “Time is short. Let’s get going
and find the upside down ‘U’ that was mentioned in the thief’s
note. We only have two days left before the moons align.”
Watson, who had the map out, looked up and said, “I
think we should follow the Vinegar River into the prairie.
The next suspect, Ms. Blodderbum, lives on the river about a
half a day’s walk from here.”
They all agreed and started down a broad dirt track that
hugged the bank of the river. Under a bright blue sky, the
kids could see the shadows from a few puffy cumulus clouds
rolling across the expanse of green grass.

T

he kids awoke and found that Greyson and Ellery had
silently left during the night. The lean-to that they had slept
under had been dismantled and cleaned up. It was like it
was never there. A note was attached to a small pack that
was propped up against a log where the lean-to once stood.
Watson picked up the note and read it out loud.
Children of Earth,
In this pack you will find some nourishment that will help
you in times of need. Eat and drink from its contents
wisely. Remember to observe all life, especially how
animals adapt to their surroundings.
Your time is running short. Good luck in solving this
crime.
Live long and thrive,
Greyson
“Live long and thrive,” Rosa repeated. “I like that
complimentary close better than sincerely or yours truly.”
Plato grabbed the pack with his mouth and brought it
over to Crick. “I think Plato is trying to tell you that it is
about time you carried something,” Rosa said and smiled.

The river, which flowed through the prairie in wide, lazy
curves, was dotted with brightly colored flowers along its
banks. Watson stopped to sniff one the larger flowers. It was
so large that Watson was able stick his head well inside its
purple velvet petals and touch its yellow, star-shaped pistil
with his nose. The stalk of the plant was just as amazing as
its flower. More than four feet tall, its green stem had thick
black stripes that spiraled up to its leaves.
As the morning crept towards noon, the cool prairie
air warmed, and the travelers made frequent stops to rehydrate. Even though the Vinegar River proved to be, well,
too vinegary to drink, there were plenty of small streams of
fresh water that flowed into the river to quench their thirst.
The kids took turns checking the iPhone to see if it was
receiving a signal by periodically turning it on and off. They
dared not keep the iPhone on for more than a couple of
seconds in fear that they would drain its battery.
“Hey, I got a signal!” Rosa called out as they reached
the crest of a small hill. Everyone crowded around Rosa
as she typed in platospond.com. She navigated to the first
experiment and clicked on results. “Ooh, a bar graph. Nice
work, Crick.”
“I always do my best” Crick replied.
“Wow, a lot of people have done the experiments,” Rosa
commented.

“What are the results?” Watson asked eagerly.
“The majority of the results show that the soil from a
shovel is random, whereas the soil deposited from a stream
is graded.”
“Great!” Crick exclaimed. “It looks like Mr. Plover was
telling the truth.”
“Yes, but we won’t know for sure until we get all the
results back from the other experiments.” Watson added.
“Check the results of the second experiment. Let’s see if Ms.
Crowler is as honest as Mr. Plover.”
Rosa clicked on ‘Experiment 2’ and groaned, “Stupid
iPhone! We lost the signal again.”
“Quick, turn it off!” Crick broke in. “We need to save its
battery.”
“Well, at least we know that people are trying to help us,”
Rosa sighed as she put the iPhone back in her bag.
They continued on with their heads held a little higher.
Knowing that they had successfully contacted people on
Earth was a good sign, and it gave them renewed hope that
they would find the key in time.
After rounding a rather tall riverbank, they came across a
dilapidated houseboat tied to a long wooden dock with a thick
grey rope. The current kept the rope taught, creating a tiny
wake behind the boat.
The boat had a long flat deck that supported a large squat
house. A thin wisp of smoke rose from a crooked tin chimney
that sat on top of its flat roof. The sides of the house were
covered with vertical slatted, weatherworn, wooden siding
that bent outwards from the roof at one end and tenaciously
gripped the deck at the other. It had four round windows, two
on each side of a skinny rectangular blue door that faced the
end of the dock.
An annoying screechy sound came from inside the
houseboat. It sounded like somebody was trying to play the
violin with a canoe paddle, and it unfortunately, drownedout the insects, birds and other sounds of the river. The kids

and Plato quickly ran along the bank of the river to the dock.
There was a large vine-covered arch at the entrance to
the dock. The vine was in full bloom. Its spade-shaped green
leaves were dotted with large pink and red flowers. A couple
of the flowers partially hid a small wooden sign that hung
from the top the arch. Its carved-out letters read:
Ms. Blodderbum
“Bingo!” said Watson. “We found our next suspect.”
They stepped up onto the dock. The smell of vinegar was
strong and Watson thought that he would never get over how
the smell seemed so unnatural for a river.
Once on the dock, the sound of the stringed instrument was
even louder. The unseen player rarely got a melody started
before it was broken by a sequence of squeaks, scratches and
sour notes.
They walked out to the end of the dock and soon realized
that getting onto the houseboat was not going to be easy.
The boat was tied so that it was floating an uncomfortable
distance from the dock.
Crick figured, if he got a running start, he could jump it.
But, because the river stunk like vinegar, he decided to cup
his hands to his mouth and shout their arrival.
“Hello, anybody home?”
The awkward melody from inside abruptly stopped with
an ear-piercing squawk, which was followed by a comical
amount of shuffling and banging about. The boat tilted to
one side, and one of the windows opened outward.
A plump snodlop face stuck her head out of the window and
in a voice that matched the harsh squeals of her instrument
yelled, “Go away, I know who you are and why you are here.
Please leave me be!”
“Well, if you know who we are, and why we’re here, then
you know we’re looking for the master key. So if you know
anything at all about what we seek, please tell us, so we can
honor your request and leave,” said Watson back loudly.

“I don’t have your master key,” Ms. Blodderbum retorted.
“So leave.”
“We will, but before we go, we need your help,” Crick
replied.
“Turn around and go back the same way you came. That
advice is all the help you’ll get from me,” said Ms. Blodderbum
as she slammed the window shut.
Watson looked at Crick with a slackened jaw.
Crick responded by whispering, “She obviously doesn’t
want us here. Perhaps we should continue on and look for
the next ecosystem from the thief’s riddle.”
Rosa interrupted, “Well, I’m not leaving until we find out
a little bit more about Ms. Blodderbum. Let me try to reason
with her, girl to girl.”

Crick took the large rock and heaved it next to the boat,
creating a loud splash. At the same time that the rock hit
the river, Watson and Rosa, carrying buckets of water, ran
and jumped on the boat causing it to list to one side. Rosa
tossed her bucket of water through the crack under the door.
Watson tossed his into the chimney.
“Abandon ship!” Crick yelled at the top of his voice.
Suddenly, the door of the houseboat burst open, and a
very fat snodlop came running out. She was in such a panic
that she did not see Rosa and slammed into her, knocking
her off the boat. Crick immediately jumped into the river to
help her.

“Ms. Blodderbum,” Rosa called out in her sweetest voice,
“I couldn’t help but notice the beautiful flowers you have on
your dock. Perhaps you could tell us what kind they are.”

Ms. Blodderbum, realizing something was amiss, stopped,
looked at Watson, and then turned towards Rosa and Crick
who were pulling themselves up onto the deck of the houseboat.
“Earth teenagers!” she screamed while waving her arms in
the air. Her long nose, wider than most snodlops, swung from
side to side. “You’re worse than teenage snodlops!”

The boat remained silent except for a latch being locked
somewhere from within.

She turned to go back inside when Watson pleaded,
“Please, Ms. Blodderbum, we really do need your help.”

“Oh, the girl to girl talk worked well,” Watson said
sarcastically.

Ms. Blodderbum turned back and scowled. She put her
hands on her plump hips and stared at Rosa and Crick. Seeing
them, soggy, pathetic and dripping large puddles of vinegar
on her deck, she felt her scowl relax into a frown. Her frown
was fleeting and became a smirk, her smirk transformed into
a smile, her smile broadened into a grin, her grin twitched
to a snicker, her snicker wiggled into a giggle, and her giggle
rolled and bellowed into an all out, belly-holding, nosesnorting, laugh. Ms. Blodderbum laughed so hard that the
houseboat began to rock back and forth. The boat rocked so
much that Rosa thought that the grey rope that secured the
boat to the dock would surely break.

“I have an idea,” said Crick, as he lowered his voice
to a whisper and explained his scheme on how to get Ms.
Blodderbum out. After nodding their heads in agreement,
they ran back to shore and collected a few items that were
needed to put their plan into action.
Armed with mischievousness, they scampered back to the
end of the dock. Crick cradled a large heavy rock in his arms
while both Watson and Rosa held buckets of river water.
Crick yelled at the house, “I’m afraid that we really need
to talk to you. If you don’t come out, you leave us with no
choice but to use our giant cannon we brought from Earth
and sink your houseboat.”
Crick waited for an answer, but the houseboat was silent.
“All right!” Crick yelled. “We warned you!”

“A cannon from Earth. Ha! I can’t believe I fell for that
one,” Ms. Blodderbum laughed while slapping her knee. “I
should have realized that you wouldn’t be carrying a large
heavy cannon all around Gaia with you.” She continued
laughing and turned around and opened a cabinet that was

attached to her house and pulled out a couple of large towels.
She held them out for Crick and Rosa to use.
“Thank you,” Rosa and Crick said in unison.

“Because you don’t belong here,” Ms. Blodderbum replied.
“And no matter how nice you may think you are, if you don’t
belong, then you will do damage.”
“That’s not true,” Crick protested.

While they were toweling themselves dry, Ms. Blodderbum
stopped laughing and put her scowl back on her face. “You
know why we don’t want you here, don’t you?” she asked.

“Oh?” Ms. Blodderbum snorted. “Look at the purple
wetsap growing on the shore.”

“No, we don’t,” replied Rosa. “But if it makes you feel any
better, we’re really trying to leave. We want to get home.”

“The purple wetsap?” Rosa asked. “Do you mean the
beautiful purple flowers on the shore?”

“So you can tell all your friends what a wonderful place
Gaia is, and then come whenever you feel like it for a picnic
or hike in our woods.”

“Yes, the beautiful purple flowers,” Ms. Blodderbum said
with a sneer. Her plump snodlop nose wrinkled up like an
accordion. “We used to think they were beautiful too, that’s
why we brought them here. You see, the flowers are aliens
like you. They came from far north beyond the Torenhoog
Mountains, and when we planted them here, they adapted
very well to their new home. So well that they replaced the
trumpeter grass that was native to these shores, which, in
turn, killed the pike.”

“No, that’s not what we plan to do,” Watson protested.
“What you plan to do is one thing. What you do is another.
We know how humans operate. We have been watching your
world for quite some time. That’s why I am glad the key was
stolen. I hope it’s destroyed and the link between our two
worlds along with it.”
“But, if it is destroyed then we can’t get home and we’ll be
stuck here forever,” Watson said.
“Yes, that’s a problem,” said Ms. Blodderbum. “But you
three, as irritating as you are, would be better than the
multitudes of your kind that would come if they had access
to the master key’s power. I say better three rotten eggs than
thousands of rotten eggs.”
“But, we could have children…” Rosa said.
Crick looked at Rosa with wide eyes and wondered if she
was bluffing.
“Yes, that would be horrible,” said Ms. Blodderbum. Then
she narrowed her eyes and snorted, “But there are ways to
prevent that.”
Rosa didn’t want to know what she meant by her last
comment and decided to move the conversation in a different
direction. “Why don’t you want us here?” she asked. “We
have our faults, but we would never deliberately hurt you or
Gaia.”

“How did replacing the trumpeter grass kill the pike?”
asked Crick.
“I was getting to that,” said Ms. Blodderbum, obviously
annoyed with the question. “The pike died because the flicker
fly, which ate the leaves of the trumpeter grass, disappeared.”
The snodlop paused and her frown deepened. “You see, the
pike ate the flicker fly’s larvae. No trumpeter grass, no
flicker flies. No flicker flies, no flicker fly larvae. No flicker fly
larvae, no pike. Because the prickly pickled pike had nothing
to eat, most of them left or perished from hunger.”
Ms. Blodderbum then pointed to all the empty docks.
“Now look at the neighborhood! Once, there were over 20
houseboats here. Without fish to sell in the markets, the
snodlops who fished the prickly pickled pike had to move.
I am the only one left. You see, like you, the purple wetsap
doesn’t belong here.”
“You think just because we’re not from around here, that
we’ll cause a similar mess?” Rosa asked.
“Yes, many of us do. That’s why I don’t want to help you,”

the snodlop snorted. “But I will save you some time. Even
though I want the key destroyed, I didn’t take it. I’m not a
thief.”
Ms. Blodderbum turned into her doorway and paused.
Looking back at the travelers, she said, “Now be gone, all of
you. Go back to where you came from before you do damage
like the purple wetsap!” And with that she stepped inside
and slammed her door shut.

Chapter 30

Do You See the U? I Do See the U. Can You?

“Hey, Ms. Blodderbum, we have more questions. We’re
looking for an upside down ‘U’. You don’t know where we
could find it?” Watson asked.
But Ms. Blodderbum didn’t answer. Instead, the squeaky
stringed instrument started playing another awkward
melody.

“W

ell, that was a waste of time,” said Rosa as they
left the dock and started walking down a path that paralleled
the meandering river.
“I’d say,” agreed Crick. “We didn’t get any evidence at all.”
“It wasn’t a total loss,” said Watson. “I don’t think she did
it.”
“Why not?” asked Rosa. “She certainly didn’t hold back
that she wanted the key destroyed.”
“Yes, but if she did steal the key, I don’t think she would
be so upfront about it,” said Watson.
“Good point,” said Rosa. “But I’m still not convinced.” They
returned to the path and marched under a now cloudless sky.
The kids scanned the horizon, looking for the ‘U’ that the thief
had mentioned in the last clue, but all they saw were fields of
waving grass as well as a few scattered trees. Nothing they
saw resembled a ‘U’, right-side up or upside down.
After walking for some time in the hot prairie, the
travelers came to a fork in the path. One path continued
along the Vinegar River while the other path left the river

and climbed gradually upward towards two tall trees. “If
we leave the river, we can take some shade in that grove of
trees,” said Rosa.
“I wouldn’t call two trees on a hill a grove of trees, but I
agree that their shade looks inviting,” said Crick. “Let’s go
there, relax, and break into some of the rations Greyson left
us.”

pike?” asked Rosa. “You have never had one.”
“Let’s just say that I have a hunch,” Crick replied, and
started to unwrap his wrap and examine its contents.
“Everything looks and tastes delicious except, what’s this?
Red cabbage? I hate red cabbage.”
“Red cabbage?” asked Watson, looking up from examining
a blister on his foot. “Are you sure?”

“I don’t think we should,” Watson protested. “Greyson’s
warned us to use our rations wisely.”

Crick took a nibble and spit it out. “Yep, I’m positive. Do
you want mine?”

“I’d say that eating food when you are hungry is a wise
use of them,” Rosa answered.

“Yes!” said Watson enthusiastically. “We can make
cabbage juice from red cabbage and cabbage juice is a great
pH indicator. Hopefully, knowing the pH of the soil collected
from the suspects’ shoes will let us know who was at the
scene of the crime.”

Watson’s stomach agreed with Rosa by making a loud
rumble.
“Sounds like three out of four,” Crick said. “The majority
definitely wants to stop to eat.”
“What do you mean?” asked Watson. “Plato didn’t vote.”
“No,” said Crick. “But your stomach did.”
The travelers left the river and headed towards the trees
on the hill. As they approached the top of the hill, Watson
noticed that the trees were almost identical in size and
shape. They both had broad, tall, straight trunks that led up
to full leafy branches. The uppermost branches intertwined,
forming a large, well-rounded arch.
They gathered in the trees’ shade to rest. Watson and
Crick leaned against the trunk of one tree, while Rosa took
out a towel from Watson’s backpack and laid it out like a
picnic blanket on the grass.
“Hey, look. Greyson gave us some wraps and they look
delicious,” Rosa said as she emptied the contents of the
backpack onto the towel.
“Pass one over here,” said Crick. “They may look like
wraps, but who knows what Gaian oddity may be in them, it
could be tammy tubers, or worse, one of those prickly pickled
pikes.”
“How do you know that you don’t like prickly pickled

“I don’t get it, how does knowing the pH of the soil collected
from the suspects’ shoes going to help?” asked Crick.
“Because the pH of soil found in caves is basic, and basic
soil is extremely rare. Most soil is pH neutral or sometimes
acidic. We can use the red cabbage juice to find the pH of the
soil samples collected from the suspects. If any of the suspects’
samples turn out to be basic, we can bet that suspect was at
the scene of the crime!”
“That’s fantastic. Watson, where did you ever learn about
pH?” asked Rosa.
“My mother is a science nerd,” Watson said, “but the
cabbage experiment we did in school.”
“Oh yeah, I remember that experiment. I remember the
cabbage juice changing colors. But what I remember most is
that it stunk,” said Rosa as she handed Watson a handful of
her red cabbage.
Watson pulled out a large Ziploc bag that he had in
his backpack to keep his papers dry. He then tore the red
cabbage into small chunks and put them in the bag, added
some water, and sealed it. He shook the bag briefly before
resting it on a rock in the sun. “It shouldn’t take long. I’d say,
by tomorrow morning, at the latest, we will have our own pH

testing kit,” Watson said as he proudly looked at the soaking
red cabbage.
“We have to wait?” Rosa asked.
“Yes,” answered Watson. “As soon as the water in the bag
turns purple, we’ll be ready.”
“How do you know that the red cabbage on Gaia will work
like red cabbage on Earth?” Crick asked.
“Let’s say I have a hunch,” Watson replied, and winked
at Crick.
After they finished lunch, the kids took out the map to
discuss their next move. They could see from the map that
they could easily travel to either the town of Alleles or the
Lavenwood Forest.
“I think we should continue to go downstream into the
Lavenwood Forest,” said Crick. “According to this map, the
next two suspects live not too far from each other on the river.
If we leave now, we could get to the first of the two suspects
before nightfall.”
“We may get there before night, but then where are we
going to spend the night? I think we should leave the river and
go to the town of Alleles and get some rest,” Rosa suggested.
“Tomorrow we can interrogate the suspects. Besides, Alleles
is not that far out of the way.”
“That will only leave us one day to get the key! The moons
will align tomorrow night,” warned Watson. “We need to
stay and search this prairie and find the ‘U’. That’s our best
course of action.”
While Watson was making his point, an insect distracted
Rosa. About the size of a pencil stub, it was golden yellow
with green stripes on its back and orange spots on its
extraordinary long back legs. It crawled onto the picnic towel
looking for leftover crumbs to eat. “Hey, guys. Come here and
look at this cute Gaian grasshopper,” she said, pointing at
the insect which had hopped up onto a backpack and was
nibbling on a large crumb.
“Cool looking bug,” said Crick, leaning over to get a closer

look. He quickly reeled back, holding his finger with his
other hand. “Ouch! That bug is mean,” Crick whined. “It just
jumped up and bit my finger!” He put his finger in his mouth
and looked at Watson and Rosa who were obviously holding
back laughter.
“Did the little grasshopper bite one of your poor fingers?”
mocked Rosa. “Perhaps I should kiss it and make it feel
better.” She pursed her lips, but instead of kissing Crick’s
finger, she slapped her leg and yelled, “Ouch! Those little
critters really bite!”
“They’re worse than horse flies,” said Watson, swatting
his neck.
“Ouch!” yelled Watson.
“Ouch!” screamed Rosa.
“Ouch!” shouted Crick.
“Ooooowwwooooo!” howled Plato.
“Your cute little grasshoppers are everywhere!” said
Crick.
“They’re not my little grasshoppers!” Rosa answered.
“Besides, you’re the one who got them angry.”
“What did I do?” asked Crick, as he ran, swatting at his
legs.
“They’ve completely surrounded us,” said Watson, who
was running in circles trying to get away.
“There’s no escaping them,” Rosa bemoaned.
“Quick, climb the trees!” shouted Crick.
And with that, they clambered up to a large broad branch
of one of the trees and looked down.
“Thank goodness these bugs don’t climb trees,” said Rosa.
“At least for now,” added Crick.
“Poor Plato!” Watson yelled. “We’ve got to save him!”
Plato was still on the ground close to the base of the tree.
He kicked with his legs, slapped with his tail, and violently
shook his head, but he couldn’t shake them. Hundreds of

bugs were biting poor Plato, and he whined in pain.
“If we don’t get Plato soon, those bugs will eat him alive!”
Rosa yelled.
“I’ve got an idea,” Crick said, and wrapped his legs firmly
around a branch. “Watson, come here, quick, and let me grab
your feet.”
Watson moved closer to Crick, who grabbed him by his
ankles. Crick then signaled to him to slide off the branch.
Holding onto the branch with his legs, Crick twisted himself
upside down and swung Watson below him, so his head was
pointing towards the ground.
While Watson was hanging upside down, he reached out
and grabbed Plato by the scruff of his neck. “I’ve got him!”
yelled Watson. “Pull me up!”
Rosa grabbed Crick’s legs, and Crick swung hard, pulling
both Watson and Plato up onto the branch. Plato steadied
himself as he shook off the remaining insects. In an act of
gratitude, he then gingerly made his way along the branch
and took turns licking each of the kids’ faces.
Watson wiped his face and scanned the ground below.
Everywhere he looked, golden dots danced on the green
grass. It reminded Watson of blinking Christmas lights on a
tree. “There must be over a million of them,” he thought.
Rosa moved next to Crick and said, “This is unbelievable.
I hope they aren’t able to climb the....”

In the distance, a large golden cloud hovered over the
prairie. It rose and fell over the grass and it was coming
straight towards them, fast.
“More are coming! What are we going to do?” wailed Rosa.
“We’re going to be eaten alive!”
“Hold on,” said Crick. “I don’t think those are grasshoppers.
Look!”
The golden cloud quickly enveloped the travelers. But, to
their relief, the cloud was not made up of biting insects, but
of thousands of tiny birds. The birds were golden brown, and
were flying fast, diving low to the ground, scooping up the
Gaian grasshoppers, and popping them into their mouths.
“They’re birds!” shouted Rosa. “And they’re eating the
bugs!”
“Fantastic!” shouted Watson with joy. “We’re saved!”
The birds flew as one large amorphous mass, rising and
falling as they circled the two trees. They squawked and
chirped gleefully while gobbling up hoards of insects. Within
a few minutes of their arrival, the birds had eaten most of the
biting insects. The kids were elated.
After the feast, many of the birds roosted beside the
trapped travelers in the two trees. Watson took advantage
of their proximity and took out The Zoological Handbook of
the Creatures of Gaia and pointed at a bird. The handbook
twisted slightly before it began to grow.

“Ouch!” Crick interrupted Rosa. “One of them must have
climbed the tree.”

The Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia

“Oh no! Look,” Rosa shouted while pointing down at the
base of the tree.

Netted Swoopling - Scoopium netticus
The netted swoopling is a small, insectivorous
bird that lives in open prairies. It has golden
brown feathers and bright yellow eyes. On the
back of every netted swoopling lives one or two
hitchhiker spiders.

“They’re starting to climb up,” said Crick, and kicked at
one that had started out on their branch.
Watson brushed another insect off the branch when, from
the corner of his eye, he caught something else moving in the
distance. “What’s that?” he cried, as he pointed out onto the
prairie.

The Hitchhiker Spider - Baccseatium dryverous
The hitchhiker spider lives with the netted

swoopling because both the bird and the spider
love to eat grass sprangers, a small and flightless
insect with a nasty bite.
Habitat adaptations:
The netted swoopling and the hitchhiker spider
have a symbiotic relationship in that they need
each other to get their food.
The netted swoopling is not built to catch insects.
Instead she uses a web that is spun by the
hitchhiker spider to capture her food. While the
bird is flying, the hitchhiker spider builds a web
between the bird’s legs. After the spider finishes
his web, he climbs onto the back of the bird and
spins a thick sticky line.

dot on the horizon before disappearing. Watson wasn’t sure,
but he thought he heard a communal burp in the distance.
Looking at the ground, they couldn’t see any grass
sprangers, so they climbed cautiously down from the tree.
Plato, on the other hand, leapt off the branch and landed
with a thump on the ground.
“I will never complain about mosquitoes again,” said
Rosa as she nervously looked around, still expecting a grass
spranger to jump out from the tall grass.
“Let’s get out of here before any of those pesky insects
come back,” said Crick. “We wasted a lot of time in this tree,
so let’s go straight to Alleles.”
“Hold on!” shouted Watson. “We shouldn’t go anywhere
until we find the next clue.”

The netted swoopling feeds by flying low to the
ground while dangling the spider’s web just above
the ground with her legs. The bird uses the web
to scoop up insects, and then, by rapidly swinging
her legs forward, flicks them out of the web into
her mouth. This is a difficult task, and every now
and then the bird misses.

“Oh, Watson, we’ll never find the ‘U’. We’ve looked and
looked!” Rosa complained. “We need to leave here in case
those insects come back.”

The hitchhiker spider counts on its host to miss a
few insects. The spider catches the missed insects
by using his sticky thread like a fishing line to
snag them as they soar overhead.

“Remember that the clue said to stand on your head and
look for a ‘U’,” Watson explained. “Well, I was definitely on
my head when Crick was dangling me upside down so I could
grab Plato.”

After both species are done eating, the spider will
climb down and cut the net from the bird’s legs.
Scientists don’t know why the spiders do this, but
theorize that this is done so the bird doesn’t trip
when she lands. The spider’s web, if left intact,
would be comparable to trying to walk with your
shoelaces tied together.
“Wow, that’s amazing,” thought Crick out loud.
Then, almost as fast as they arrived, the netted swooplings
took flight, and sped off into the distance.
The travelers watched the cloud of birds become a tiny

“But the ‘U’ is right here,” said Watson.
“Where? I don’t see it,” said Rosa while scanning the area
for anything that might resemble a ‘U’.

“You saw the ‘U’?” Crick interrupted, “Where?”
“Right here,” Watson answered. “Stand on your head and
look at the two trees. Their trunks and intertwined branches
make a perfect ‘U’!”
Crick stood on his head while Rosa just tilted hers.
“I see it!” shouted Crick. His head turned red before he
up-righted himself.
Watson walked directly under the arched branches
between the two trees and began digging with his foot. His
heel hit something hard. “I think I found something,” he
called out.

Rosa and Crick started digging with Watson, and soon
they uncovered a large flat board. Watson grabbed one
corner and pulled it up. On it, painted in black letters, was
the thief’s next riddle.

Chapter 31

No Need to Cry over Spilt Juice

P3
Time is short, your fate is clear
Keep the key’s tip, a souvenir
In a wooded habitat, your final clue
A place of change, consistent and true
When the sun is high, look for shade
When day equals night, a colorful parade
After the confetti falls, it’s time for a rest
To awake again, to a new lively life fest
Look for a pillar made from a pile of stone
It’s rather tall and stands alone
Gravity it defies
While twisting counter clockwise
To the top, where sits, a golden throne
P3
After Rosa read the clue, Watson and Crick looked at each
other and shrugged their shoulders.
“Hey, guys, don’t give up so easily,” said Rosa. She picked
the picnic towel off the ground, shook it and handed it to
Crick. “Obviously the next clue is hidden in a place of change.”
“Yes,” said Watson, as he examined the bag of cabbage
and water for leaks. Satisfied, he hung it on the outside of his
backpack. “But change is everywhere, and as usual, the thief
is one step ahead of us. I’m afraid we’re running out of time.”
“We’ll figure it out. We always do,” said Crick, who finished
packing away the towel. “Let’s leave and go to Alleles before
those nasty grass fangers return.”
“You mean grass sprangers,” said Watson.
“No, I meant grass FANGers,” replied Crick.

T

he small town of Alleles sat on a narrow peninsula that
jutted out into the Sargassum Sea. The town was mostly
inhabited by snodlops, and, like Benthos, was made up of
short buildings with steep grass roofs. However, unlike
Benthos, the streets were bustling with activity.

When the travelers arrived, the sun had just set, and the
locals were enjoying an evening of pleasant weather. Outdoor
cafes were filled with folks chatting under flickering lanterns,
while others walked to and from shops and theaters. A street
performer juggled burning torches while nearby a group of
snodlop children jumped rope under a streetlamp.
Most villagers took little notice of the travelers. Sometimes
there was a nod of the head or a sideways glance, but other
than that, they went on with their business like the travelers
were not even there. Finding their anonymity refreshing, the
kids and Plato made their way through a cluster of bustling
cafés to a large bubbling fountain near the center of town.
It was there, by the fountain, that Rosa spotted the time
salesman from Hemel. He was playing a game of cards with
two other popeyed mountain goats in a dimly lit outdoor café.
“Let’s go talk to him,” she said. “Perhaps the snodlop that we
saw standing behind him at Hemel was no coincidence.”
“Do you think the suspect and the time salesman knew
each other?” asked Crick.
“I don’t know, but let’s find out,” said Rosa.

They walked over to the table where the popeyed mountain
goats were playing cards. The time salesman looked at the
travelers, but either did not recognize them, or decided to
ignore them.
“Hey, Mr. time salesman,” Rosa said.
The time salesman turned around slowly and asked, “Do
I know you?”
“Yes, we met in Hemel, remember?” Rosa replied.
“I certainly would remember meeting aliens from Earth,
but I don’t remember you,” the time salesman lied as he laid
down a card. Another popeyed mountain goat picked up the
card and laid down a different card from his hand.
“In Hemel. You were selling time in boxes, and I pointed
at you and you became quite upset,” said Watson. “There was
a snodlop behind you that we wanted to meet.”
Seeing that his lie would not get rid of them, the time
salesman confessed, “Oh yeah, now I remember you, the rude
boy from Earth.” He paused briefly to play another card and
again tried to brush the kids off, “I’m afraid that I’m all out of
time, but if you want, I do have a free sample left.”
The time salesman reached into his pocket, which caused
the other two card players to look up and snarl. The salesman
held out the box, which seemed to put the other players at
ease, and presented it to Watson.
“We don’t want your time,” said Watson, refusing the box.
“We want to ask you if you know anything about the snodlop
that was behind you in Hemel. You see, a snodlop rode a
popeyed mountain goat like yourself to escape.”
Watson’s comment caused the other two popeyed
mountain goats to burst out laughing. The time salesman
told them to hush and they obediently stopped and resumed
playing cards.
“A snodlop would never ride one of us,” he replied. “They
are too timid to ride any beast, and to be frank, I don’t know
of a popeyed mountain goat that would let a snodlop sit on
his back.”

With that comment, one of the other card players snorted
out a brief giggle.
“But you must have seen the snodlop,” Watson persisted.
“For someone who doesn’t want any of my time, you
certainly seem to be asking for a lot of it,” said the time
salesman. “I didn’t see a snodlop. After you rudely pointed at
me, you knocked over my cart, and spilled my merchandise.
I wasted a lot of valuable time picking up and reorganizing
my time!”
The salesman turned the box of time over in his hand and
his bulbous eyes softened. “But, I’ll forgive you,” he said and
he pushed the box into Watson’s hand. “This is all the time
I can give you. It’s a box of eight days. I can’t give you any
more. It’s all the time I have left for you. Now be gone.” The
time salesman turned his back to Watson and continued his
card game.
Watson put the box of time in his pocket and looked up to
Crick and Rosa and said, “Let’s find a place to stay. He can’t
help us.”
It was well past evening and into the night when they
finally found a small inn that had a room large enough for
the travelers. They were so tired that they went right to sleep
without even checking the iPhone to see if they could get a
signal.
The next morning, a cat stretched on the balcony outside
the travelers’ window. Plato watched the cat for quite some
time before he decided to wake up the kids and tell them
about the feline intruder. Plato jumped onto the bed, but
Crick just rolled over, knocking the dog back onto the floor.
Plato persisted, and seeing Crick’s bare feet sticking out well
beyond the end of the small snodlop bed, reached up and
licked their soles. “Hey, that tickles,” yelled Crick, waking up
both Rosa and Watson.
Seeing everyone awake, Plato ran to the window, but the
cat was no longer there.
Watson, wearing just his underpants, jumped out of bed,
opened his pack and pulled out the bag of cabbage. The water

in the bag had turned a bright purple. He smiled and took out
the soil samples that Ellery had given him.
“Hey, that looks like a lot more soil than we had collected.
Where did you get the rest?” asked Rosa sleepily.
“Ellery was kind enough to get soil samples from the
remaining suspects’ shoes,” Watson said.
“Oh,” said Rosa. “Anything else you haven’t told us?”
“Sorry, Rosa,” Watson replied. “Ellery gave me the
samples late at night. I never meant to keep it a secret.”
“So Ellery is helping us?” asked Crick.
“Yes,” replied Watson, who separated the soil samples out
into five bowls.
“Really?” asked Rosa. “I thought we didn’t trust Ellery.”
“Well, apparently we can,” said Watson, brushing off
Rosa’s remark while pouring cabbage juice into each of the
five samples.
“Do you still have your samples?” asked Crick.
“Yes,” said Watson, who was stirring the soil in with the
cabbage juice.
“Well, perhaps we should double check Ellery’s samples
against yours,” suggested Crick.
“I’m already on it,” said Watson.
“Check out the colors,” commented Rosa, who watched
the liquid in the bowls change hue. The five bowls exhibited
three different colors. Mr. Plover and Mr. Mopster’s samples
turned red. Mr. Grazzbur and Ms. Blodderbum’s turned a
greenish blue, and Ms. Crowler’s didn’t change color at all,
but remained purple.
“Yes!” Watson said excitedly, “The experiment is working
perfectly.”
“What do the colors mean?” asked Crick.
“They tell us the pH of the soil samples. Some are acidic,
others are basic and some are neutral,” answered Watson.
“Which color is which?” asked Rosa.

“Why the blue is...” Watson hesitated. “No, the red is…?
Oh, darn, I forgot. Do either of you remember from your
science classes?” asked Watson.
“All I remember is that I didn’t like the smell of cabbage,”
said Rosa, “and I still don’t.”
“I never did this experiment,” said Crick. “Perhaps, I was
sick that day.”
“Or playing hooky,” Rosa joked.
Crick just smiled.
“This experiment won’t do us any good if we can’t
remember what color goes with what pH. It is important to
know which suspect had basic soil on the sole of their shoe
because the soil at the scene of the crime was basic,” said
Watson.
“How do you know the soil in the cave was basic?” asked
Crick.
“The cave at the scene of the crime was a limestone cave.
Limestone is made out of calcium carbonate, and calcium
carbonate is a strong base.” Watson replied.
“Sometimes you are such a science nerd,” Crick said with
a grin.
“I have an idea,” Rosa piped in. “Let’s test the cabbage
juice with things that we know are basic or acidic, and we can
compare the results to the results of the soil samples.”
“Brilliant!” exclaimed Watson.
“We had lemons, or something like lemons, with dinner
last night,” said Crick. “I know lemons are acidic. I’ll go
downstairs to the kitchen and see if I can find some.”
“When you’re there, look for baking soda,” Watson added.
“Baking soda is very basic.”
“Will do,” said Crick, and opened the door to leave, but
stopped suddenly when he saw that he was about to step on
a cat.
Plato also saw the cat and sprang towards it, knocking
over Watson’s experiment and spilling the remaining cabbage

juice onto the floor. Crick quickly shut the door. But Plato
was already in full stride when the door shut and all the poor
dog could do was skid sideways before slamming into it.

Chapter 32
A Salty Suspect

“Ouch, that has got to hurt,” commented Crick.
“Oh no!” exclaimed Watson. “Plato spilled the cabbage
juice. We don’t have any more red cabbage. What are we
going to do?”
“We’ll have to find more cabbage,” Rosa answered.
“We don’t have time for that,” Watson complained.
“Let’s try the iPhone. If we can get a signal, we can post
this experiment and have the folks back home do it for
us,” said Crick. He turned on the iPhone and held it by the
window. “I’ve got a signal, four out of four bars!”
Crick entered the instructions for the cabbage juice
experiment as fast he could. When he was satisfied with
what he wrote, he hit the enter key and watched the upload
bar creep slowly towards 100%. “Come on,” he urged the
iPhone. The low-battery warning light blinked as its monitor
dimmed. The iPhone gave a dull chime when the upload was
complete.
“I posted it!” Crick cried out triumphantly. “Now let’s
check the results from the other experiments.” He clicked
on Experiment 2, but just as before, the signal suddenly
disappeared and the website went blank.
“I don’t believe it!” Crick moaned. “It seems every time we
try to see the results, we loose our signal. It is like someone
is watching us and is turning off the switch.”
“I know what you mean,” Watson remarked, “I have felt
that something or someone has been watching us the moment
we landed on Gaia.”
To see this experiment go to Experiment 4 listed in the back
of this book or go online to PlatosPond.com and click on
Experiments.

A

fter leaving Alleles, the kids decided to head towards
the Lavenwood Forest. According to the map, the last two
suspects, Mr. Grazzbur and Mr. Mopster lived there. They
walked down a broad dirt road that slowly turned towards
the south. The sky was blue and clear, making travel light,
but there was also a sense of dread among the travelers. They
were all aware that the two moons were going to align that
night. Time was running out, and they still had to find the
next clue as well as two more suspects to interrogate.
The iPhone gave a feeble chime as it struggled to start up,
draining a little more of its precious energy from the battery.
“Rats,” said Watson. “This iPhone is so fickle. I’m not getting
a signal at all.”
“Let it go,” Rosa said. “I discovered the battery seems
stronger if you let it rest for a while.”
Watson mentally rolled his eyes, and turned off the
iPhone. He thought Rosa’s comment was ridiculous, but kept
this thought to himself.
On the way towards the Lavenwood Forest, the ground
gradually declined, and the kids were able to pick up speed.
Trees and shrubs on both sides of the road thickened, but not
enough to block their view or cast shadows on their heads.

The road took a sharp turn to the left, and they could see
the Vinegar River and a large white-topped hill lacking
vegetation in the distance. The hill was not high enough to
be covered with snow, and, to the travelers, its white top was
a mystery.
The road turned again and hugged the bank of the river
and continued southward. After a half hour, they came to a
crossroad that led up to the white-topped hill. Its whiteness
seemed inhospitable and hot. A sign was posted on the side
of the road, which read:
Polymer Salt Mine
Bobby Bile proprietor
They paused briefly to contemplate the salt-covered hill,
and then continued down the road. They stopped briefly and
ate a late breakfast where a small fresh-water stream spilled
into the Vinegar River. Watson took out the map, and while
looking towards the river, stated that Mr. Grazzbur’s home
should be around the next bend, and that Mr. Mopster’s home
was just a little further downstream.

There was also something odd about the house. A thin
white line about two feet off the ground was wrapped around
it. The white line wasn’t just on the house, but, as the kids
noticed, similar white lines were on the hedges, as well as
most of the trees. The strange lines didn’t look like paint, but
more like chalk that you might see on the grass of a football
field. Rosa walked up to the house and rubbed the white line
with her finger. It felt gritty, and, when she brought her
finger up to her nose, its scent was too faint to smell. Not
knowing what else to do, she licked her finger. The white
material was extremely salty.
“What do you think it is?” asked Crick.
“I’m not sure, but I think it is salt,” Rosa replied.
“That makes sense,” Watson agreed. “Remember the salt
mine that we passed on the way here?”
“Yes,” said Rosa. “But how did the salt get here?”
No one answered Rosa’s question.
Watson walked up and knocked on the door.
A somewhat distant, muffled voice answered, “I’m back
here.”
“Sounds like someone is in the backyard,” said Crick.

They rounded the river bend, and, as the map predicted,
Mr. Grazzbur’s small green home was in plain sight.

They walked around the house, but when they got to the
backyard, they didn’t see anyone.

In front of the suspect’s house, a rusty iron gate hung
open, beckoning the travelers to enter. Once past the gate,
they heard a grunt followed by a loud splash and a door being
shut. But they saw nothing out of the ordinary.

“Are you sure the voice we heard came from the backyard?”
asked Rosa. “I don’t see anyone here.”

Mr. Grazzbur’s home was simple, even as snodlop houses
go, with a modest yard in the front and narrow strip of
grass that led up to the river in the back. There were a few
flowerbeds in the backyard, as well as a table and a couple
of lawn chairs. Like all snodlop houses, Mr. Grazzbur’s had
a large wraparound porch. Unlike other snodlop porches,
which were open and airy, Mr. Grazzbur’s porch windows
were screened-in. Rosa suspected that the screens were to
keep out grass sprangers.

“I’m over here,” said the muffled voice.
“Someone is under the house,” Watson said.
They noticed a long hose that ran along the ground. It was
connected to a bicycle-like contraption, and then it continued
up to the house. Next to the hose, sticking out from under the
house, were two orange feet. The ground was muddy, filled
with large puddles that stunk of vinegar.
“Could someone please hand me the turntight, and I’ll be
right with you,” said the muffled voice.
“What’s a turntight?” asked Crick.

“It’s the tool on the table,” the voice replied.

house,” said Mr. Grazzbur while pointing to the white line.

“Oh,” replied Crick, as he looked at a small array of tools
on the table. He grabbed the tool that looked like a wrench.
He figured that turntight would be a good name for a wrench
and handed it to an outstretched hand that protruded from
under the house. The hand grabbed the tool, which was
followed by a muffled thank you.

“The flood was gigantic and lasted for over two days,” Mr.
Grazzbur continued. “The river completely soaked my tool
shed. I was wading up to my knees in vinegar in my kitchen,
and my living room was completely pickled!”

Suddenly, in one quick and agile motion, a slightly
muddied snodlop jumped out from under the house and ran
over to the bicycle-like contraption. He jumped up on its seat,
and with his feet, pushed hard on the pedals. He strained
and huffed. Slowly the pedals moved, causing a large wheel
in front of him to turn. The turning wheel squeezed the hose
pushing the vinegar inside along its length. It became clear
to the kids that the contraption was a pump.

“Oh, um, ah, I see,” sighed Mr. Grazzbur, as he brushed
some mud from his orange fur. “It was too muddy and wet.
The pump wouldn’t do much good until the river went down.”
He stopped to twitch his moustache and changed the direction
of the conversation. “I know why you’re here and your search
for the master key. You’ve come to ask me questions. I’ll cut
to the chase. I assure you I don’t have the key.”

The snodlop continued to peddle, pumping vinegar from
below his house back to the river. Soon it created a siphon
and the vinegar flowed on its own. Pleased with his efforts,
he hopped off his makeshift pump and clapped his hands.
“That ought to do it,” he smiled.
The snodlop, though quite muddy, stood proudly in front
of the kids. He was the tallest snodlop they had ever seen,
over four feet tall. He had a large broad face, a very pig-like
end to his long nose, and a bushy blue moustache that hid his
upper lip. When he spoke, the tips of his moustache moved in
the opposite direction of his flexible nose. “I’m Mr. Grazzbur.
You must be the children from Earth that everyone is talking
about. It is a pleasure to finally meet all of you.”
“The pleasure is ours,” said Rosa. She then introduced
Watson, Crick, Plato and herself.
“What are you doing?” asked Crick.
“Just doing a little emergency housework. I’m pumping
out vinegar from the Vinegar River from the foundation of my
house. You see, a couple of weeks ago, the Vinegar River Dam
broke. A huge mass of vinegar came crashing downstream,
wreaking havoc on both the copper and the salt mines. You
can see how high the water rose from the salt line around my

“If the flood was two weeks ago, why are you just getting
to it now?” asked Crick. “That doesn’t make sense.”

“I’m sorry, but we still need to ask you a few questions,”
said Watson. “We need all the help we can get if we are to
ever find the key.”
“Go ahead,” said Mr. Grazzbur. “But I’m afraid I won’t be
much help.”
“Where were you eight days ago, when the master key
was stolen?” asked Watson.
“I was on a dig in the Northern Wastelands,” Mr. Grazzbur
responded.
“What do mean by on a dig?” Rosa inquired.
“An archaeological dig,” Mr. Grazzbur said proudly, his
bushy blue eyebrows arched. “I’m a Behavioral Archaeologist.”
“What’s a Behavioral Archaeologist?” asked Watson and
Crick simultaneously.
“Well, a Behavioral Archaeologist looks for artifacts from
the past that tell us how our ancestors behaved. I prefer to
find evidence of bad behavior,” said Mr. Grazzbur. “Finding
evidence of past bad behavior can be very helpful.”
“Why is finding evidence of bad behavior helpful?” asked
Watson.
“Why, my boy,” said the snodlop as if he was starting a

well rehearsed speech, “knowing which behavior in the past
was bad, tells us how not to behave in the future. You don’t
want to make the same mistakes twice.”
“That sounds like an important job,” said Rosa, trying to
sound serious and interested.
Mr. Grazzbur saw right through Rosa’s remark and knew
that she needed a little more convincing. “We know what
happens on your planet,” he said. “You keep repeating your
mistakes. Take wars, for example. Killing never solved any
of your problems, yet you just keep on killing each other over
and over again. I’m surprised that there are any of you left.”
“It’s not that simple,” said Crick.
“It would be, if you had a few Behavioral Archaeologists
that knew what they were doing,” said Mr. Grazzbur, ending
his sentence with a snort to emphasize his point.
“You must have lots of tools for your trade?” asked Watson.
“Yes, I keep them in the shed.”
“Mind if I take a look?” asked Watson as he walked over
to the shed.
“Go ahead,” Mr. Grazzbur replied, “but everything is in
pretty rough shape. The tool shed was completely flooded.”
Watson opened the door to the shed and was met by a
blast of hot smelly air. It was so bad that he immediately
shut the door. “Oh, the smell is awful!” he exclaimed.
“Yep, that is what happens when you mix vinegar, salt
and raw sewage,” Mr. Grazzbur replied. “The septic tank to
my house is right under the shed. Usually the spring floods
aren’t so high, but this year the dam broke. It was horrible.”
“It floods every spring?” asked Crick.
“Sure does. It snowed a heap this winter, and when it
thawed, nature awoke with a fury of rushing high water and
broke the dam,” answered Mr. Grazzbur.

done with your questions, I have a lot of work to do.”
“Yes, we’re done,” replied Rosa. “But we may be back.”
“Well, until then,” Mr. Grazzbur said with a smile exposing
just the tips of his teeth under his thick blue moustache.
The travelers left the snodlop’s gated yard and walked
back to the road and followed it as it turned south over the
bridge towards the Lavenwood Forest. Once they were back
in the cover of the woods, they felt comfortable to speak about
their meeting with Mr. Grazzbur.
“Did you hear how Mr. Grazzbur described the transition
from winter to spring?” asked Watson. “He said when it
thawed, nature woke up with a fury.”
“Yeah, so what?” asked Rosa.
“Didn’t the thief write the same sort of the same thing in
his last riddle?” Watson asked.
“Just a second,” Crick said, as he pulled out the clue left
by the thief from his bag. “This line comes pretty close, ‘to
awake again, to a new lively, life fest’.”
“Do you think that line was referring to the seasons?”
asked Rosa, and then answered her own question. “...’To
awake again, to a new lively, life fest.’ That sounds like
winter into spring.”
“And when the sun is high, look for shade,” added Watson.
“That certainly sounds like summer.”
“That must be it!” said Crick enthusiastically. “Day equals
night could be the fall equinox.”
“And,” continued Rosa, “fall colors, the colorful parade,
and after the confetti-like leaves fall, it is winter!”
“A time when nature rests,” said Crick.

“Woke up with a fury,” Watson repeated, thinking back to
the thief’s last note.

“A deciduous forest is a forest that experiences the change
of the seasons,” Watson said. “That must be the wooded area
that the thief is referring to in his riddle, and according to
the map, the Lavenwood Forest is the only deciduous forest
around!”

“That’s what I said,” Mr. Grazzbur replied. “Now, if you’re

“When we get to the Lavenwood Forest, we will need to

look for a pillar of stone,” Crick said, and then he read the
remainder of the thief’s riddle.

Chapter 33

The Lavenwood Forest

Look for a pillar made from a pile of stone
It’s rather tall and stands alone
Gravity it defies
While twisting counter clockwise
To the top, where sits, a golden throne
P3
“I thought about it before, but now that you’ve read it out
loud, I’d say that is the worst limerick I have ever heard,”
said Rosa, as she affectionately jabbed Crick in the ribs with
her elbow.
“Hey, don’t elbow me!” Crick protested. “I didn’t write it.”

T

he road narrowed as it entered the Lavenwood Forest.
The trees, mainly tall hardwoods, thrived in the fertile soil.
The most common were the lavenwoods. The lofty vaseshaped trees were covered with a smooth, violet-grey bark,
and the trees’ branches were filled with bright-green ovalshaped leaves. While most of the trees in the forest were
deciduous hardwoods, there were also a few tall pines whose
slender needles spotted the forest with a darker shade of
green.
The travelers found walking in the forest pleasant and
cool. Wildflowers, ferns, mushrooms, and a few woody bushes
grew among the decaying leaves on the forest floor. A moist,
earthy smell filled the air. The road tapered into a narrow
path that meandered through the trees, occasionally opening
onto a sunny glade or pond. The sound (and sometimes the
smell) of the rushing Vinegar River followed the path. The
wildlife in the forest, with the exception of a few noisy birds,
remained hidden.
“This forest reminds me of the woods in the foothills of the
Sierra,” said Rosa.

“Yeah, me too,” commented Watson. “Except, I don’t see
any squirrels.”
“Perhaps the Gaian bears are scaring them away?”
suggested Crick.
“Now you’re scaring me,” said Rosa.
Watson watched Plato who was leading the way along the
dirt path. He was trotting back and forth with his nose to the
ground. Watson wondered if Gaian dogs had the same acute
sense of smell as Earth dogs. Perhaps Plato knew something
that the rest of the travelers didn’t. Could he smell who had
walked on this path before?
Suddenly, Plato stopped and looked up. Watson thought
he glimpsed something large slither across the path in front
of them. He wasn’t sure if his eyes were playing tricks in the
forest light because he thought it looked like an enormous
snake, except its skin was smooth like a rat’s tail. He rubbed
his eyes, but when he looked again, it was gone.
A breeze picked up, signaled by rustling leaves. Plato put
his nose back on the trail and resumed his weaving trot.
Rosa looked up into the branches of a large tree and
pointed. “Look, a squirrel, and its eyes are huge and beautiful.”
“I see it,” said Crick. “And there are three more, higher up
in the tree’s branches.”
In a tall lavenwood tree, four Gaian squirrels were eating
nuts, which grew like acorns from under the tree’s leaves.
The animals looked and behaved much like squirrels on
Earth. They both had large fluffy tails and thick grey fur.
The Gaian squirrels’ eyes, however, were much larger and
bright pink. In the tree, eight pink eyes were focused on the
travelers below.

anything about these creatures.”
“Oh, don’t be ridiculous,” replied Rosa. “These cute
animals wouldn’t hurt a fly, besides, if there was any danger,
Plato would surely let us know.”
Plato, upon hearing his name, wagged his tail.
Rosa reached into her bag and pulled out a chunk of bread.
The largest squirrel, nose twitching, cautiously crawled off
the tree onto the forest floor and hopped over to Rosa. It stood
on its two hind legs and gently took the bread from Rosa’s
outstretched hand.
Watson thought that any dog worth its weight would chase
this squirrel and wondered why Plato was disinterested. He
pulled the Zoological Handbook of the Creatures of Gaia out of
his pocket, but before he could point his finger, the squirrel
suddenly turned and ran up the tree. The others followed it,
all chattering as they disappeared into the canopy.
A twig snapped somewhere behind the travelers. Plato
turned towards the other side of the path and started to
growl, the hair on his back raised in alarm.
“I’m scared,” Rosa said in a whisper.
“Who goes there?” a voice shouted out from the woods.
The travelers turned towards the sound of the voice, and
Plato’s growl grew louder. No one could see who spoke, and
an uneasy feeling crept over them.
“We’re from Earth, and we’re looking for Mr. Mopster,”
Crick answered.

The largest led the way using its sharp claws like
crampons to grip the lavenwood’s smooth bark. “They are so
cute,” commented Rosa, and she walked up to it.

“Well, you found him,” said the voice, and out from the
shadows stepped a snodlop. He had a bag slung over his
shoulder and a large machete strapped to his waist. He was
as tall as Mr. Grazzbur, but trimmer and more athletic. His
orange fur wasn’t quite as long as other snodlops, but his
nose was the longest the travelers had seen. He walked with
a youthful step out from the cover of the forest and stood tall,
well, as tall as a four-foot snodlop can stand. Plato walked up
and cautiously sniffed his boots.

“I wouldn’t get too close,” warned Crick. “We don’t know

“The three Earth travelers and a dog,” the snodlop spoke.

“They seem pretty curious about us,” said Rosa. “Look,
they’re coming down the tree to check us out.”

He then bent his nose like a saxophone and sniffed the air.
“Yes,” said Rosa, and then she did what she always did
when they met someone new, she introduced herself and
everyone else.
“I have heard of you, but you picked a bad time to be
strolling in these woods. Morning is feeding time for the
snarlappens. You must leave this path at once. Follow me,
I’ll take you to where it is safe.” Mr. Mopster didn’t wait for a
response, but turned and walked back into the forest.
The travelers had little choice but to follow, and soon they
were scurrying to catch up to Mr. Mopster, who was leading
them further into the heart of the forest.
“I don’t like leaving the path. Every time we leave a path,
something bad happens,” whispered Rosa to Crick.
The snodlop overheard Rosa’s comment and said, “The
snarlappens sleep in the afternoon and at night, but in the
mornings and evenings they’re on the hunt. They eat pretty
much anything that has meat, which means you. Stay on the
path, and one would easily find you.”
“What is a snarlappen?” asked Crick.
Mr. Mopster stopped briefly and again raised his nose
to the air. He sniffed the air twice before answering Crick.
“They’re furry giant rodents that walk on their hind legs.” He
demonstrated by standing as tall as he could and menacingly
raised his arms. “They’re taller than a griffin, and they have
huge powerful front paws with long sharp claws that can
rip through flesh. They’ve been known to kill with just one
swipe.” He swept his hand through the air and snarled to
emphasize his point. “And if they don’t kill you with their
claws, they have huge gnarly teeth that can bite through
bone.”
Mr. Mopster rapidly snapped his jaw shut, causing his to
nose to flap up and down, smacking his forehead and chin
twice before coming to a rest. Rosa started laughing, which
disappointed Mr. Mopster, who was obviously trying to scare
the three children.

“Are they fast? Can you run away?” asked Crick.
“Best you never have to find out,” Mr. Mopster replied.
The snodlop paused mid-stride and smiled a knowing smile.
“Ah, here it is. I have lived here all my life, and I still have
trouble finding the path to my own house.”
“Is that why you are carrying a knife? To protect yourself
from snarlappens?” asked Rosa.
“This isn’t just a knife, it’s a machete. It really would not
do me much good. No matter how strong the snodlop, or how
big his knife, he would be no match for the powerful claws of
a snarlappen. This,” he held up his machete, “I use to clear
underbrush when I go berry picking in the forest.”
“Is that what you were doing now, berry picking?”
“Enough questions!” he snapped. “But if you must know,
I was searching for some wood. I have a project that I am
working on at home. I didn’t find what I was looking for, but
I did find you. Let’s keep moving. We’re in danger here.”
The snodlop and the travelers turned onto a path that
led along a ridge towards the sound and smell of the Vinegar
River. The path began a slow decent towards an open clearing
on the banks near the river. In the middle of the clearing
sat a rustic house, which, like all snodlop houses, had a
wraparound porch.
Behind the house, the porch was connected to a long grey
dock that jutted out over the Vinegar River. A small rowboat
was tied to it. The boat was empty except for a fishing pole
that was propped up on its lone seat. Next to the dock was a
small tool shed. Watson noticed that on the shed, just above
the door, was the same white salt line that they had seen on
Mr. Grazzbur’s home.
They followed the path to the front of Mr. Mopster’s
house. “My home is safe. We won’t have to worry about the
snarlappens here. They seem to stay clear of the Vinegar
River,” he said, as he stepped up onto his porch. “I need to
wash up. Make yourself at home. I won’t be long.”
“Do you mind if I have look at your boat?” asked Crick.

“No, not at all, but please stay out of the shed. It’s a mess,
and I don’t want you to get hurt.”
Crick, Watson and Plato went to explore the river while
Rosa walked over to a large vegetable garden on the side of
Mr. Mopster’s house.
Crick walked up to the rowboat and peered inside. Its
handsome wooden hull was well polished. Crick was thinking
the boat was either new, or was just washed. He pondered the
fishing pole. It looked almost like a prop. Watson and Plato,
on the other hand, were sniffing around the shed, Watson
figuratively, and Plato literally.
The garden intrigued Rosa. It shared many similarities
with her vegetable garden back home. There were big round
heads of lettuce and something that looked like pea pods,
but violet instead of green. There were other taller, vine-like
plants that produced baseball-sized green fruit. Rosa thought
they might be unripe tomatoes.
There were also very peculiar plants, like one purplestemmed plant with skinny lime-colored green leaves and
a big bright yellow star-shaped fruit that hung heavily on
its stalk. Rosa was reaching over to touch it when she was
startled by Mr. Mopster’s voice. She turned around and saw
him standing right behind her. “Sorry, you scared me,” said
Rosa. “I thought...”
“You thought I would be gone longer,” said Mr. Mopster,
finishing Rosa’s sentence. “I really just needed to wash
my hands. Would you care for a ralato? They are ripe and
delicious.”
Rosa looked out into the garden and tried to figure out
which plant was a ralato plant.
“You were about to touch one, go ahead and pick it, they’re
quite good this year,” said Mr. Mopster.
Rosa reached down and picked the yellow star-shaped
fruit. Its skin felt leathery. “Do I need to peel it?” asked Rosa.
“Yes,” answered Mr. Mopster. “Here, hand it to me. There
is a trick to peeling it.”

Before he could start peeling the ralato, they heard a
loud crash that came from the backyard. The loud crash was
followed by Watson yelling, “Oh no!”
The snodlop, still holding the ralato, ran into the backyard
with Rosa following him. They saw the door of the shed, wide
open. Crick was helping Watson up. He was buried under
a pile of debris, mostly garden implements, hoes, rakes, a
shovel, a lawn mower, some fishing equipment, a toolbox, and
other things that were indiscernible in their disordered state.
It was apparent that the shed was overstuffed, and whoever
opened the door caused the stuff in the shed to burst out.
Watson, being underneath everything, was obviously guilty
of opening the door.
“Meddling children from Earth!” snapped the snodlop as
he rushed over to Watson and Crick. “Do you go rummaging
through other people’s things on your world? I told you not to
go into the shed!”
“Sorry, sir,” Crick responded as he and Watson were
frantically trying to clean up by shoving things as quickly as
they could back into the shed.
“Please stop what you’re doing!” Mr. Mopster shouted at
the boys. “I’ll put my things away. You’re only making things
worse!” He walked up to Watson and yanked a small garden
shovel out of his hands.
“I’m sorry,” said Watson. “We didn’t mean to pry.”
“Didn’t mean to pry?” Mr. Mopster yelled emphatically.
“What do you want to call it? Snooping? Sneaking? Spying?
Stealing?”
“No, we certainly weren’t stealing,” said Watson.
“Then you must have been spying,” snapped Mr. Mopster.
“We weren’t stealing or spying,” Crick protested. “I was
just admiring your boat, and I asked Watson to see if there
were any oars in the shed. We really meant no harm.”
Mr. Mopster picked up a rake with his free hand and set
it in the shed. “Well, that sounds like an innocent story. But
please respect my wishes. There was a huge flood a couple of

weeks ago and the shed got the brunt of it. I still have a lot of
cleaning up to do. But to answer your question, there are no
oars. They got swept away during the flood. I was out looking
for wood to carve into oars when I bumped into you.”
Mr. Mopster shoveled the last bit of debris into the shed,
and then using his shoulder, forced the door shut. The kids
were speechless. Crick shuffled the ground with his foot.
Plato walked behind Watson and sat down.
Mr. Mopster looked at the kids. His nose lagged behind in
a pendulum motion as he disapprovingly shook his head side
to side. After a brief moment, he smiled and handed Rosa the
ralato. “I peeled it. Go ahead, take a bite,” he said.
Rosa looked at the peeled fruit. “I’m no longer hungry, but
thank you,” said Rosa. She handed the fruit back to him.
Mr. Mopster took the ralato and bit into it. Small juicy
chunks of the fruit fell from his mouth as he spoke. “Now, if
I’m not mistaken, this isn’t a social visit. You’re here because
you think I may have stolen the master key.” He paused to
spit out a seed. “We’ve heard about you and why you’re here.
Even though I don’t particularly like the idea of troublesome
aliens on my world. I didn’t steal it. Think about it, if I
hadn’t warned you, you most likely would be a snarlappen’s
breakfast by now.” He held his head back and took a large
bite out of the fruit. “Now, would a thief do that?”
“He would if he thought it would help him get away with
it,” Watson replied. “But, how do we know if snarlappens are
real? You might have tricked us into coming back here to do
us in.”
The snodlop crinkled his nose and spit out a couple more
seeds before winding up and tossing the remainder of the fruit
into the river. “I’m neither a thief nor a murderer,” he said
while wiping his hands on his pants. “As for the snarlappens,
they’re real, all right,” and he lifted his trouser leg, exposing
a wooden prosthesis.

people lived here, snarlappens were the least of our worries.
Your kind polluted the air, the water and the land. Gaia was
nearly destroyed.”
Mr. Mopster paused briefly, and then asked, “Did you ever
ask the griffins why humans had left Gaia never to return?”
The kids looked at each other with blank stares before
Watson spoke, “Well, uh, we were kind of busy…”
“Busy!” mocked Mr. Mopster. “Busy being detectives, and
a lousy lot you proved to be! I’ll tell you why humans didn’t
return. Before they left, we replaced the keys they needed to
get back with fakes. The master key was here, so there was
no way for humans to return to Gaia.”
“But why?” asked Rosa who felt betrayed and shocked
that her ancestors were so underhandedly tricked.
“I already told you. Your kind mucked this place up. That
is why they wanted to leave in the first place and that is why
we don’t want you back!”
“I don’t believe you! We’re not here to pollute or harm
Gaia in anyway,” said Rosa. “We just want to go home.”
“I know,” replied Mr. Mopster. “But you see, it is already
too late. Just by being here, you have already polluted Gaia.”
“I don’t see how,” protested Crick. “We’ve done nothing to
harm Gaia.”
“Oh, but you have,” said Mr. Mopster. “And the fact that
you don’t see it makes you even more dangerous.”
“But…” Crick started to protest.
Mr. Mopster held up his hand to silence Crick. “I have
sufficiently expressed my feelings. I want you to get the
master key and go home. But, once you’re home, you must
destroy the key, so no one can return.” Mr. Mopster looked
sternly at the kids. “Do you promise?”

Watson and Crick’s jaws dropped, Rosa looked at the
wooden leg suspiciously, doubting its implication.

Watson spoke up “As an ancestor of the key’s maker, I
promise, I’ll not let anyone use the key to visit Gaia. You
have my word.”

He pulled his trouser leg back down and continued, “When

“I know that most snodlops would never trust a human

boy, and with good reason,” said Mr. Mopster. “However, in
this situation, I have little choice but to trust you. Now, if
you are done with your questions, it is now safe for you to
leave.” He pointed up at the sky. “The sun is at its apex and
the snarlappens have gone to sleep.”

Chapter 34

Opposites Attract

“Thank you for your help,” said Watson. “But, we do have
one more question. We’re looking for a throne that is on a
large pile of stones that we believe is in this forest. Do you
know of such a thing?”
“It sounds you are talking about the ruins of Genopolis.
It was a city that was once inhabited by people like you.
The king was very proud and sat on a mighty throne in the
city’s tallest tower so he could see over all that he ruled,” Mr.
Mopster sighed. “If you stay on the path that I found you
on, you will eventually run into the city’s western wall. Be
observant, the city is in ruin, overgrown and hard to see. The
forest has reclaimed much of it for its own.”
“Thank you again,” said Watson. “Now we must be on our
way.”
The travelers started back up the ridge towards the path
from which they came. Rosa called back to Mr. Mopster before
he stepped into his home. “Mr. Mopster, if we don’t get to the
key in time, what do you think will happen to us?”
“I guess we’ll have to put you in a zoo,” Mr. Mopster called
back as he stepped inside his house.

C

limbing back up the ridge proved to be a little more
arduous than expected. When they finally got to the path,
Rosa spoke out what everyone was thinking, “Mr. Mopster
was by far the most helpful suspect we have questioned. Yet,
something was a bit peculiar about him.”
“Yeah, like that nose,” Crick joked. “An elephant could do
no worse.”
“You know what I mean,” rebuffed Rosa.
“I sure do,” Watson agreed. “Mr. Mopster was a little too
helpful, I sure hope his information was good. We only have
a few hours left before nightfall and the moons align.”
“And the key will be lost, and we’ll have to spend the rest
of our lives in a zoo,” Crick quipped.

“You don’t think he was serious,” Rosa responded.
“Besides, Greyson would never let that happen to us.”

Watson paused, reached into his bag, and took out a piece
of paper and pencil. He started to jot something down. “What
are you doing?” asked Rosa. “You said yourself that we don’t
have much time. Why did you stop?”
“Turn on the iPhone, let’s hope we can get connected with
the web. We need to post another experiment. I wanted to
make sure we’re far enough away from Mr. Mopster before I
told you what I saw in his shed,” Watson said as he handed
Crick the note. “Here, post this. It is an experiment that,
combined with the results from the other experiments, will
tell us who stole the master key.”
“Good news! We’ve got a signal,” Crick smiled as he took
the note from Watson.
“What did you find in the shed?” Rosa asked.
“Mr. Mopster’s rake, some of it was coated with copper.”
“So?” asked Rosa.
“Mr. Grazzbur and Mr. Mopster both told us that the
Vinegar River flooded about two weeks ago,” Watson said.
“We also know the flooded river washed through a copper
mine as well as a salt mine.”

drew negative signs in three of the small circles while putting
positive signs in the other three.
“Let’s say our iron, for simplicity’s sake, is made up of six
charged particles, three negative and three positive. When
we have equal amounts of positively and negatively charged
particles, the particles cancel each other out. Our piece of
iron has a neutral charge.”
“I get that,” commented Rosa.
“If I take a positively charged particle away,” Watson
continued as he erased a circle containing a positive sign,
“we now have a piece of iron with three negatively and two
positively charged particles.”
“There are now more negatively charged particles than
positively charged particles. So the piece of iron now has a
negative charge!” said Rosa enthusiastically.
“You do get it,” Watson said with a smile, “and the copper
particles in the vinegar have a positive charge.”
“So, like magnets, the positively charged copper particles
are attracted to the negative charged iron, and the two stick
together,” said Rosa. “That’s how the copper coated the iron
rake.”

“Hey, there is just enough battery power left in this iPhone
for a couple more minutes,” interrupted Crick. “I think we
should upload this experiment before viewing the results of
the other experiments.”

“That’s it!” exclaimed Watson. He then reached into his
backpack, pulled out a nail and handed it to Rosa.

“Yes,” Watson replied and continued, “Vinegar mixed
with salt dissolves copper and iron very well.”

“Exactly,” said Watson. “That was the nail the thief used
to post the riddle we found in the desert.”

“This sounds like it is going to be complicated,” said Rosa.

“So you think the thief must live near the Vinegar River,”
said Rosa.

“Not really,” Watson replied. “What happens to copper
and iron when they dissolve, is that they both lose positively
charged particles. The positively charged copper particles are
attracted to the iron because the iron has become negatively
charged.”
“You lost me already,” said Rosa.
“Let me draw you a picture.” Watson drew one large circle
and drew six smaller circles inside the large circle. He then

“This nail is also covered with copper,” said Rosa.

“Well, I’m not a hundred percent sure, that is why we
need to post the experiment, to find out.”
“I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again. Watson, you’re
such a science nerd,” said Crick.
“And it is a good thing he is,” added Rosa, and she smiled
at Watson.
“Ah darn it,” Crick broke in, shaking the iPhone.

“What’s up?” asked Watson with a hint of concern.

Chapter 35

“The stupid signal disappeared again!” Crick groaned. “I
uploaded the experiment, but I couldn’t check to see if anyone
posted any results from the other experiments.”

A Seat with a View

“Somebody definitely is watching us,” Rosa said as she
looked around the forest.
“And that somebody does not want us to find out who stole
the key,” added Watson.
To see this experiment go to Experiment 5 listed in the
back of this book, or go online to PlatosPond.com
and click on Experiments.

A

twig snapped in the forest, and Rosa grabbed Crick’s
arm. “I think whoever has been blocking the iPhone’s signal
is close by,” she whispered.
“Let’s circle around and catch them by surprise,” Crick
whispered back with a sinister smile.
Plato turned towards the forest, and made a slow throaty
growl.
“What is it, boy?” Rosa asked as she walked to the edge
of the path.
Rosa looked up. In front of Plato, standing on the path,
was the most ferocious creature she had ever imagined. It
stood on its hind legs, easily twice the height of Crick. It had
a thin nose, big ears and a long hairless tail. Sharp, long
teeth stuck out over its lower lip. It looked like a giant rat
with a bad attitude.
It made a swipe in the air, showing off a powerful front
paw equipped with razor sharp claws. The motion reminded
them of Mr. Mopster’s description of a snarlappen.
“It’s a snarlappen!” Rosa yelled. “Run!”
The travelers ran down the path as fast as their feet could
carry them. They were followed by the thud, thud, thud of the
snarlappen’s footsteps. Suddenly, the large rodent let out a
great fearful roar that shook the trees throughout the forest.

Watson was a step behind Crick and Rosa. He could feel
his heart race as he looked desperately for a tall tree to climb,
a cave to hide in, or anything that would help him shake off
the large predator. He thought back to what Mr. Mopster
had said, that it is best that you never have to find out if you
can outrun a snarlappen. He also said that snarlappens only
slept in the afternoon. It was well past noon. “What else did
Mr. Mopster lie about?”
Watson ran for his life along the winding forest path.
The landscape quickly changed, rugged and large boulders
appeared by the path. His legs ached.
He felt they would give out any second, and soon he would
feel the sharp claws of the snarlappen rip through his flesh.
Watson strained his eyes to see his friends, but Plato,
Crick and Rosa were too far ahead to be seen. The path in
front of him was empty.
What happened next, happened so fast that he didn’t
have time to react. He was grabbed by his arm and pulled
roughly to the ground, creating a large cloud of dirt and dust.
Watson gasped for breath. His heart beat wildly as he felt
his body being dragged sideways. He blinked, but everything
was blurry, the dust stung his eyes. Fearing this was the end,
he put his hands over his head and waited for snarlappen’s
claws to rip through his flesh.
But Watson did not feel the claws of the snarlappen,
instead he heard Rosa yell, “Crick, help me push this boulder.”
Still fearing the snarlappen was nearby, he slowly removed
his hands from his head and looked up. His stinging eyes
focused on a wide-open mouth, but the teeth did not seem big
or sharp.
Watson started to laugh. It was Crick, who was looking
down at him with a big toothy smile. “Sorry I had to be so
rough,” he said. “That monster almost got you, I dragged
you in this cave just in time. But I’ve got to go, we’re still in
danger.” He turned and left to join Rosa.
“Push!” Rosa yelled. Watson turned his head to see Crick
and Rosa pushing against a large boulder. To their right,

light was coming into the cave from a small door-sized hole
in the wall. They were trying to push the boulder in front of
the hole.
The light coming in from the hole suddenly extinguished.
Outside, the snarlappen had stopped at the cave’s entrance.
He was sniffing the ground, and Watson could see streams of
drool running down his fangs. The snarlappen’s stench filled
the cave. Knowing now what had to be done, he mustered up
his remaining strength and ran over to help Crick and Rosa.
The three of them pushed against the rock as hard as they
could. The boulder budged and started to rock slightly back
and forth.
“Keep it rocking,” shouted Crick, and the boulder teetered
forward and then teetered back. When it stopped moving
towards them, Crick yelled, “Now, with all your might, push!”
With added momentum, the large rock slowly started
moving forward. The head of the snarlappen suddenly
appeared inside the cave. “Push harder!” yelled Crick. “Push
for your lives!”
The snarlappen, seeing the boulder, pulled back to save
itself. But the rock had picked up speed and caught one of
the beast’s paws before it could get away. A loud wail echoed
outside of the cave from the injured beast as the boulder
settled in a depression in front of the opening. They had
succeeded in sealing the cave’s entrance.
Exhausted, they leaned against the boulder and looked at
each other, but the boulder had blocked the light, and it was
too dark to see each other’s expressions of relief and joy.
“I can’t believe Mr. Mopster lied,” said Rosa. “It obviously
wasn’t safe to be out. That snarlappen or whatever that was,
wasn’t asleep. Do you think Mr. Mopster wanted us dead?”
“I don’t know,” answered Crick. “Perhaps he meant to say
that snarlappens usually sleep in the afternoon.”
“That makes some sense. But I just don’t know what to
think anymore,” said Watson. “I certainly hope he wasn’t
lying. We need to find the pile of stone that the thief was
referring to in the last riddle.”

“Well, it wouldn’t make sense to try to kill us and lie about
the ruins of Genopolis,” said Crick.
“Unless he’s the thief,” Watson added.
“Do you think the snarlappen is gone?” questioned Rosa.
“I don’t know,” responded Crick. “I no longer hear it. What
do you think, Plato?”
Plato responded with a positive yip.
“And I don’t smell it anymore,” Watson added.
“Then it must be gone,” Rosa said. “Man, did that beast
have bad breath!”
“Help me move the boulder out of the way,” said Crick.
When Watson got up to help Crick, he stepped on
something sticky and hard. “Oh yuck!” he yelled.
“What is it?” asked Rosa.
Watson felt under his foot. He wasn’t quite sure what he
was feeling. It was warm, sticky and furry. He quickly pulled
his hand back. “I think it is part of the snarlappen, most
likely its front paw. The boulder must have crushed it as it
rolled into place.”
Watson then did something that even surprised himself;
he reached down to touch it again. This time he could make
out one of the animal’s sharp front claws. He firmly grabbed
the claw, and with some effort, he pulled it free. Without
telling the others, he put the claw in his pocket. “Come help
us,” said Crick with a grunt.
Watson felt over to the side where Rosa and Crick were
standing and joined them. With all their might, they tried to
move the rock, but it did not budge.
“It settled in a hole. Now we’ll never be able to move it,”
said Crick.
“Hold on. I just remembered. I have a book of matches in
my pack. They got wet a few days ago, but I bet they’re dry
now.”
Watson fumbled in the dark and pulled out the pack of
matches. He could feel only two matches in the book, their

heads felt brittle from being recently wet. He tore the first
match out and tried to light it, but its sulfur head just
crumbled in his hand.
“Oh-oh,” Watson breathed, and he struck the second
match. A bright spark kicked off the matchbook, but the
match did not ignite. He felt a wave of panic before turning the
match over and striking it again. This time it lit momentarily,
lighting up their surroundings. The kids could see that they
were not in a natural cave, but a room made from cut stone.
The match then flickered and blew out. Everything went
dark.
“Oh great,” said Rosa. “We should have tried to light
something else with that match. How are we ever going to
get out of here if we can’t see?”
“By feeling,” responded Crick. “The match was blown out,
that breeze must have come from somewhere.” He licked his
finger and held it up. Feeling a slight breeze, he said, “Follow
my voice. I think I know the way out of here.”
Crick walked slowly with his hands extended in front of
him towards the source of the breeze. “This way, follow me,”
Crick repeated over and over again until his hand touched a
cold stone wall. He moved his hands along it, straining his
eyes, looking for a glimmer of light.
“I see light!” cried Crick, eyeing a tiny pinhole of light
coming from the wall near the floor. He scratched at the hole.
The wall was soft and crumbled easily. He scraped harder.
Chunks of the wall gave way and soon a little more light
streamed into the room.
In the dim light, Watson saw a stick on the floor and used
it to help remove more stone from the wall. Soon they had
created a hole big enough to crawl through.
Once through the hole, the kids were momentarily blinded
by the sunlight. When their eyes adjusted, they were amazed
at what they saw. They had crawled into the overgrown ruins
of an ancient courtyard. A dozen or so stone buildings in
various stages of decay surrounded them. Many of the stones
had crumbled and fallen from their foundations, which now

lay heaped on the ground. Large vines, shrubs and trees grew
from the rubble.
Looking back, the travelers could see the hole in the wall
they had come through. It was part of a large building that
had collapsed upon itself, creating the small cave from which
they had escaped.
In front of them was a large lavenwood tree that grew in
and around an ancient tower. Time would have completely
destroyed the tower, but the tree prevented many of the stones
from breaking free from their mortar. Two of the tower walls
lay on the ground, exposing a deteriorated stone stairway,
which spiraled counterclockwise upwards. The remaining
walls clung desperately to the tree, blurring the line between
plant and stone. At the top of the tower, a stone throne was
perched precariously in one of the tree’s uppermost branches.
The branch cradled the throne before arcing back over itself,
creating a green parasol that shaded its seat.
“This must be Genopolis,” said Watson.
“And that must be the throne on the pile of stones that
the thief referred to in the last riddle,” said Crick, pointing to
the top of the tree.
“Are you sure?” asked Rosa. “I can’t imagine anyone
climbing that. It doesn’t look safe at all.”
“Look here,” said Watson, holding up some cut vines next
to the entrance of the tower. “These have been recently cut.”
“You think a machete cut those?” asked Rosa.
“Perhaps,” said Crick, “but any knife could have cut them.
There’s no way of knowing.”
“We’d better start climbing,” said Watson, and he hoisted
himself up on the first step of the staircase. Crick started
climbing up behind him.
Rosa walked over to Plato before she started her ascent.
“Plato, stay here,” she said while patting the dog on the head.
“We need you to keep a look out and warn us if you see any
snarlappens.”
Climbing up the old decaying stairs proved to be quite

treacherous. Sometimes parts of the steps would crumble and
give way, causing the kids to clutch the tree or each other.
They moved slowly and cautiously up the stairs. Eventually
they made it to the top where Watson grabbed a sturdy vine
and pulled himself up and sat down on the throne.
“What do you see?” Rosa shouted up to him.
“I see a lot, but no sign of the thief,” replied Watson.
“What is that knob on the arm of the chair?” asked Crick.
“It looks like it might be a handle to a drawer.”
“By Jove, you’re right,” Watson called down, “it’s a stone
drawer.” He pulled the knob, and it slid open, revealing
another riddle. He picked it up and read it out loud.
P3
On this throne a great king did sit
If he were here today he’d have a fit
For even with all his power
He can only watch from this tower
Puffs of smoke reveal the place
Where the key will fall from grace
Into a pool of fire, its finish
All of its magic shall diminish
And you, my friend, will never see
Your home, your pals, your family
P3
Watson finished reading the riddle and put it down. The
meaning of the note was clear and his heart sank. The thief
was winning. In a few hours the moons of Gaia would align,
and the master key destroyed. They would be stuck on Gaia
forever.
“Oh, this is awful,” said Rosa. “The thief is taunting us.”
“The thief hasn’t won yet,” Crick said, attempting to
reassure Rosa. “We still have a few hours until nightfall.” He
looked past Rosa towards Watson. “Any ideas, Watson? Can
you see anything from the throne that will give us a clue to
what the thief is referring to in the riddle?”

Watson scanned the horizon. In front of him, beyond the
Lavenwood Forest, towards the northeast, he could see the
sea and a small island with a lone mountain. Turning to the
northwest, he could make out the snow-capped tops of the
Torenhoog Mountains beyond the Great Heartland Prairie.
He looked to the south and saw the expansive marshes and
the Gilga Jungle by the sea. He thought back to the first day
on Gaia and meeting Greyson on the beach. “Oh Greyson,”
thought Watson. “We surely have let you down.”
Watson felt his whole body slump in despair as he stared
straight ahead from the throne. He strained his eyes and
focused on the lone mountain on the island in the sea. It
turned out to be the right thing to do, for a puff of smoke rose
from its peak.
“Yes!” Watson shouted back to Crick. “I know where the
thief has the master key!”
“Good work, Watson! Where?”
“There is a volcano on an island to the east in the sea,”
Watson replied. “That is where the master key is. We must
get to the island at once. I think now, if there was ever a time,
you should blow the whistle.”
Rosa groped briefly in her mother’s bag and pulled out
the whistle. Its polished finish reflected the golden light of
the setting sun. She lifted it up to her mouth and blew, but
no sound came out. She blew again, this time harder, but still
the whistle made no sound. She turned it over in her hand
and looked to see if something was obstructing its function,
but the whistle was clean.
“I think it is broken,” said Rosa. “I can’t get it to work.”
“Here, let me try,” said Crick, and he took the whistle
from Rosa’s hand. He blew the whistle, but it remained silent.
Crick tapped the whistle on the stone stairway and blew it
again and again. He tried blowing it harder, softer, from the
front of his mouth and from the side of his mouth, but the
whistle did not make a sound; at least not a sound that the
travelers could hear.
“Enough already!” shouted Greyson as he suddenly

appeared out of a cloud in the sky. He deftly landed on a
branch of the tree next to the travelers.
“I heard you the first time. The sound of the whistle is
silent except to griffins and dogs. To us, it is ear splitting
and extremely annoying. Please do not blow it again. You’ve
already given me quite a headache, and Plato, too.”
The kids looked down at Plato, and indeed, Greyson was
right. Plato was lying on his belly, looking up with both of his
front paws covering his ears. “Poor Plato,” said Rosa.
“And poor Greyson,” said Greyson.
“I’m sorry,” said Rosa. “But you didn’t tell me I wouldn’t
be able to hear the whistle.”
“Yes,” smiled Greyson. “But, now that I’m here, how can I
help you? Did you find the thief or the master key?”
“We think we have located the master key, but we still do
not know who the thief is, although we have some pretty good
ideas,” said Watson. “We just need to wait to see the results
of the evidence before we’re certain.”
“I see,” said Greyson. “Where is the key?”
“It’s on that island,” said Watson, pointing northeast at
the volcanic island.
Greyson faced the island with a troubled look. “Of course,”
he said, more to himself than the kids. “Horriphur Island. The
thief most likely will drop the key in the heart of the volcano
when the moons align. That will ensure its destruction with
no hope of repair.”
“Can you get us there?” asked Crick. “The sun is setting.
We need to get there right away if we’re to save the key.”
“Spoken like a true griffin,” said Greyson. “Of course I’ll
fly you there.” The kids hopped on Greyson’s back, and the
griffin jumped out of the tree, dove down, picked up Plato,
flapped his wings and flew out of the ruins of Genopolis
towards Horriphur Island.

Chapter 36

The Steamy Pool Falls

He banked to the left and dove down towards the south
side of the island. Watson could see a few gnarly shrubs
gripping the volcano’s steep wall. A long, stepped waterfall
cut through the black volcanic rock, cascading from one pool
to another. A large cloud of steam prevented him from seeing
the bottom of the waterfall.
“That is the Steamy Pool Falls,” bellowed Greyson. “Water
boils up from a volcanic spring and it cools as it plummets
down the side of the mountain through a series of pools. The
pool on the bottom is filled with molten rock, and when the
falling water hits it, it instantly vaporizes creating great
clouds of steam.”

T

he wind whistled in Watson’s ears and stung his eyes
as he gripped Greyson’s back with his knees and hands.
He could feel a great sense of urgency pulsate through the
mighty griffin’s body with each stroke of his powerful wings.
Looking through tear-streaked eyes, Watson could make
out that Horriphur Island was one giant volcano. Wisps of
smoke belched from its crater, and pockets of steam rose along
the island’s shores. The setting sun silhouetted the island’s
cone shape against an ominous fiery red sky. He tightened
his grip as Greyson adjusted his massive wings and banked
to the east side of the volcano’s rim. Watson could smell the
sulfur in the air. Beyond Greyson’s head, he could make out
the tips of the moons poking up just over the horizon. They
were frighteningly close together.
Greyson spoke for the first time since they left Genopolis.
“The volcano is called Uitspuwen, and has been active as far
back as time remembers,” he said loudly above the wind.
“There was once a group of scientists who lived and worked
on the slope above the Steamy Pool Falls. They studied the
volcano for many years before it became too dangerous to stay.
The sides of the volcano are very steep and unpredictable.
I’m looking for a large pole that they built for landing. I hope
it’s still there.”

Greyson brought his wings in tight to his body and deftly
navigated through a narrow ravine on the volcano’s side.
On the far side, Watson could see a large wooden pole that
protruded out near the top of the waterfall. The sky was dark
except for the bluish light coming from the moons and the red
glow that emanated from the volcano’s crater.
Greyson braked by opening his wings wide to catch the
wind. He held out his paws and hit the pole hard while
grabbing it firmly with his claws. They came to a brief rest
that was interrupted by a sharp crack and a sudden jerk.
The landing pole fractured and fell. Greyson flapped his
wings, but it was too late. The travelers tumbled down the
side of the volcano towards the pool of molten rock below.
The kids screamed and tightened their grip on Greyson’s
back. Suddenly, in mid-air, everyone came to a jolting stop.
A large net had been strung over the pool. It gave way for a
moment before it cinched at the top, creating a large mesh
bag that held the travelers high above the pool at the bottom
of the falls. Wisps of hot steam, mixed with the cooler marine
air, engulfed them. They had flown into a trap. The moons
rose higher in the night sky.
“We’ve been set up!” Greyson bellowed. He then roared a
thunderous roar that momentarily deafened the kids before
it echoed off the volcano and traveled far out over the sea.
Greyson squirmed and tried to break free, but soon realized

it was futile.
Watson, Crick, Rosa and Plato, though uncomfortable,
were able to move around in the trap. Greyson, unfortunately,
because he was trying to fly when he became ensnared, was
hopelessly entangled. His feet and wings were wrapped over
and over again with the twisted cords of the net. The only
part of his body that was free was his head.
“We’ve got to untangle Greyson!” shouted Rosa as she
tugged in vain at one of the net’s large cords.
“Don’t worry about me,” Greyson responded. “The moons
will align soon. You must free yourselves and get the key.”
“But, how?” cried Watson, who couldn’t bear to see the
once mighty griffin in such a horrible state.
“I’ll be all right,” comforted Greyson. “Ellery and other
griffins know that I’m here, and if I don’t return by morning,
they’ll come for me. But you don’t have time to wait for
them. I’ll bite through these cords and make a hole for you
to escape.”
“What good is a hole going to do for us?” asked Crick. “We
are dangling high above a pool filled with magma. We would
never be able to jump to the volcano’s side from here.”
“Use my feathers like oars, and paddle your way over to
the volcano’s side. The largest feathers are at the bottom of
my wings, use them, they will work best.”
Crick looked at Greyson’s feathers. They were long,
beautiful, and glimmered in the moonlight. He firmly grabbed
the longest feather he could find, hesitated, and then, with
all his might, he pulled. The feather resisted momentarily
before it broke free. A drop of blood fell from the quill of the
feather into the steaming pool below. Crick felt awful. He
knew that he had hurt Greyson, but the griffin hadn’t even
winced. He quickly plucked another and handed the feathers
to Watson and Rosa.
“Shift your weight to one side of the net, and then to the
other. At the same time, paddle like you would a canoe until
the net starts to rock back and forth,” instructed Greyson.

“Keep paddling in the direction that the net is moving. Think
of it like swinging on a swing. We need to swing the net back
and forth until it swings close enough to the volcano’s side so
you can escape.”
Watson and Rosa started paddling while Crick and Plato
rocked back and forth. Slowly the net started to sway. As it
gained momentum, it swung further and further, back and
forth, back and forth. Rosa and Watson paddled as hard and
as fast as they could, changing directions with the swinging
of the net.
The long rope holding the net swung like a clock’s
pendulum and creaked from somewhere high above. Watson
imagined the rope breaking, or that the thief was at the top
poised to cut it. But the rope held, and Greyson was able to
chew an opening in the net.
The kids worked feverishly, causing the net to swing
further and closer to the steep wall. Rosa, kneeling next to
Greyson’s head, extended her arms out from the hole and
shouted to Watson and Crick. “Come on, we’re almost there,
one final push should do it.”
The net swung fast over the magma pool below and
decelerated as it rose up to meet the side of the volcano.
Rosa saw her chance and reached out, grabbing a branch of a
gnarly shrub that grew from a rocky ledge. The net stopped
swinging with a twisting jerk. Rosa held tight.
“Put the branch in my mouth,” instructed Greyson. “I’ll
hold the net steady, so everyone can get out.”
Rosa did as she was told, and Greyson held the net steady.
Amidst the deafening roar and near blinding steam from the
falls, Crick climbed through the hole onto a narrow ledge.
Everything he touched was wet and slippery.
Crick wrapped his leg around a thick shrub for support
and tied one of the loose cords of the net to the largest branch
of the shrub. He shouted to Rosa, “Grab my hand and watch
your step. It’s slippery.”
Rosa grabbed Crick’s hand and joined him on the side of
the volcano. Once there, she let go and stepped down onto a

larger ledge. She stumbled briefly and felt her heart jump.
Crick reached out and grabbed her by the waist to steady
her. “You’ll be okay,” he shouted above the thunder of the
falls. “I’ll be with you after I get Plato and Watson.”
Watson collected his bag and was making his way to the
opening in the net when he noticed that Greyson’s left foot
had turned a pale sickly blue. Two of the net’s cords were
wrapped tightly around his left leg, cutting off the circulation
to his foot. Watson shouted to Crick, “Call Plato, I need to
free one of Greyson’s legs.”
Crick called Plato, who jumped from the net onto the
ledge. The net moved slightly, causing the wet knot that
Crick had tied to the shrub to slip momentarily before it held
again.
Watson pulled at the cords that gripped Greyson’s leg,
but they were tight and wet. Watson couldn’t get them to
budge. He fumbled in his backpack, hoping to find something
that would help him loosen the rope.
However, in the wet chaos, Watson was clumsy and both
the iPhone and his pocketknife fell out of the pack. Watson
grabbed the iPhone, but the knife fell into the pool below.
He kept looking, but nothing else in his pack could help him
loosen the cords. Then he remembered the snarlappen’s claw
and reached into his pocket.
Watson held the claw firmly while he jabbed and slashed
at the cords with all his strength. At first, they resisted and
held, but Watson kept hacking until he was finally able to
cut through them. He grabbed the two cut cords and pulled
them loose, allowing the blood to flow back into Greyson’s
leg. Watson moved over and started cutting another cord
that was wrapped around Greyson’s wing.
“Thank you,” Greyson smiled. “You saved my leg, but you
don’t have time to cut me free. Go with the others. They need
you to repair the master key. Hurry, you don’t have much
time. After you have reclaimed the key, you can come back
and get me.”
Watson, realizing what needed to be done, asked, “If we

save the master key and get home, are we ever going to see
you again?”
“If you don’t save the master key, you will see me everyday
for the rest of your life, and I promise you, you would not like
that,” Greyson smiled. “Now go, and good luck.”
Watson crawled to the hole and reached out to Crick’s
hand, but the knot that held the net in place loosened and
the net lurched.
“Crick, the knot!” Watson cried out, but it was too late.
The rope unraveled, and the net swung away from the side of
the volcano. Watson missed Crick’s hand and fell out of the
net.
Greyson acted quickly and grabbed Watson’s trouser leg
with his beak, saving him from plummeting into the magma
below. The net continued away from the side of the volcano
with Watson hanging upside down by his trousers. He
struggled in vain to upright himself, which caused everything
in his pack to fall out. He watched helplessly as the iPhone
careened off the side of the volcano and disappeared into the
steaming pool below. For a brief moment, he wondered if the
iPhone’s warranty covered dropping it into magma.
“Swing!” yelled Greyson. “Swing!”
Watson, still hanging upside down, swung back and forth,
rocking the net closer to the volcano. Like a flying trapeze
acrobat, he extended his arms.
Crick reached out and caught one of Watson’s hands as
Greyson let go causing the net with Greyson to swing out
from the volcano. On the side of the volcano, Watson fell on
top of Crick and they tumbled backwards onto the shrub.
“Ouch!” yelled Crick. “This bush has thorns.”
“Serves you right,” Watson yelled back at Crick. “Who
told you that you could tie a knot?”
“Quit fighting,” Rosa shouted up to the boys. “I have found
an entrance to the inside of the volcano.”
Watson and Crick carefully climbed down to the lower
ledge where Rosa stood. Tiny droplets of warm water from

the waterfall splashed on their faces forcing them to squint
as they made their way towards Rosa.

“Greyson. He’s gone!” screamed Rosa, pointing down the
side of the volcano.

Rosa turned and entered a large crack on the steep slope.
“Follow me,” she called back.

It was hard to make out at first, but Crick saw the
fluttering shape of the net in the moonlight. The net was
empty. Greyson was nowhere to be seen.

Watson, Crick and Plato followed.
Inside the volcano, an eerie red glow lit up a large
chamber. In its center was a huge open hole. Gurgling magma
could be heard from its depths. High above them, the volcano
opened to the night sky. The two moons of Gaia could be seen
peeking over the volcano’s rim. Their edges were touching.
The eclipse had begun.
A rough stairway was hewn into the volcanic rock. It
crisscrossed back and forth up towards the crater’s rim.
Watson looked up the stairway. He didn’t know why, but
he knew the master key was somewhere up the stairs, near
the volcano’s top. “Follow me,” he shouted, and he started up
the stairs.
They climbed the stairway. Irregular sized steps and
bits of broken rubble slowed their ascent. The air was hot. It
seared their throats, making it difficult to breath. Crick held
his shirtsleeve over his nose and mouth while motioning to
the others to do the same. Onward and upward they climbed.
As they approached the volcano’s summit, the air cooled, but
it was little comfort, for the two moons were overlapping,
soon they would be perfectly aligned. They pressed on until
they reached the top of the crater’s rim.
On the summit, the light from the eclipsing moons lit up
the volcano and the sea around them. Fearing that they had
already run out of time, they looked desperately for any sign
of the thief or the key.
“Hey, everybody, come here, quick!” shouted Crick.
Plato and Rosa ran over next to Crick who was kneeling
on the outer edge of the volcano. Next to him, a large log was
secured over a large crevasse in the volcano’s side. A heavy
rope was wrapped around the log. “Look,” said Crick. “This is
the rope that was used to hold the net that trapped us.”

“Do you think he fell into the hot pool?” asked Rosa,
fearing the thought.
“I doubt it,” said Crick. “Griffins can fly, but I’m worried.
I don’t know why he wouldn’t have come back to us.”
Rosa thought about Greyson’s mysterious disappearance
for a moment, and then realized that Watson was not with
them. “Where’s Watson?” she asked.
The two looked past the rim towards the volcano’s center.
There, two rock shelves extended out over the crater, one
above the other. A dark hooded figure crouched low on the
top shelf and appeared to be looking at someone on the
ledge below. From where they were, Crick and Rosa could
barely make out who the hooded figure was looking at. It was
Watson.
Watson was standing on the lower ledge. He held one of
his hands in a tightly clenched fist over his head. He seemed
to be yelling, perhaps at the hooded figure, but Crick and
Rosa couldn’t hear him over the rumbling volcano. In the sky,
the two moons of Gaia had aligned. A bright blue corona was
forming around them.
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Ancestral Abilities above the Abyss

its dark hood. They were snodlop eyes, and they were
watching him.
Above the hooded figure, the sky produced a beautiful,
but dreadful sight. The two moons aligned and became one.
A bright blue corona burst out from their eclipse. The night
brightened, but Watson still could not make out the identity
of the hooded figure, but he knew it was the thief.
He watched as the thief pulled out a small object that
sparkled in the corona’s light.
It was the master key.

W

atson did not follow Rosa when he heard Crick call.
He tried to move, but an unseen force kept him near the
crater. It was the master key. He could feel it taking over his
free will, coaxing him away from his friends and closer to the
volcano’s core.

Trancelike, Watson followed the key’s bidding to the
crater’s edge where he came upon two large rock ledges, one
on top of another. Both of them jutted far out over the center
of the crater.
Watson walked out onto the lower of the two rock ledges.
When he got to the end, he leaned over and peered down into
the volcano. He felt a hot blast of air on his face as he strained
his eyes to see into the abyss. A dim red glow emanated from
its depths.
The master key’s influence seemed to grow. He could feel
its presence tug at his mind, telling him to jump. It was a
senseless, irresistible urge, and Watson fought hard to shake
it off. He took a step back, away from the ledge, when he
heard something move above him.
Watson looked up and saw a dark hooded figure peering
over the ledge, an ominous silhouette against the eclipsing
moons of Gaia. Two tiny blue reflections glinted from within

Watson looked back to the crater’s wall. He thought about
running back and climbing up to the upper rock ledge to
confront the thief. But, he didn’t move, he couldn’t keep his
eyes off the key. He felt helpless. He had run out of time.
Perhaps, he thought, it was for the best.
The thief momentarily examined the key before turning
and looking at the moons. Then, almost casually, the shadowy
figure dropped it. The falling key passed in front of Watson
and he lunged at it, causing him to momentarily loose his
footing.
Watson managed to catch his balance, but he missed
catching the key. His heart pounded as he watched it
disappear into the depths of the volcano.
A bright flash of light came from below, followed by a long
flame that rose from its depths and licked the bottom of the
ledge where he stood. The ledge glowed red for a few seconds
before the flame flickered out, and the volcano let out a deep,
rumbling moan.
Watson knew the master key was no more.
Looking away towards the night sky, Watson tried to
make sense of it all. Without the master key, they were stuck
on Gaia forever.
He felt that he should be grief stricken, overwhelmed
with fear, despair and panic. Instead, a sense of purpose took
seed within Watson. It started in his bones, grew in his heart,
spread to his arms, and dazzled on the tips of his fingers and

toes. He felt it in every hair on his head. Watson began to
understand that even though the master key was destroyed,
a new one could be forged. After all, he still had the tiny tip
of the master key in his pocket.
His relationship to the original forging of the master key
became quite clear. He now understood what Greyson knew
all along. That he had the power and the knowledge to create
a new master key, and he had to do it now, while the moons
were still aligned.
Watson reached into his pocket and pulled out the master
key’s tip. It felt surprising heavy and hot. He gripped the
piece in his fist and felt its heat run through his hand down
his arm. He held it above his head and yelled, “I am Watson,
direct descendent of the master key maker. I command that
this key be made whole again!”
Watson opened his hand, and, to his dismay, the tiny
shard was still that, a tiny shard. A shadow quickly passed
by under the two moons. It seemed to Watson that he caught
a glimpse of a griffin flying high overhead. “Greyson,” he
thought. And then he remembered what the griffin had
repeated so many times about the lessons of life.
With restored courage, Watson gripped the tiny shard,
and again held it up high. He looked into the eclipse. Its
corona had started to wane. Now was his only chance. In a
strong, unwavering voice, he spoke.
“I, Watson, direct descendent of the master key’s maker,
call upon the wisdom that allows the meeting of our two
worlds. I ask that you share your knowledge that all life
is precious and strong. However, if habitats are suddenly
altered or destroyed, life will perish. It is with this knowledge
of life’s frailty, that I take this fragment of a key and make it
whole again!”

Watson fell down onto his knees and slowly opened his hand.
Tears streamed down his face from the pain. The master key,
now whole again, had torn open the skin on his blistered
hand. Upon seeing his wound and the newly formed master
key, he sobbed, this time not from pain, but from joy.
He looked up. The hooded figure was gone. He felt heat
on the side of his face. A fireball streamed past him from the
volcano’s core and shot high into the air. The gurgling from
below became more violent, and the ground began to tremble.
“Watson!” Rosa yelled from the volcano’s rim. “We have to
leave. The volcano! It is going to erupt!”
Crick ran out onto the ledge and helped Watson to his
feet.
They ran back to Rosa and Plato.
“We’ve got to get out of here!” exclaimed Crick, and, as
if to emphasize his point, the volcano shook, knocking the
travelers down.
They scrambled back up to their feet, and clambered
down the treacherous rock stairway to the waterfall. Plato,
the most surefooted, passed Crick to lead the way. The island
shook again, sending a small avalanche of rocks that just
missed the travelers. Crick looked up and thought he saw a
dark hooded figure standing on the ledge high above them.
More rocks came tumbling down. Crick grabbed Rosa and
pulled her under a ledge.
“Rosa, are you okay?” Crick asked.
Rosa didn’t respond. Her eyes were closed, her body limp,
and there was a large gash on the side of her head. Crick put
his ear to Rosa’s nose, but he couldn’t hear her breathe over
the volcano’s rumbling. He yelled in panic, “Watson, come
here! Rosa is hurt!”
Watson grabbed Plato by the scruff of his neck and the
two of them made their way towards Crick and Rosa.

Watson felt the tiny shard grow hot, so hot that he had to
fight his reflexes not to drop it. Smoke rose from his clenched
fist, and he could smell his flesh burn. He screamed, hoping
that his voice would somehow cause the hurt to go away.

“Rosa got hit on the head by falling rock,” Crick cried out.
“We’re going to have to carry her off the volcano.”

The two moons of Gaia parted, and their corona dissipated.

Watson, still holding Plato, looked at Rosa’s head. “Put

pressure on her wound. You must stop the bleeding.”
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Crick took off his shirt and held it firmly on her cut.

Time to Get it Right

The island rumbled again, this time more violently than
before, causing the ledge that the travelers were standing on
to give way. Watson felt Crick’s hand grip his shoulder. They
fell down the side of volcano towards one of the larger pools of
the Steamy Pool Falls. Crick was holding Rosa and Watson.
Watson was holding Plato. They all hit the water together.
The water was warm.
Everything went dark.

H

ave ever you had a dream where you were falling and
just before you landed you woke up? And when you had this
dream, did it feel like you were still falling even after you
were awake?
In Watson’s dream his feeling of falling was so intense
that when he woke up he was too frightened to open his eyes.
He gripped his sheets to brace himself for impact as he tried
to remember why he was falling in the first place. What he
did remember was a wild, exciting, yet terrifying adventure
that was more than the sum of all the tall tales he had ever
heard or told. It was his most amazing dream ever.
Watson opened his eyes, and to his surprise he wasn’t in
his bedroom. Above him a deep blue sky spread out in all
directions. The sun was approaching the western horizon
where a cool fog had gathered for the night. He looked down
towards his hands and saw that he wasn’t holding his sheets.
Instead he was clutching tufts of grass that he had ripped
from the ground where he lay. His left hand ached, and when
he opened it the grass fell away, revealing a large nasty burn
in the center of his palm.
Watson sat up in disbelief. A shadow moved across his
body. He looked up and saw a Great Blue Heron land in a

pond just a few feet away. Between Watson and the pond,
Crick, Rosa and Plato were lying on the ground. Everyone
looked disheveled and dirty. Crick’s shirt was off, and Rosa
had a large cut on her head. She looked deathly pale.

Plato had come over to comfort Watson, and he held
Plato’s head with his good hand and cried.

“Crick, Rosa, Plato, wake up,” Watson called out, as he
quickly rose to his feet. The sight of Rosa’s wound stirred his
memory. He remembered the horror of the volcano erupting
and Rosa getting hit in the head by a falling rock. Watson
feared that Rosa might be dead.

“I know,” was all Watson could say. He looked at Rosa
and remembered how Crick had comforted her when she had
seen a vision of her mother in the pool in Hemel.

“Wake up!” Watson cried in a panic. “Everybody wake up!”
Crick woke up with a start. He looked disorientated as he
bent over towards Rosa and gently touched her mouth with
his hand. Her lips felt cold. No breath came from her mouth
or nose.
“Rosa,” he cried. “Rosa, wake up.” But she didn’t move.
She lay lifeless, and one of her arms was bent in an unnatural
way. “Oh, Rosa!” Crick sobbed. “Poor Rosa. I’m so sorry,
Rosa.” He lowered his head and wept.
Watson felt a tear fall down his face. Sorrow and
confusion overwhelmed him as he grasped hopelessly for an
explanation.
He didn’t know what to do. Everything happened so fast.
The erupting volcano, falling into the pool, waking up here,
and now Rosa’s death.
The wound on Watson’s hand still burned while he realized
that the Steamy Pool must have been a gateway between the
two worlds. He blew gently to cool his hand, which he still
held in a fist.
He looked away from Rosa and Crick. His heart ached.
Fighting the pain, he slowly opened his hand and saw the
new master key lying on his burnt, scarred palm.
They were so close to succeeding. They had made it home,
but without Rosa. Watson put the key in his pocket. He felt
completely useless. Just moments ago, he had the ability to
create a new master key, but now he was powerless to save
Rosa.

Crick looked up from Rosa’s body. His lips quivered as he
spoke, “She’s dead, Watson. Rosa’s dead.”

Watson looked up and saw a poster stapled to a tree by the
edge of the pond. It had a picture of Rosa, Crick and himself
with the word MISSING in big letters. Below, it had the
date they were last seen. Watson didn’t know why, perhaps
to keep his mind occupied amidst so much grief, he did the
math. They had been missing for eight days.
“Eight days!” Watson kept repeating in his mind as he
fumbled in his pocket. He felt the small box with his hand
and smiled. The free sample that the time salesman had
given him was for eight days.
“Crick!” Watson cried out loud. “I think we can save Rosa!”
“Shut up, Watson!” Crick shouted back. “You may have
been able to create a master key, but you can’t create life
from the dead.”
“Not me,” Watson said, “but time.”
“You’re not making any sense,” said Crick, who was still
sobbing while gently cradling Rosa’s head in his lap.
Watson didn’t want to argue with Crick. Besides, he
wasn’t sure if it would work. Watson took out the box of time
and opened it.
At first nothing seemed to happen. Rosa didn’t move, and
the day remained the same. Watson, dismayed, closed his
eyes. A cool breeze blew across his face, and when it stopped,
he no longer could feel the box in his hand. He opened his
eyes, and to his surprise, the box of time had disappeared.
Besides him, Plato let out a soft whimper. Watson looked
away from his empty hand and turned towards the pond.
He strained his eyes to focus on the poster stapled to the
tree, but it slowly faded and disappeared, as if it was never

there. He rubbed his eyes in disbelief and reached blindly
over to Plato. He felt nothing. Plato was nowhere to be seen.
Watson’s astonishment turned to delight when he heard
the familiar sound of his friend’s voice. Rosa had opened her
eyes and spoken.
“Crick, what are we doing here?” Rosa asked sleepily. The
cut on her head was gone, not even a scar could be seen. “Last
thing I remember was the volcano erupting. Are we home?”
“Rosa, you’re alive!” Crick yelled, and started jumping for
joy and running in circles. “Yes! Yes!”
Crick then grabbed Watson and gave him a big squeeze
while shouting, “The box of time, it worked. It worked! I can’t
believe it! I mean I can believe it! I can believe just about
anything after what we went through!” Crick then ran over
to Rosa and swallowed her up with his arms.
Rosa squirmed free, “Of course I’m alive! What’s up with
you?” she asked.

“Plato!” Watson cried out loud. “You’re still here!”
“Here we go again,” said the homeless man as he rolled
his eyes.
Watson, Crick and Rosa were filled with joy and relief as
they ran up to and smothered Plato with hugs.
“Oh, please!” said the man and he picked up his belongings
and headed away from the pond.
“What a relief, I thought for sure that man was the thief,”
said Crick.
“Me too,” agreed Watson.
“Did anyone get a good look at the real thief?” asked Rosa.
“I didn’t,” said Watson. “He or she was wrapped in a black
hooded cloak. I had no idea who it was, but I did see some
orange snodlop fur sticking out of one its cuffs.”
“I couldn’t tell either,” Crick added.

“You’re alive,” Crick repeated, holding his arms high in
the air. “That’s what’s up with me!”

“I can’t wait to get home and check the website to see if
someone has done the experiments and figured out who did
it,” Watson said with a smile.

“Crick, behind you!” Rosa exclaimed, “Watch out, it’s the
thief!”

“Get home,” Rosa repeated with joy. “Now, that sounds
like a great idea.”

A small, dark hooded figure emerged from behind some
bushes by the pond. Watson took a step back. He couldn’t
believe that the thief was here.

“I’m all for that,” Crick agreed and patted Plato on the
head. “But, who’s going to take care of Plato?”

The hooded figure stopped, looked up, and pulled his
hood back, revealing the face of an annoyed homeless man.
He made a toothless snarl and said, “I’m not a thief, you
knuckleheads! I have been trying to get some sleep, and you
kids go on crying and talking nonsense. Why don’t you leave
and let me be. Show some respect.” The man stared at them
with a sneer on his face.
“Sorry,” Watson said with an inner giggle, for he knew the
man could never understand what they had just experienced.
“We were just leaving.”
“Good,” said the homeless man. “And don’t forget to take
your dog, he just peed on my sleeping bag.”

“I guess you’ll be staying with me for a while,” said Watson
looking at Plato.
“Hey, not so fast,” Rosa said with a stern look on her face.
“I think we all can take turns taking care of Plato.”
“That’s a great idea,” agreed Crick.
“I get him for the first week,” Watson piped in. Plato
looked up at Watson, wagged his tail and barked loudly.
They left Golden Gate Park and headed home with Plato
running along beside them.
Rosa couldn’t keep her mind off the mystery of the thief’s
identity. “After we get the results from the experiments from
the website, how are we going to tell Greyson who the thief

was?” she asked.
“I say we post it on Google Earth,” Crick replied.
They all laughed at Crick’s joke.
Watson stopped laughing and gripped the newly forged
master key in his pocket. He thought about what Ellery had
told him in the foothills of the Torenhoog Mountains. Should
he use the key to bring technology to the ailing griffins or
hide the key forever as he had promised?
Watson decided that he would have to wait to answer this
question. Today, he had a website to manage.

Experiments

Experiment 1

In this experiment you will discover if the crowbar from the
scene of the crime was buried with a shovel (most likely by
Mr. Plover) or buried under sediment deposited from the
Stumporl Stream. (Chapter 14.)
I. Hypothesis
Soil from shoveled dirt will exhibit different characteristics
than soil deposited from moving water, such as a stream.
II. Materials needed
• two clear 2-liter soft drink bottles or two large glass
jars with lids
• a large spoon, small shovel or garden trowel
• a bucket or pail
• a magnifying glass
• a permanent marker
• a funnel or rolled piece of paper (You will only need
this of you are using the 2-liter soft drink bottles.)
III. Procedure
1. Read through all the steps of the procedure before
starting your experiment.
2. Collect enough soil to fill at least one 2-liter
soft drink bottle. Make sure your soil sample
is made up of different size particles. You may
want to collect your soil sample from at least
three different areas to ensure a good, well-mixed
sample.

3. Using a spoon, garden trowel, or stick, mix the
soil thoroughly. This is your soil sample that you
will use throughout the experiment.
4. If you are using 2-liter soft drink bottles, cut
one of the bottles in half and discard its top in
a recycling bin. Label the lower half shovel
with a permanent marker. Label the uncut
bottle stream. If you are using large glass jars,
label one jar shovel and the other, stream.

7. Fill the rest of the container labeled stream
with water. Leave about 1 or 2 inches of space
at the top of the container to prevent spilling.
5. Using a spoon or garden trowel, fill the
container you labeled shovel with about
five inches of soil sample and set it aside.

6. Fill the container that you labeled stream with
about five inches of soil from your sample.
(Use a funnel or a rolled piece of paper to
get the soil into the bottle without spilling.)

8. Cap the container labeled stream securely and
shake it thoroughly until all the soil is well mixed
in the swirling water. The dirty swirling water
represents sediment suspended in moving water,
such as a stream.
9. While the water is still swirling set the container
labeled stream next to the container labeled
shovel and let it rest overnight.

10. The next day, without disturbing the containers,
use your magnifying glass to look carefully
at the two containers. What do you observe?

Experiment 2

In this experiment you will find out if Ms. Crowler was telling
the truth about spilling the carbonated water by observing
and comparing the behavior of raisins submerged in tap
water with raisins submerged in carbonated water (soft
drink) over time. (Chapter 20.)

IV. Which picture of the soil above best matches your
sample labeled shovel?
a) random
b) graded (fine on top, coarse on bottom)
c) inverse (coarse on top, fine on bottom)
d) none of the above
V. Which picture of the soil above best matches your
sample labeled stream?
a) random
b) graded (fine on top, coarse on bottom)
c) inverse (coarse on top, fine on bottom)
d) none of the above
VI. Conclusion
From your results are you now able to determine how the
crowbar was buried?

I. Hypothesis
Bubbles in the carbonated water will cause wrinkled fruit
such as suckelberries or raisins to rise and fall (dance).
II. Materials needed
• a can or bottle of
carbonated water or
clear soft drink like
7-Up™ or Sprite™
• 2 tall, clear glasses
or plastic cups
• 12 or more raisins
(fresh raisins work the best)
• a glass of tap water
III. Procedure/Observation
1. Fill one glass with tap water and fill the other glass
with carbonated water or clear soft drink.
2. Drop 6 or 7 raisins into the glass of tap water and
drop six or seven raisins into the glass of carbonated
water or soft drink.
3. Watch the raisins for a few seconds. Describe what
is happening to the raisins. Do they sink or float?
Do you notice any difference in how the raisins
behave in the tap compared to the carbonated water?
Keep watching. What happens in the next several
minutes?

IV. Pick which one that best describes what you observed
a) The raisins floated and then sank in both containers.
b) The raisins moved up and down in the tap water
only.
c) The raisins moved up and down in the carbonated
water only.
d) The raisins sank in both containers.
e) None of the above.
V. Conclusion
From your results are you now able to determine if the
water spilled in Ms. Crowler’s back yard was carbonated?
VI. The Fizz in Suckelberry Soda
Carbonated beverages are prepared by putting the beverage
into a can or bottle under high pressure with carbon dioxide
gas. The high pressure causes the carbon dioxide gas to
dissolve in the liquid. When the can or bottle is opened
the pressure inside the can decreases allowing some of
the carbon dioxide gas dissolved in the liquid to escape as
bubbles.

Experiment 3

In this experiment we will discover if Ms. Crowler was telling
the truth when she said she didn’t have time to wash the
soap out of her hair. You may remember from the story that Ms.
Crowler’s hair, when it touched the bowl of floating suckelberry
seeds, caused the seeds to scatter towards the edge of the
bowl. (Chapter 20.)
I. Hypothesis
Soap will break the surface tension
of water causing floating objects
to either scatter to places where
there is surface tension or to sink.
II. Materials needed
• a bowl
• water
• pepper
• soap (dish soap or shampoo)
• paintbrush
III. Procedure/Observation
• Place a bowl of water on the table. Let it rest until
the water is calm. Sprinkle some pepper on the
surface of the water.
• Gently dip the tip of the paintbrush into the water.
What happens?
• Dip the paintbrush into some dish soap or shampoo.
• Gently dip the tip your soap-covered paintbrush
into the bowl. What happens?
IV. Pick which one that best describes what you observed
after you dipped the paintbrush covered with soap into the
bowl of water.
a) The pepper spread out away from the paintbrush.

b)
c)
d)
e)

The pepper was attracted to the paintbrush.
The pepper sank.
Nothing happened (the pepper did not move).
None of the above.

V. Conclusion
From your results are you able to determine if soap breaks
the surface tension of water? If so, did Ms. Crowler properly
rinse her hair?

VII. Why do water molecules stick to each other?
Water molecules stick to each other because of their
molecular make-up. Each water molecule is made of two
hydrogen atoms (H) and one oxygen atom (O).
Two smaller, positive hydrogen atoms attach to a larger,
negative oxygen atom in the image below to form a water
molecule.

VI. What is Surface Tension?
You may know most things are slippery when wet. But
water molecules, when it comes to other water molecules,
are sticky. This is because water molecules have a strong
attraction to each other.
In the center of a glass of water, the molecules are sticking
to other water molecules in all directions because they are
all attracted to each other. Think of all the water molecules
pulling towards each other, like if you had a glass of
magnets all attracting each other.
At the surface, there are no water molecules above for them
to stick to, so there is nothing pulling the surface molecules
up. These surface molecules therefore stick more to the
molecules next to them than to other water molecules below
them. This extra stickiness forms a “skin” at the surface of
the water that is called surface tension.
Surface tension is strong enough to support some insects
like the water strider.

The water molecule’s shape is easy to remember if you think it looks
like Mickey Mouse™.

The hydrogen side of the water molecule tends to be slightly
positive and the oxygen side of the molecule tends to be
slightly negative. Positive and negative charges attract
each other, so water molecules’ positive sides are attracted
to other water molecules’ negative sides. This attraction,
known as hydrogen bonding, is why water is seems sticky at
its molecular level.

Experiment 4
In this experiment you will find out which suspect(s) had
soil from the scene of the crime on his or her shoes by using
cabbage juice as a pH indicator. (Chapter 31.)
Watson observed that the soil from
the suspects’ boots when mixed
with cabbage juice exhibited three
different colors.
1. Mr. Plover and Mr. Mopster’s
samples turned red.
2. Mr. Grazzbur and Ms. Blodderbum’s turned a
greenish blue.
3. Ms. Crowler’s didn’t change color at all, but
remained purple.
The kids unfortunately spilled their cabbage juice and need
you to find out what color cabbage juice will exhibit when
mixed with a base. Soil from the scene of the crime is a
known base (see page 192).
I. Hypothesis
Cabbage juice will consistently exhibit one color when
mixed with an acid, another color when mixed with a base,
and a third color when mixed with neutral pH liquids.
II. Materials needed
• 1/3 of a head of red cabbage
• 5 small clear glasses or cups
• a bowl of hot water from the tap
• clear tape and a permanent marker
• a sieve, or colander
• some bases, like baking soda and dish soap.
• some acids, like lemon juice and white vinegar
• a neutral pH liquid, like water (Tap water is rarely
a perfect neutral pH, however, for this experiment

most tap water works fine. If you want to be certain
that your water is a neutral pH, use distilled water.)
III. Procedure
1. Break up about 1/3 of a head of red cabbage into tiny
pieces.
2. Soak the cabbage pieces in hot water for at least two
hours. Best if you leave it overnight.
3. Separate the cabbage juice from the cabbage by
carefully pouring the juice into an empty glass. You
may want to use a sieve to keep out any cabbage
pieces.
4. Prepare bases to be tested. Pour a small amount
(about a quarter of a cup) of dish soap into a glass. In
another glass mix about a quarter of a cup of water
with a tablespoon of baking soda. Label these glasses
base.
5. Prepare your acids. Pour about a quarter of a cup of
lemon juice into a glass. In another glass pour the
same amount of white vinegar. Label these glasses
acid.
6. In another glass pour about a quarter of a cup of
water. Label this glass neutral pH.
7. Pour about 1/8 of a cup (two tablespoons) of red
cabbage juice into each of your labeled glasses.
Mix each solution carefully and observe the color
changes.
IV. Pick the one that best describes your results.
a) purple/violet-acidic, red-neutral, blue/green-basic
b) blue/green-acidic, purple/violet-neutral, red-basic
c) red-acidic, blue/green-neutral, purple/violet-basic
d) red-acidic, purple/violet-neutral, blue/green-basic
e) none of the above
V. Conclusion
From your results are you able to tell if any of the suspects
were at the scene of the crime?

VI. What is pH?
pH is used to measure whether or not a solution is an acid,
a base or neutral. A neutral solution is neither an acid nor a
base. Pure water is a neutral liquid.
VII. What is an acid?
Most of us are familiar with the term acid. For years,
Hollywood has shown us some extreme examples of acids.
You might have seen a movie in which a bottle of acid drops,
breaks and burns a hole in the floor.
Indeed, very strong acids can
burn and should be handled
with care. Some acids are so
strong that just smelling them
can burn your nose! However,
many other acids are safe to
handle. Some examples of
weaker acids include: lemon
juice, orange juice and vinegar.
Red cabbage juice will turn into
a different color when mixed
with an acid.

VIII. What is a base?
Strong bases can be just as corrosive and dangerous to
handle as strong acids. Some drain cleaners that you use to
dissolve clogs are strong bases. However, like acids, some
bases are weak bases and are safe to
handle. Baking soda and dish soap
are two bases that are safe to touch.
Red cabbage juice will also turn
colors when mixed with a base. This
color is a different color than the
color it changed into when it was
mixed with an acid.

Experiment 5
In this experiment you will discover if the nail used by the
thief came from the Vinegar River flood by determining
if nails soaked in a solution of vinegar, salt and dissolved
copper will become copper plated. (Chapter 34.)
I. Hypothesis
Tiny amounts of copper oxide and copper
will dissolve from the surface of dull,
dirty pennies (or any other copper alloy
or copper-plated coin) when placed in
a vinegar salt solution. Afterwards,
nails soaking in the same solution that
was used to soak the pennies will cause
a thin film of copper to adhere to the
surface of the nails.
II. Materials needed
• 6 pennies
• 1/2 cup white vinegar
• 2 teaspoon salt
• 2 clear, shallow bowls
(not metal)
• 6 clean steel nails
(not galvanized or coated)
• 1 mixing bowl
• paper towels
III. Procedure
1. Put the salt and vinegar in the mixing bowl. Stir
until the salt dissolves.
2. Pour equal amounts of the vinegar salt solution into
the two shallow bowls. Label one bowl Copper and
the other No Copper.
3. Dump all the coins into the bowl marked Copper. (Do
not put any pennies in the bowl marked No Copper.)
After 20 minutes, take the coins out of the liquid.

Put them on a paper towel to dry. Do the coins look
any different than when you first put them into the
solution?
4. Place 3 nails into the bowl
labeled Copper by leaning
the nails against the side of
the bowl so that only part of
each nail is in the liquid.
(See image.) Do the same for
the bowl marked No Copper.
5. After an hour, take a look at the nails. Are they
two different colors? Leave the nails in the bowl
overnight and check on them again in the morning.
Did the nails on the bowl labeled No Copper change?
How about the nails in the bowl labeled Copper?
Do you think the nails in either of the bowls look
like the nail that was used to post the note on the
oorgave cactus?
IV. Pick which one that best describes what you observed in
the bowl labeled Copper
a) There is copper on the part of the nail that is sticking
out of the solution.
b) There is copper on the part of the nail that is in the
solution.
c) There is no copper on any of the nails.
d) None of the above.
V. Conclusion
From your results are you able to tell if the nail found in the
Blanchskull Desert was from the Vinegar River flood?
VI. What Happened
How did the vinegar and salt solution remove copper from
the coins and transfer it to the nails?
Everything around you is made up of tiny particles called
atoms. The copper of a two-pence (or any other copper alloy
coin) is made up of copper and other atoms.
Your vinegar and salt solution is a weak acid. When you

put your coins in the vinegar and salt solution, the copper
starts to dissolve. This means some copper atoms leave the
coins and start floating around in your solution. But when
these copper atoms leave the coin, they leave two of their
electrons behind. These copper atoms that are missing some
of their electrons are called copper ions.
Because copper ions are missing
negatively charged electrons they are
positively charged.
Steel nails are a metal made by combining iron, other
metals, and carbon. As you found out with your coins, your
mixture of salt and vinegar is really good at dissolving
metals. When you put the steel nails in the mixture, some
of the iron dissolves. Like the copper atoms, each iron atom
that dissolves leaves two electrons behind. This means that
both positively charged copper and iron ions are floating
around in your vinegar salt solution.
Originally, the steel nail was neutrally
charged, but when the positively
charged iron ions left the nail, the
nail became negatively charged. This
is because the nail is now made up of
more negatively charged particles than
positive charged particles.
Negatively charged particles attract
positive charged particles like a
magnet. The negatively charged nail
attracts positive charges in the liquid.
Both the iron ions and the copper ions
are positively charged. The copper
ions are more strongly attracted to the
negative charge than the iron ions, so
they stick to the negatively charged
nail, forming a coating of copper on
the steel.
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